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FOREWORD

In recent years, as iwttitutional resources have dwindled and demands

for account ability f.rom students, faculty, the community, and state

agerwles have increased dramatically, institutional research has

become even mor .ssential for community college management than ever

before. Decision MA kers are depending increasingly on accurate infor

mation for sitch things as assessing educational needs, allocating

resources, assessing institutional eFfectiveness, and coordinating

data collection and analysis.

The 076 Conference on Institutional Research in Community

Colleges, held at the Henry Chauncey Conference Center in Princeton,

New Jersey, was designed to meet the needs of developing professionals

in institutional research, planning, educational development, and.

evaluation, in this volume, we offer the papers that were presented

at that conference. The authors explore.such questions as: What is

the role of research in community college management? What emerging

issues, problems, and concerns need to be addressed? How does research

relate tO institutional goals, planning, and evaluation? What methods

and techniques are used in effective institutional research programs?

We are grateful for the opportunity to offer these stimulating

papers which, we hope, will contribute to a broader understanding of

the vital tasks ot institutional reFearch In community colleges.

James R. Dencen
Director
P' ,grams of Continuing Education

zitional Testing Service



NATVRE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARcil
IN 1U1.: COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Jame,; Watteanrger
In,:titule of Higher Education

i'niversity of Florida

Gainesville, Florida

An examinattun ot the Litle of the monographs Sossey-Bass has pub-

Ihdicd under the general .4eries called New Directions for Institu-

tional Research priivtdo- m basis for assessing the current nature

of institutional research in institutions of higher' education. These

titles .11-42:

Lvaluating Institutions tor Accountability
_

A.-St.-;i114 Faculty Etfort

roward Affirmative Ak_tion

Non-traditional Study

Evalitatinl. Statewide Boards

A.;sessing Academic Pr2s,rsjj2_4_y_lthuat_Stti
_

l`es.P.P11_LI".$ t° chAlsAllaLETillia_13nmawi

Measurink,I. and Inc_reasina Academic PrOductivity

Assessing Computer-based Models

Examining Departmental Management

These titles as well as the various chapters in each monograph

written by persons who are more often than not professionally in-

volved in institutional research provide an observer with a basis

for asserting that institutional researclf must be beginning to

assume its potential role as described by Hugh Stickler almost 20

years ago.



Stickler, along with Brumbaugh, Roueche, Cook, Swanson, Doi,

and Van Istendahl had attempted to define institutional research in

a Way that made it an operational rather than an esoteric concept.

Stickler said that institutional resear.'l ". .is directed

toward providing data useful or necessary in the making of intelli-

gent administrative decisions and/or improvement of a given institu-

tion of higher education."

The monograph titles represont not only the direction that in-

stitutional research has taken more recently but also the depth that

management currently requires. As management has improved, informa-

tion requirements have increased.

The Nature of Institutional Research

In the operational concept of resear6h, "pure" research is that

which advances the frontiers of knowledge and which at the moment

of discovery may seem to have little or no practical application;

"applied" research is that which is designed to answer questions

and to aid in solving problems. While this dichotomy may be

entirely too simplistic, it does provide a useful basis for insti-

tutional research design. The nature of institutional research .1S to

carry out activities that will provide data for improving the college.

A program of institutional research does more than compile

data, however. Unfortunately, much of the institutional research

conducted by junior colleges pric'! to 1968 has been judged as

worthless "because of faulty design, poor methodology, ungeneral-

izable findings, or just poor quality.
. ." as assessed by

Roueche and Boggs(1). Turner subsequently agreed in 1971. It seems
$



doubtful that appreciable improvement has developed in the few

Years since 1968, even though many institutions have provided a more

serious allocation of resources to this- specific activity than was

previously true.

What is the nature of a good institutional research program in

a community college: Referring to the monograph titles, the nature

of a program ot institutional research consists of a formative

systematic evaluation procedure focused upon the institution itself

and such areas of inquiry as: institutional goals, students, faculty,

curriculum, administration, fiacilities, and the community, as well as

a continuing analysis of financial support and expenditure patterns.

Cook's study in 1971 identified areas of inquiry in their

order of priority, according to 215 jurors who were deemed to be

representative ot the community college professional cadre. This group

gave highest priority to topics concerned with students: enrollment

trends, profiles of student characteristics, student attrition, and

other follow-up studies, They.also gave priority to studies dealing

with institutional goals, especially as they relate to the community

environment and as they may he evaluated as adequate statements.

Cook roported that other areas of inquiry relate to curriculum, man-

agement, and institutional critrol of operations. He also reported

that studies ot administrative policy and procedure were not given

much support by the jury.

The nature of institutional research is a process of data

gathering that can be directed or 'ocused by the proper questions,

3
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Muse questions, when co rrectly framed, establish the boundaries of

resarch in an institution. For exam?le:

I. What oticut does probation status have upon students?

What teaching procedur:s are most cost-efiective?

I. What schedule provides the most effective use of facilities?

4. What new programs will the community need bv 1980?

Where will noncredit courses be needed within the area?

These kinds of questions will provide data that can be used as

a'hasis for polio,' and action.

It is important, however, especially in view of conclusions

rel ttd above concerning the quality of institutional research, to

gather data in a soundly designed research framework. Too often

reseal-elf met'iods have included one or more of the following types

of study design or approaches:

1. me Pooling of Ignorince. In this study design, an uncompli-

cated "Gallup" Poll is used to acquire dqta in an area

which requireos expert and.experienced opinion. The result

is statistical analysis of ignorant opinion.

Persuasive Stubborness. in this approach, a position de-

fended by invalid assumptions or by "common sense" logic is

taken and ncver abandoned. Any opposing position is beaten

down through repetLion and logic not necessarily based

in tact..

Appeal to Author.itv. This study techuigite includes a plethora

of quotations selected because they are in print and because

the,: wree with an duswer previously determined to ht, Our

correct one,

4 I 0



4. Professional Confidence. This design values data which

validate a personal experience and rejects data which

do not confirm a position determined by earlier conjecture.

5. Parroting. This approach places heavy emphasis on what

others are doing. The assumption is that if enough others

are loing it, it is goo.

6. Intuitive Determination. , This design supports a position

because it seems so right. And it is, of course, as

everyone knows.

Pierce described a similar concern for proper design when he

contrasted the method of science with research design base upon

tenacity, authoritarianism, and a priori procedures. So the nature

of institutional research may be described both in terms of areas

of inquiry and appropriate methodology.

Suslow defined the nature of institutional research for the

Association for Institutional Research in 1971. He emphasized

that institutional research is an attitude and he described the

research activities as the systematic appraisal of the higher

education effort through critical appraisal and carefill investi-

gation of its processes and programs.

He concluded that "If the appraisal is not systematic and

factual, if it is not concerned with commonly accepted higher

. education values, if it is more or less continuous, then it is

not institutional research." He emphasized formative evaluation

of purposes and values as well as efficiency and productiveness.

5



How institutional research should be used depends upon both the

nature and the quality ot the research. Here again, the list of the

New Directions monographs proyidew'a summary of the currentuses._ _ . . - . - --

Froweyaluating the laculty to improving the curriculum to allocating

resources, the uses of institutional research data are obviously

required tor sound operation. Day-to-day decision making as well as

long-range planning depend on data that can best be provided through

a sound ins,ritutional research program.

WIA the!;e concerns as background, a list of guidelines may be

expIessed as a basis tor community college institutional research:

I. Fstahlish4ptay....c2fraearch. The community college

is a service-oriented institution, not a ceter for basic or

pure research. The overall goals and purposes as well as the

commitments of institutional research must be clearly stated

and commonly understood. This philosophy must fit into the

overall institutional philosophy, its role, and its scope.,

2. rocus resxonSibility for the activity. Everyone's jobAs no

one's job. ALL administrators know this, yet a number of

community colleges still have no designated,person who is

respons ible for institutional research. someone must be

appointed to coordinate all types of institutional re-

search in a college.

3.
p_litLItijeculatstablisharationalositiotlizationstructure.

fines of responsibility must include both superordinate and

subordinate. There are several alternate patterns; no one

A 1
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can claim to have a lest structure. Each must have a ra-

tionale which is dotensNe tor a specific situatioa.

4. Prov!de an inst[tution-w[de adOsory committee. It is im-______.--------------, _ _ _

portant that faculty lso teel a responsibility for insti-

tutional rtsearch. This Ls best done through an advisory

(committee that represents all elements of the faculty.

Arritutet[lwate tinancial sunnort. It should be ob-
_ _ _ LA:

vious that nothing happens without resources. Industrial

firms may allocate 15 to 20 percent of their budget for

research. Colleges r-st likely do not need, that high a per-
,

ventage, but there should be'a clear designation of adequate

funds to do the job!

6. Plan research _carefully.. There are a number of ways that
_

institutional research influences institutional management.

Since studies often require data from several sources, care-

ful planning will saye time as, well as other resources.

7. Seek broad lacul_v_participation. Faculty should not; only

participate through their advisory group activities but also

suggest ttudies and take an active role in collecting and

interpreting data. Time off and other encouragement to

participate should be available.

8. Provide expert help when needed. No faculty includes ex-
_

pertise in every possible area. Use of outsilie experts will

not only enhance the study but will assure possible com-

paraiility and shared position.

7
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Seek inter-institutional coo.uration. one of the most im-____-------_--

portant tactors in Florida is the organization of the Inter-

ILstitntu.,nal Research Council, a consortium of community

colleges and the University of Florida for the 7,urpose of

cooperative research.

In. Estal_11IAmpLeto and adevatejecoru-..epiniLand

p_r_ocys,4. rhe problem of record keeping is a difficult one.

Procedures can be established, however, which will assure.

both accuracy and compLeteness. A cross-reference system

wili he invaluable.

11. Provide adequate recognition. Faculty who conduct studies

obviousLy need the support of the institutional research

otfice. There needs to be a specific program of recognition

provided to those who complete studies.

12. Establish ayrocedure -for dissemination and discussion of
_ . _

-fin.dirigs. Shelving a Study is all too often the final result.

Concern for follow-through is an important part of the 'study

design.

Use the tind.ings"-in imulaiasUtifiutItution. Direct use---------

of the findings wtll he the most important outcome. If thi;

step is not taken, resources will be wasted.

Lt. Provide empathetic su ort from the president of the

institution. Research has repeatedly emphasized the need for

top-lovel support. Institutional research has failed its



mission in those colleges which do not have clear support

trim the president.

These guidelines provide a basis for the development of.an

institutional reeacch program in a community college. The imple-

mentation of them will require both commitment and planning, individ-

ually and institutionally.

REFERENCE

I. Roleche, John E. Boggs, John R. Junior Collw institutional
research - the !,iate of the art. Washington, D.C.: American

Assoc. of Junior Colleges, 1968.



THE RANGE ANL) ORGANIZATION
OF DATA FOR RESEARCH

Richard L. Alfred
Director of Educational Research and Development

New York .City Community College

Emerging research trends in the two-year colleges indicate that three

major developments are now beginning to take place. These develop-

ments have come about primarily in response to a need for aid in

decision making and have closely paralleled the increased emphasis

on accountability that has become the hallmark of the seventies.

Perhaps the most significant development is a new emphasis on applied

rather than theoretical research, which has led to an increase in

useable rather than abstract models. The steady increase in the

number of research projects devoted to specific problems,rather than

' investigation in general clearly reflects this shift in emphasis.

A second development ig the redefinition of functional ob-jectives

in institutional research. The focus is now shifting to such matters

as enrollment projections, outcomes in career programs, economics

impacts (of the college on the community), cost effectiveness, ad-

ministrative organization, institutionaj goals, .2ollege governance,

instructional effectiveness, community needs, and many related topics.

No longer do studies that merely tabulate student characteristics ful-

fill the Information needs d I potential users. Needed now are studies

that concentrate on specific areas and individual nee& rather than

general student characteristics. In addition, surveys are now re-

quir.d to determine thy educational needs of particular segments of



the population such. as rural and urban groups, ethnic minorities,

elderly citizens, and women.

Finally, institutional research has become more sensitive to

the need for empirical information as to whether the community col-

lege meets the expectations of the community and legislative agencies.

A premium Ls placed on information related to the quality of iMpacts

produced by the college as contrasted to those imposed on it by the

individuals and groups using its services. This development is clearly

reflect-d .!.a the number of recent studies conducted to determine stu-

dent outcomes in the educational process.

Research Conceptualized

Given this emphasis on the practical aspects of research and the in-

formation needs of faculty and administrators, we can define research

as a'process designed to assist institutions in: (1) defining goals

1

and purposes; (2) identifying programs and policies that meet these

goals; (3) evaluating programs to see if they are doing what the

institution says they are supposed to do; and (4) mapping the flow of

resources to determine the cost effectiveness of college programs.

There are many sources of data, ranging from the expressed

needs of community subgroups to the published requirements of state

agencies. The value of,such resources for a particular organization,

however, depends on the efforts of many to collect, organize, and

apply the data in the decision-making process. At its best, research

data ts a co nstructive tool for management to use in making key

decisions; at its worst, lt is a useful adjunct to the decision-making



proce'ss--often hist window dressing for decisions that have already

been made.

It ,,,ere to choose which role we want research to play,

. most of us would probably select the more constructive role. We

would say that to he effective research should have a direct effect

on decisions concerning institutional goals and purposes and should

aLso affect the mechods by which these decisions are made--that is,

alter the structure of the decision-making process. For research to

have such an ettect On delsion making, it must meet three essential

conditions. rirst, it shQuLd help faculty and administrators estab-

lish institutionaL goals and objectives; second, it .should play an

integral part in planning; and, third, It should provide the means for

appraisal of institutional- programs and activities in relation to

stated goals (evuluation).

There are several assumptions upon which these conditions are

based;

lacing an uncertain future, administrators are sensitive to
the need fo r research to assist in the formulation (or
modifieation) of institutional goals.

Research, as an integral part of the decision-making pro-
cess, shouLd both precede and follow the establishment of
institutional goals.

Research, as a piyotaL element in goal-setting, should
play a kev role in planning,for the long-range development
ot the institution.

A recognized apparatus exists in every institution for the
.conversion of rese arch findings into planning concepts
and decision alternatives.

Comprehensive data systems, once organized,. will be used
by iacultv and administrators ro guide the further de-
velopment of the institution through variable internal
and exteinal conditions.

12 1



can accept these conditions and assumptions, then a concep-

tual foundation for research will have been estahlishA an4 a sys.tem

designed tor its organization into data tieltk.

The Or.gank:ation of Data

I on p,n,,e t cliagram of the conceptual ,model just

ilu'si'r [l'eil lb i. model identities four subsystems in research, goal-

setting, program development, cost effectiveness, and program review.

Each subsystem has a distinctive relationship to planning and de-

cision makiug, and each has component data fields that identify and

organize Information into su'ojecc categories. These data fields are:

students, prm;rams,.communitv, facilities, j7inance, staff, and organ-

ization.

All seven of the data tields operate in each subsystem but. do so

primarity In accord with their relationship to the sequence of acti-

vitiwi in the institution. For example, data that relate-to goal set-

ting typically involve the nature of the community to be served and

are collectd early in the life of the institution. Data related to

proram development. :Ire needed at a later stai.e in the Institu-

t

tion's development for parket analyses and cormunity need surveys

to Identlly the types et programs that sl.,old be offered. And, finally,

highly sl,eolfic data relkAed to the cost effectiveness and program

review r-mhsv!-;tems are de:itgn ed to describe the outcomes and costs of

college programs and relate them to the goals of Cle institution.

Before discussing in greater detail management's use of re-

,tearch data tor planning and decision making, let us consider

1 3



Goal Program Cost Progrun
Setting Development Effectiveness Review

Programs

1 1 .

" ) Costs Outcomes

Planning

Figure 1. Conceptual Model for Research
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brietly the four subsystems and the types of data that are incor-

porated into each.

Goal Setting: Most two-year colleges develop a general set of goals
.wiw

based on a philosophy tormulated at an early point in their develop-

ment. Such goals receive little attention except in relation to

visits from regional accrediting associations when an attempt is

made to relate them to descriptive data collected after the fact to

demonstrate that the goals are indeed being met. Unfortunately, these

goals normally are abt defined in such a wav as to make them effec-

tive in guiding institutional development. Neither do they receive

the regular review and evaluation by faculty and aOmininstrators

that could make them a vital force in management.

Every institution should collect data that can bccome a source

ot direction tor determiw_ng the types of goals it should pursue.

It is not enough for a college to commit' itself to offeririg career

programs simply because this is a goal normally pursued by a c9m-

prehenive community college. [deally this goal should be dter-

mined in accord with,data describing regional and local needs for

career programs. ft should be phrased in terms of the' total percent-

age ot enrollment to be served by such programs, thq relationship of

these programs to manpower needs of the community, and the actual

number of positions to be tilled by program graduates. In a similar

tashion, a goal concerning guidance services should identify through

research the kinds of needs students have for such services as well

as the antCcipated results. Obviously, the formulation of goals based

on research data will not be easy in many areas, but the effort must

15 r



be made if goaLs are to serve as a yardstick for institutional de

ve lttpiiiiiit

Th tollowing areas of concern in the soalsetting subsystem

need to be addressed by community college research:

(t)

Community

tudk ot the geograpW,cal enalacteristics of the college
service re0tn

sizc (in square miles)

distributicn of population

zoning characteristics of region

natural harTiers to campus development

(2) Studies of the demograpIlic characteristics of the college
service region

popularion density

population composition

age oCcupitlonal statUs
sex family income

of edueittion dwelling units
race end group

in/out migration (populatien growth)

transportation 11:6111-jos

(i) Economi..

number and types ol business and industrial installations

manpower distribution (bv occupation)

regional projections lor marpower needs (by occupation'

rate of unemployment

percentage of popula'ion .:mployed in "growth" and "no
growth" occupations



1

(4) Studies to postsecondary institutions and programs

number and types of postsecondary institutions in
service region

number and types of postsecondary institutions in
areas outside service region

career and general education program offerings in

postsecondary institutions

community service and continuing education offerings
in postsecondary institutions

articulation policies and procedures

(i) Studies of individUal and group perceptions of college
goals

Delphi technique

institutional Goals Inventory

other standardized instruments

community needs surveys

other

(h) Studies oi state and regional statutes regulating institu-

tional goal.

Program bevelorlent: organizin for effective programs requires a

total conceptu al framework beginning with a stated mission and ending

with A systemtfc. approach to evaluation. This procedure requires

a market analysis of community educational needs which must be met

through the development of programs operated in support of stated

goals.

:inmerow; market analysis models are available, but they are

All bas-: on the gen.,ral assumption thaLeducational programs should

inl ,;11pport the educational tieeds of the Cohnunity.

1,,wr 1,4 depicts the various stuml in a market analysis.



Comprehensive Data Base

Modification of
Programs

Refthement of
Program Objectives

Program Evaluation

Selection and
Implementation

of Program Objectives

Institutional Goals

Management
Structure

(Decision-Making)

Assessment of
InstitUtional Resources

Relative to
Program Objectives

Ilanpower-Facilities-Financ

Figure 2. Market Analysis Model

2(.1:

Define
Population Subgroups

Market Analysis of
Educational Ndeds
and Expectations of
Population Subgroups

Examine Characteristics
of Population Groups

Definition of
Program

Objectives in Teams of
Research Findings



In every metropolitan region in the United States, census data are

available that describe the population in terms of characteristics

such as age, sex, race, ethnic group, veteran status, occupational

status, family income, education level, and unemployment. Pmgram

objectives should follow market projections of community need and

should be stated in concrete performance terms. They should define

the types of population subgroups to be served, the types of needs

that have been identified, and the types of programs to be offered.

The development of program objectives that reflect research on

community needs carries forward the process through which the insti-

tution's programs are created. If they are properly stated, objectives

.can enable faculty and administrators to appraise programs according

to their use of current resources and measure their effectiveness

against a series of short- and loug-"range planning yardsticks. The

types of research currently being collected in this area can be sum-

marized as follows:

Community

(1) Studies of.educational needs and characteristics of out-
of-school citizens (18 years and older)

(2) Studies of educational needs and characteristics of
secondary-level students

(3) Studies of local employer needs and perceptions

(4) Projections of manpower needs by civic agencies

(5) State and federal projections of manpower needs

9.1
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jrvInu

(1) Appraisals of state and regional regulations affecting
program deveLopment

(2) Studies of program olterings L ther postsec(ndary
institutions

(I) Enrollment projections

instltution

division

iepartment

course

section

(2) Studies ot Ae-ucation al needs hnd characteristics of enL.
rotted students

(3) Studies of student transfer rates between postsecondary
institutions

P')Iancr

! (t), Projections of program costs

(2) Projections of revenues generated by programs

(i) Projections ot amount of space required by,programs
(square footage)

(2) Projections of type'of space recfuired by programs
(laboratory, lecture, office, and so forth)

(1) Projections ,4 staffing requirements of programs

20



Program Review: The third F bsystem injnstitutional research

is the "program review" or what is commonly known in educational'

jargon as "evaluation." This subsystem is perhaps the single

most routinely examined area in community college research today.

Studies of Student attrition, grade distributions, employer

follow-up surveys, student perceptions, graduation rates,

transfer performance. and so forther, are good examples of the

kinds of research .3one in this area. The focus is on student

outcomes, and the methods that are used are as diverse as the

research itself.
. The best way to describe the subsystem is

through a diagram of the relationship of outcomes to prograt

structure in the community college.

In theory, prograns consist of a series of activities

designed to move students from one status to another. A model

developed by Astin uses the concept Of "outputs" to describe

the progress of students in relationship to programs. In this

,.todel, the background characteristics of entering students,

the objectives of the program, and description measures of the

college environment are considered "input" (see Figure 3, page

22). Theoretically, an "expected" output can be computed at any

time in the life of a program based on these input characteristics,

and the effect can be statistically removed from "observed"

outputs (actual scores on the variable or variables under .

investigation) producing a "residual" output, which is independent

of the input characteristics. Measures of the characteristics

of the college and the program can then be related to this

residual output to appraise the functioning of the program.

This process culminates in the formation of evaluation
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meagures which describe program functioning in terms of Atudent

outcomes as well as the effectiveness of the program in pro-

ducing conditions which lead to outcomes.

Programs can be measUred at three different intervals; at the

time of initial student enrollment (input); during the period of

enrollment (functioning); and after termination of study'(output).

This progression Is reflected in the studies commonly conducted in

.the area:

017.ZatIOn

(l) Studies of the climate and characteristics of the insti-
tution

PrograMs

(I) Studies of the objectives and characteristics of college
programs

objectives

courses

staff

facilities

instructional methods

instructional resources

budget

other

:;tudent,o

(I) Studies of the characteristics of enrolled students

basic classification

demographic

C`:
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intellective

perceptual-attitudinal

(2) Studies 01 grade distrihutions (summaries and comparisons)

(0 Studie ot' the characteristics of graduating students

(0 Student attrition studies

number and characteristics oi students

credit attrition (course withdrawal)

college attrition (withdrawal from college)

1) kese.ircli 011 9tep,tilt!;
a

00 Studios on trare;ter students (number and desttrtation of
Cransiers, crediIs accepted, and so forth)

v
(71 Cconslor lollow-up studies (academie achievement of trans-.

let .;tudents in subsequent institutions)

(8) Studies ot certitication/licensure 'results (student scores
on required examinations for career eqtry)

(9) Research on turther educational degrees obtained by students

(I0) Research on employment patterns of students (number of
:;tudents permanently employeu by type ot employment)

(I 1) ROsearch on employer evaluations of student preparedness
and job performance

(12) Research on studet' perceptions of college

et curriculum (career and transfer preparation)

01 lacultv and stalt

01 campus lite

ether

,pimunity

(1) economic tmliacts of the college on the community

ot)
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Cost Effectivene,:s: The iourth subsystem in institutional research

responds tc, the need of community college planners, for a gross

quantitative measure ot the cost effectiveness of present programs

mot tor an 0:4[Imkte of the major consequefwes of decision alternatives. ,

Since only eurollment-hU'sed intormatiin currently'meets the criter-

ion of credil'ilit;,', cost effectiveness ana ivses have been limited 01

data which examine only the qUantity ot output. At most4 this type of

analysis produces c unit cost for e.Ach operation and should more

apl)ropriatelv if.e labeled "cost analysis."

Some of the studies that have been conducted in this area,

when taken together, provide the ingredients of a unit cost;

( 1) en ro lment analyses

units ot analysis

headcount
FIE

credit hour's

weekly student contact hours
other

levels of analysis
college

division
department
course

section

,:71-,afj*

(1) Studies.of faculty load (allocation of time t) programs
and functions)

(2) ,Studies of staff salaries and fringe benefits
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Finance

(1) Studies of supply costs

(1) Research on facilities utilization

(2) Studies of energy costs

S,pecialized Research Studiei: The final subsystem for research is

made up of studies conducted in response to'special needs identified

'.hy the institution or its constituencies. Otten designed to collect

(1.ata defined in previous subsystems but for different reasons, thiS

subsystem.would include the followingtkinds of studies:

(1) institutional (or campus) feasibility studies

(2) bond issue and levy election studies

(3/ annexation studies (of school districts)

(4) institutional self-studies

(5) collective bargaining studies

(6) trustee subdistricting studies

(7) other studies 'as may be mandated by emerging issues

Although this list is only partial, it does depict the relation-

ship of these studies to emerging issues in community college

education.

Planninit and De_cision Makins

The translation of research data into planwing concepts and decision

alternatives is the crux of the research enterprise. Management de-

cisions do not simply follow from the exiitence of research data.

Whether at the two-year or four-year college, there are persistent

problems. First and foremost, and for many reasons, there is a need
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to increase-management's awareness of the value of converting

research data--past, present, and futum--into planning concepts.

Once data on program,outcomes are in hand, management guidelines

are necessary for their translation into planning alternatives.

This involves system-wide priorities and requires that administra-

tors maintain some form nf decision aivaratus for the conversion of

. data into action.

Many administrators have failed to attend to this need and have

lapsed into lethargy upon realizing that they must assUme a leader-

ship role if planning is to be successful. The absence of a decision-

making apparatus allows the accumulation of a hard core of unan-

swered questions that plague the educational planner: What are the

uses of research data in community colleges? What procedures should

be used for the conversion of data into planning? Who should be re-

sponsible for.assessing the implications of various data trends and

advising management of decision alternatives? What is an appropriate

balance between politics and reseaich in the planning process?

Row can research data be used to "improve" management decisions?

Whntvis the value of planning in'an institution in which political

concerns often override planning alternatives? Questions such as

these must be answered if two-year colleges are to conduct meaning-

ful research programs.

Figure 4 on page.28 presents a decision model that depicts the

environment for converting research findings into planning concepts.

TIke render will immediately recognize in this schema the potential

for conflict in competing staff interests--a situation that has
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proven so dysfunctional for community colleges-. Ideally, planning

should be a gradpated process that involves making decisions that

strCke an even balance between political considerations on the one

hand and research data on the,other. Tob often, however, political

expediency ha been the dominant force in decision making and research

has been ;1 superficial adjunct to the process This situation is'

most evident in the .tendency of adminis'Lrators to manipulate research

findings to fit a framework congruent with their value expectations

when they make decisions affecting the direction of the institution.

Institutional constituencies, depending upon their numeriCal

size and internal cohesiveness, -ring different value perspectives to

the decision-making process. To the eXtent that these value per-

spectives are identified and understood, research can be effective

as a guide to institutional development. By presenting faculty

and adminitrators with different alternatives based ou research

findings, the research model can be used to forge decisions re-

garding long-range development.'Llsing available data in combination

with stated institutional goals and staff input, decision alterna-

tives can be constructed. These alternatives can range from

a purely political solution to 'a data-based approach to long-range

planning. The solution is likely to lie somewhere in the middle, but

the task of identifying potential alternatives is in itself sufficient

to point tacultv and administrators in the direction of planning.

In the absence of a decision-making apparatus to convert re-

search data into planning concepts, research is fragmented. This re-

sults in a pattern of vested interests that lacks credibility as an
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objective base for planning. A decision model should be developed

that is,sensitive lo the political climate in which an institution

- functions as well as flexible enough to allow time for the develop-

ment of decision alternatives. It should not be assumed that the

.values and interests of college constituencies will always be com-

patible with research data, but administrators will ultimately be able

to achieve consensus it they are given accurate and meaningful infor-

matiou.

j u
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RESEARCH METHODS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES
,FOR DEVELOPING PROFESSIONALS IN INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

James W. Selgas
Director of Research and Community Development

Harrisburg Area Community'College
.

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania .

In exploring the methods anu echniques used in effective institutional

research programs, we might consider some of the thoughts of Paul

1)resse1(7), one of the country's leading institutional researchers.

Dressel states that "the basic purpose of institutional research is

to probe deeply into the workings of an institution for evidence of

weakness or flaws which interfere with the attainment of its purposes

or which utilize an undue amount of resources in so doing. In the

search for flaws, no function, individual, or unit shculd be regarded

as off-limits. In the process'of searching, evidence of effective

and, perhaps, excellent functioning can and should be produced, but

pertection is unlikely to be found and improvement is always possible.

In carrying out this process, what is the grist for the mill?

Dressel sees 'three main subjects--the environment, which includes

the individual constituencies on the campus, i.e. students, faculty,

administrators, plus facilities, and, in the case of the community

college, the community,

The second subject of iustitutional research--the processes

and operations of the institutionincludes a great many items which

essentially reflect the administration of the institution. The three

main ones are: Student Pe,sonnel Services including such
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subgroups as admissions, counseling, and financial aid; 2. Curriculum

r; and Instruction including such items as grading, course proliferation,

and class size; 3. Business Operation, Dressel readily acknowledges

tha. "institutional research personnel can seldom deal effectively

with them unless they have impinged rather directly on,the academic

program and have become a source of concern or complaint from academic

units," This situation iS prevalent at my institution, and I see it

at many others. IR simply does not mess with the Business Office.

Another.subject of institutional research, Ultimate Outcomes,

should be distinguished from immediate outcomes such as degrees and

certificates. Most IR offices deal with immediate outcomes, Immediate

folldw-up studies are common. Long-range follow-up studies may result

in additional insighC into ultimate outcomes. A few of us have been able

to assess the impact of our graduates on society, assuming that such an

impact is related to their experiences at our institution.

We have stated the basic purpose of IR and have identified tis

subject matter,, as perceived by Paul Dressel. In the time remaining,

perhaps it would be best to express some concerns about IR and com-

munity colleges, c.ite some useful references for research methods and

statistical analyses, and tie them to some of the projects at Harris-

burg Area Community College.

There is a serious question as to che'quality of research in

community college's. Dr. Cohen's comments in A Constant Variable(4)

are relevant. In reference to research personnel at junior colleges,

he wrote that "they are frequently inexperienced in the use of

standard methodologies and while they are learning them, the
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methodologies themselves are being questioned." A good example of this

is a brief paper entitled "College Education for Young Criminals Pays

Off." The title reveals the sophistication or lack thereof of the in-

dividual who carried out the study. The report describes a study of

young men at a correctional institution in Pennsylvania pursuing

courses given by a community college. The experimental group con-

sisted of prisoners who were taking the college-level courses. The

control group was a random selection of prisoners who were not taking

the courses either by choice or because they had been screened out
,

of the program. The investigator was able to come up With several

differences in tavor of the experimental group.

The design of this study is grossly inadequate and cannot be

considered even quasi-experimental. There is a considerable amount

screening before an individual is permitted into a college pro-

fimdm at most penal institutions, especially the one being studied.

\Thus, rhe creme de la creme of the prison population is in the

college program.

A brief appendix to the study indicates a gross lack of control.

The average IQ of the noncollege group was 98.2. The average IQ of the

college group was 107.7. The average standard achievement test guide to

thL noncollege group was 6.3. The average standard achievement test

grade of the college group was 8.5. The point is, the so-called ex-

periment was loaded in favor of the experimental group. However, even

with such a heav:t loading, there are only nominal differences'between

the two groups. The investigator states, "an important factor in:the

success rate appeared to be the growth of a positive attitudinal
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change as induced through their own recogaition of having latent talents

which hitherto had been submerged within the realms of their previous

criminalistic experiences." It is this type of verbiage and,lack of

understanding of research which does harm not.simply to the individuals

immediately involved but to the entire field of higher education.

According to Dr. Cohen, "the constraints are characterized by

'the following concerns by directors of institutional studies: 1, the

only advantage to being a research officer on some campuses is to

attend conferences and workshops; 2. the major function of some

research officers is to write grant proposal's, answer questionnaires,

and reply to requests for data; 3. some administrators try to

torpedo studies because they feel studies interfere with their

authority; 4. sampling techniques can sometimes not be used because

a higher authority does not trust samples and insists on using the

total population; 3. some administrators grant permission for

studies only if they are safe or will not have unpleasant repercus-

sions; 6. members of accreditation teams sometimes feel changes are

too liberal, even if they are supported with data; 7. dais are often

either misinterpreted or not used; and 8. if reports of studies are

to two pages, it is unlikely anyone will read them."

Some !Jc.erul References

There are several references IWIch you may find of considerable use.

In the area of statistics, there nre vum good texts. I find it

holou u(2 ones that follow a deci6I.A:, map, The Survey Research

C,nter at the Cniversity of Michigan publishes A GuAn for Select-

in4 Statistical l'eche.s for Anarlyi_inASocial Sc ,ience_---.--DAts(3)-



Another very useful text is lal_tro,ductorz Stati.stiest. A Decisioh

MAR(II). This text is now just coming out in a ,slecond edition which

I have yet to review. Of course, there are other tercs on statistics,

but these help yoU to identify the right test quickly.

Probably the best overall text to introduce anyone to the field

of research in the social sciences and education is Fred Kerlinger's

Foundations of Behavioral Research: Educational and Ps chOlo ical

Inquiries (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, New York, 1964). This type of

text will give you a'good introduction to the field of research

methods without overwhelming you.

The Handboulcp1:11_21_1tacIlin(9) published by the American

Educational Research Association goes beyond Kerlinger into a nar-

rower, more detailed field of research, teaching. The text as a

whole is a monumental document, but one chapter, "Experimental and

Quasi-Experimental Design for'Research on Teaching" by Campbell and

Stanley, is an outstanding piece of work whfch should be read

thoroughly by any institutional researcher. The logic and design laid

out in a simple chapter (which has been published separately) helps

to orient the researcher to avoid the pitfalls of reports like

Cducation for Young Criminals Pays Off. This work by Campbell

and Stanley is the basis for many other texts dealing with research

design and is constantly referred tc.

Another excellent referenve only r.,ce.LLly published is the

Encyclozedia o Educational Eva1uation(1),Its primary autliors in-. --

clude Anderson, Ball, and Murphy from Educatioral Testing Service.

In their preface, the authors take a critical look at the field:
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"We do not claim to be completely objective. Rather early in the de-

velopment ot the book we decided quite deliberately to let some of

our values and viewpoints show. Thus, the reader will discern,

among other things, that we prefer objective evidence over testimony;

insist that measurement and evaluation, even though they are closely

linked, are not the same thing; favor minimizing the jargon of evalu-

ation and highlighting iis conceptual underpinnings; respect good

experimental and quasi-experimental designs for evaluation studies,

and believe the faClure to use good design is sometimes as much a

, matter of poor thinking as it is of practical pressures; place a

-high'vaine on the construct validity of measures; feel that a great

deal needs to be done about improving the climate for and support of

evaluation studies; want to substitute considered analyses for C.e

mystiques that seem to he growing around such concepts as account-

ability and crlterion-reterenced testing; and th4.nk that the common

aspeas ot educatIon and training should be emphasized rather than the

distinctions." Their work succinctly summarizes many items which are

often glossed over or are not clear in texts on statistics and

methods.

There are several texts dealing wtth evaluation which would be

well worth your review. Suchman(23) und Stufflebeam(22) will. give

you backgrc.Ind in evaluation theory. Wentling and Lawson(27) provide

a guide to evaluating programs. LIpton(16) and Struening and

Gotentog(21/ offer v:llumes which give examples of substantial appli-

cations ot the abstract concepts involved in evaluations.
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Sampling is crucial to studies if we are to draw valid infer

ences from the data. Many studies fail to recognize the limitations

of samples and/or have a totally invalid sample lor the purpose of

the study. Seymour Sudman has recently published Aalied_Sav1111(24),

which is a bridge to understanding sampling theory and methods for

the less mathematically inclined investigator. His other texts,

Reducinkthe Cost of Surveys(2i) and Reonse Effects in Surveys(26),

should also be helpful fur designing studies involving samples.

As community college researchers, we are not usually involved

in highly technical.research. Instead, we are dealing with immediate

practical problems. rhere are some handy references to help us chart

our way through a problem. The following four ats2 good: 1. Profes

sional Mail Survyys(8) can help you okganize your approach to mail

surveys, which community college researchers use to meet the demand

for followup information; 2. Evaluation in Education: A Practi

tioner's Guide(l0) is another text with an applied orientation, this

time in terms of the assessment uf instruction; 3: Practical Research:

PlanninkLandetia(15) gives you a ',00d overview of laying out and

following through on research stiC s of many types; and, 4. one,of

the most comprehensive and helpful little books is the Handbook

in Research and Evaluation(12). In a chapter entitled "A Guide to

Research Designs, Methods and Strategies," the authors discussed

nine research methods which would be useful -a review here.

Some Reqearch Methods-
The purpose of the historical method is to "reconstruct the past ob

_

jectively and accurately, often in relation to the tenability of a
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hypothesis." We may occasionally become involved in this type of re-

search in looking at trends to help guide us in projections.

The descriptive method Ls meant to "describe systematically a_ _

situation or area ut interest factually and accurately." Examples would

include population census studies, public opininn surveys, and some

follow-up studies.

The purpose of the developmental method is "to investigate pat-

terns and sequences of growth and/or change as a function of time."

An example of this would be a trend study projecting the future

growth and educational needs of the community from past trends and

recent building estimates.

Researchers use the case and field method "to study'intensively_ _ _

the background, current status, and environmental interactions of a

given social unit: an individual, group, institution, or community,"

Case studies are useful for getting into an area of concern, but

seldom lead to c6nclusive results. One pitfall for researchers is the

selection of a unit to bias the results in the desired direction.

The correlation method is used "to investigate the extent to

which variations in one factor correspond to variations in one or

more other factors based on correlation coefficients." An example

would be a study to prelict success in college based on correlations

of college grades and selected variables such as age and high school

rank in class. Kerlinger and Pedhazur's(14) text on regression

analyses will he helpful if you pursue this method.

The causal-comparative or ex:post-facto method is used to

"Investigate possible cause-and-effect relationships by observing
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some existing consequences and searching back through the data for

plausible causal factors." For example, this method can be used to

identify factors related to dropout problems in a particular college,

using data from records over the past 10 years.

En the t.,:ue experimental method, the researcher attempts "to

investigate possible cause-and-effect relationships by exposing one

or more experimental groups to oT2 or more treatment conditions and

comparing results to bne or more control groups not receiving the

treatment (random assignment being essential)." In a college

setting, for example, researchers might exaMine the effectiveness of

three methods of teaching reading to developmental students, using

random assignment of students and teachers to methods.

With 192;k2uTzlimi methods, the purpose is "to approximate

conditions of the true experiment in a setting which does not allow

the control and/or manipulation of all relevant variables. The re-

searcher must clearly understand what compromises exist in the in-

ternal and external validity of this design and proceed with these

limitations."

Finally, we have the action method of research. The purpose here

is "to develop new skills and/or approaches and to solve problems

with their application to classroom or other applied settings." In

short, we may work tn an area without a tight design, recognizing

the limitations of any data while generally building toward a

better design,



Research Methods at a Community col...we

Descrigtive Method: At Harrisburg Area Community College, we have

undertaken a rather ambitious descriptive research project--a com-

munity educational needs a,,sessment (CENA). This proje-ct is a key

component of a five-year master plan we are currently developing at

the college. The results of the study will provide information to

other components including staffing parameters, enrollment parameters,

new curricula, facilities, and the fiscal plan. The key point here As

that descriptive research can be quite useful, indeed crucial, to .

sound planntng.

The study includes a survey of a stratified random sample of

the 30 high schools Ln our three-county service area as well as a

survey of the population at three aa vocational-technical schools.

The.design of the survey will permit us to extrapolate the educational

and occupational plans of tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders through-

out our service area, The data should permit us to identify new

curricula, especialv those which could be servióed jointly by the

college and the area vocational high schools, These curricula

would result in more post-secondary offerings without any increase

in staff or facilities. It may also be possible to identify marginal

programs which we could start phasing out.

The second component of our study Ls a survey of adults in our

service area. We are identifying what, when, where, and to some extent

how indiviiluals might receive noncredit adult classes and/or regular

college-credit programs. We are doing general samples of 500 in

each ot the three counties and subsamples in population concentrations
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where extension services mav be o ered. We will be doing a mail

survey of.the adults as opposed t. on-site surveys of the high

school students. Mail surveys can be a tenuous business, but we've

enjoyed excellent community supp rt in the past and anticipate the

same in the future.

The final component of our study is a survey of the business

community. This will be a mail survey identifying their training/

education needs and their willingness to assist their employees

in obtaining such training by outside instruction, tuition support,

rcleased time, and so on.

7
Developmental Method: Often, descriptive research may turn into de-

velopmental research. In 1972, for example, we did a rather extensive

study entitled Student Services: An Evaluation(18), Now, in ..976, as
_

our institution comes up for a Middle State reacereditation, we have

just replicated the study. (Any time you do a descriptive study, con-

sider the possibility of replicating it. Consider this in the design

of the study. 1 should point out a bias of mine: I like to see

replication of a study and/or a cross-validation procedure if appro-

priate. Statistical significance is not always replicated, Replica-

tion is a good way of checking conclusions.)

When this study was -initially. done, I was given the resvonsi-

' bilitv for evaluating our Student Personnel Services to td.ad out

whore all the money was going and whether the services to students

were effective. As I approached the problem, I found that there

was little in the way of hard data to assess the performance of the

Student Personnel Services operation. One could, however,'try to

4
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identify some face validity of effectivenss of the various opera

tions, finding out how various constituencies on campus felt about

services to students.

Rather than create our own strul:ture, we .chose to develop an

instrument along the lines of the cr teria develved by McConnell(1.7)

in Junior Collev Student Personnel Programs: rausisal and Develop7_ _ _

ment. It should be noted that similar types of instruments were

developed over this same time at geveral different locations, all re

lating hack to this document, we surveyed the administrators, faculty,

student services staff, and, of course, the students. We asked

them to assess the importance of various Student Personnel functions

And the performance of the institution in carrying out these functions.

We did not limit ourselves to the criteria identified by McConnell,

but added a section to each-of the surveys trying to take a closer

look at particular questions in our own institution especially the

structure of counseling services and faculty advisors. What was in

1972 a descriptive survey and in 1976 another descriptive survey

has become a developmental research project.

Case and Field Method! This approach is one we occasionally use. I_ _

would classify our study of Itlep_Ress_o_unf.c.911.w_an the Local

YIE.0110,MX(20)as a cw:w approach in that we did a rather intensive study

of the institution and its relationship to the community. Studies like

this one may give you grater insight into the service area and the

operatiOn of your institution.

Correlation as a Method: We've all heard of the idea of trying to

predict success in colleges by using correlation research or regression
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analysts. At HACC, we have used this method of analysis as part of a

two-fold study of Accounting '101. First, we used correlation analyses

and regression analyses to study student characteristi%s, and then we

used quasi-experimental techniques to study instructional methods

in accounting. The study of student characteristics in ttccounting 101

was prompted by the tact that a large percentage of students did

not earn satisfactory grades (A, H, or C). Knowledge of what factors

contributed to success or failure might provide a basis for changes

in such things as sectioning, prerequisites, or guidance procedures.

We were also looking for factors which might have a bearing on the

design of experiments on instructional approaches.

We surveyed fall enrollments in Accounting 101 in 1971 to gather

data which could be used with the data we already had on file to run

a regtession analysts with student final grade as the criterion vari-

able. The variables we used were sex, veteran's status, hiRh school

curriculum, 10.0 school bookkeeping, hi4l1 school accounting,, hiRth
_ _

school rank, Accounting 100 previousl,y.and Accounting 101 reviously,

a hookkee.pinkijob, an Accounting_lob, total credits, ue, hours
_

worked_dariaitlz....tElual_term, and each of the ACT scores (including

the composite).

The analysis of alt full-time students resulted in a maximum

multiple R of 0.53, which means the variables could account for

28 percent of the variance in final grades. The ACT comgosite score

was the first variable to he entered and had the highest correlation

(.2111. with tinal grade, the criterion variable. Age was the second_
variable entered and had a similar correlation with final grade.

/Itti
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The point is we can tease out these variables which may have some

impact on success of the individual student.

The standard error of estimate of a predicted grade was

approxiMately 1.15. In the equations we used to predict final

grade, the chances were 2 to 3 that the actual grade would be

within a range of + or - 1.15 of the predicted grade. None Of.

the analyses yield equations that would be very accurate in

predicting final grade. Counselors may use the information on

relative importation of variables in helping to plan a student's

program.. Of conrse, the data would be most useful when extreme

scores are predt:ted. In this case, the coqnselor might advise

a student not to take Accounting 101, at least at that time.

The variables with high correlations with success were taken

into consideration in subsequent comparisons of instructional

methods. For example,.an experimental section with an inordinate

number of veterans and/or students who have studied high school

bookkeeping would stack the experiment in favor of the experi-

mental method.

In short, the correlation research methods can be useful in

teasing out variables and identifying those extreme cases which

could be predicted with some degree of assuredness. There are,

however, real limitations to this approach, including the fact

that it does not necessarily identify casual-relationships and

it is far less rigorous than the experimental approach because

it exercises less control over independent variables. Then,

too, it encourages a "shot-gun approach" to research whose

results are often meaningless.
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Ex-Post-facto ,:e-a..ttch.:, Hi eacsal-comparative research method Or ex-

pnst-I,Ictli reearch tan be i strong approach even though it is not

a true experimental method in that effects aTe manipulated. The pur-

pose, as we poin1,J out, Co investigate possible cause-and-effect

relationship, by observing some existing consequences and searching

back through the data for plausible causal factors. This is in

contrast to the experimental method, which collects its data under

controlled conditions in the present. A good example of ex-post-

facto research is the application of the multivariate analysis of

variance oriented research strategy (MANOVA) toward understanding

educational/vocational devOopment.

The MANOVA strategy involved use of multivariate analysis of

variance, discriminant analysis and classification in multivariate

or dis(riminant tole% and Lohnes( u) have pioneered these

procedures and have developed the computer programs to carry out

this method. A good example ot this approach is found in Predictinx

the heyelqi_ment ot Yonni, Adults_ by Cooley and Lohnes(6).

At our institution we have yet to do extensive studies but have

tound our initial result.; rather interesting. Substantial differ-

ences in the vari(ms aptitudes among graduates of various curricula

become quite apparent. The :tiethodology yields tnafght into the nature

ot the studenl hodv and their interaction with curr

rrue LxiTrimeutal this approach, we tnvestigate p0,-;s1b1c

cduse-and-ottect relationships 1;7 expm-;ing one ()r more experimental

groups to ono 01 more treatment conditions and comparing the results

with one or more control groups not receiving treatment. Most of us
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'who have had courses ln stavistics and design are well.aware of

this method. We also recow :ze that it is almost impossible to Use

in most of the research we conduct at our institution. In light of

the fact that it is almost impossible to come up with random assign-.

ment of students to.secttons, we may move to the quasi-experimental

research.

tIthisi-rAperimental_ lechod: Here we try to approximate the conditions

at the true experiment in a setting which does not allow the control

and/or man lpulatlon at all relevant variables. The researcher must

clearly understand what compromises exist in the internal and ex-

ternal validity of his design and proceed with these limitations.

An example ot this woUld he trying to compare the effects of treat-

ments. in college classes without being able to assign students to

treatment at random.

The second part of our study of Accounting 101 dealt with in-

structional methods and was essentially a quasi-experimental design.

We tried to overcome the lack of random assignment of students to

methods (I) by using identical and/or adjacent.time periods on the

same dav, (2) by performing one way analysis of variance (ANOVA)

with each at the ACT test scores, and (3) by reviewing the groupS on

the variables identified as having a high correlation with success

in the tourse trom our study of student characteristics. We satisfied

ourselves that none ot the experimntal sections were loaded in favor

ot success on the criterion variable We then proceeded to do 2-by-2

ANOVAs having as,;igned each instructor both methods ,f instruction,

onc being the tradItLanal approach to Accounting 101 and the second
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being a multi-media approach to Accounting 101. Results of this study

showed that, overall, there was no significant difference in per-

torMance ot students under etther method.

Even when there is such a lack of significance, however, one

still has learned quite a bit. The point here is that the multi-media

approach is an equally viable method of instruction, and the resUlts

of questionnaires given to the students sh&wed that a great many pre-

fer this method of instruction. Of course, there are such things

as the Hawthorne effect, and this procedure would have to be replicated

over quite a period of time .to see if the attitudes held up.

"Action" Research Method: Selgas and Shaffer's Chamber of Com-

merce Communitv-wide Survey(19) was the first step in improving the

relations hitween the Chamber ot Commerce of the Greater Harrisburg

Area and harrisburg Area Community College. In terms of design,

this pro ect lacked rigor in that we carriod out a newspaper survey

with ail the:problems of nonresponse bias. We did make an attempt

to control for differential response rates for various subgroups in

the potential survey population. By doing this, we Found considerable

agreement among most of the constituencies. But even with over 1500

responses trom the general public, we were still left with a response

htas.

A Final Comment

These are the general researLu methods tn a community college setting.

This overview was intended to bring individuals who are new to the

iield (it institutional research in contact with some experiences of an

indtvtdnal who has been tn thr, field five years.
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It is worth noting that our e-:..amples have aot includod any involv.:;

lug the huhiness operation ot fte cotlege. This situation should

change as the bus/ness office and 7R ! c ae fo...1 to work to-

gether developing man ag-ment Intormation systems (W.), I ash,,me

that virtually ail IR people will eventually b...come Avvolved in the

development and matntenane ot the institution's MIS. Ankiltm and

Moir's(2) text on the use of information is an easy intro.'ul,t1nn to

this field. Next, vou should review the publication of the N.-Itiocal

Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) at Zhe

Wstern interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE). Whethr

von use the WICHE/NCHEMS MIS in total or partially, the materials

are valuable in terms of your own understanding of MISs. Much of

the tuture of. IR lies in this arena.

The path of IR offices at community tolleges have been diffi-,

cult at times. I am, however, more optimistic than ever that IR has

a place at community colleges and will make a far gieater contribu-

tion than ever before.
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SAMPLING, DATA COLLECTION, AND DATA PROCESSING

E. Timothy Lightfield
Dean

Planning, Management, and Information Services
Mercer County Community College.

Trentop, New Jersey

Perhaps I. should begin this paper by indicating what it is not. It is

not a paper that carefully delineates the ways and means of samp-

. ling lectures on research methodolgy., or attempts to provide a mini-

course on data processing. Although the, institutional researcher must

have a complement of skills in these three areas, he or she does not

have to he an expert in them to be effective. There are individuals

with far greater expertise than anyone at this conference who can

teach us all the skills, pitfalls, and theory of sampling and data

collection and processing, who would nevertheless be poor institu-

tional researchers,

It is important for the researcher to resist any temptation to

become an administrative accountant of data that is collected and

processed. This is,why he must develop management sk4.11s and an

understanding of higher education and business. The researcher

must have tremendous analytical capabilities. These abilities must,

I feel, far exceed any proficiencies in statistics, data process-

ing, or research methodolgy.

What I would like to do in this Taper is describe the ap-

proaches used by the Office oi Institutional Research of Mercer

County Community College, !'renton, New Jersey, for sampling, data



collection, and data processing. As an example, I will use our

Student Follow-Up Peogram for graduated and nonreturning students.

amplinirt

" Sampling ia the process of identifying a universe or population of

concern.and selecting from that population the subset or sets to be

studied. Sometimes, however, the population of concern and the popula-

tion we iictually know and study differ because of sampling problems

and response rates. This, is particularly true in the study of former

_students. Because of address problems or inactive individuals, the

population of interest becomes narrowed to what we actually can iden-

tify or to those who actually respond.

A question usually raised is whether to study the entire popula-

tion or focus upon a sample. Usually in determining samples, there is

some compromise-reached between the need for accuracy and the need

for economy. At Mercer, we l.ave chosen tc survey an entire population

(or at least the known population) rather than an identified sample.

This decision was made partly because each,yearthe graduating class

and the nonreturning student population are not prohibitively large.

In addition, the objectives of the Student Follow-Up Program made it

necessary to communicate with every such former student. To date,

thi.s means a :survey ot approximately 300 nonreturning students each

semester and a survey of 500-600 graduates each summer.

Th2re may come a time, however, when the size oC these popula-

tions Ls such that ,:ampling wiil be necessary. Studies we have done

01 enrolled students (part-time students in the fall of 1973 and

full-time students En the spring of 1975) have included a sampling.
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In theme cases, tla, populationm consi.sted of several thousand students,

and wv didn't teel it Was necessary to communicate with each individual.

The hash. distinction in sampling theory, ofit'ourse, is between

a prohahilitv and a nonprohabtlity sample, Generally, if we' want the

findings to he truly representative ol the entire population, we are

obligated to take a prolohility s.miple, II, on the other hand, our

Intent is to obtain some sense or leeling of the particular popula-

tion, the nonprohahillty sample Ls preferred, In addition, for reasons

ot conenlence and economy, the risk ot using a nonprobability sample

may need to he taken, The key, however, is to be sure there is no

ass,ImptIon that nonprohahllity sampling is representative.of the

entire population. It must not be stated or implied. In fact, it is

hest to clearly state that the findings and interpretations are con-

strained to the lilentitied respondents and only to those respondents.

There is no need ior the researche7 to apologize for a study that is

descriptive ol a particular group rather than an entire population.

At Mercer, we have used both nonprobability and probability .samp-

ling tor one study or anothr.

Non.prohabilitv SasIitil: In the accidental sample, the, researcher

haphar.ardly reachos out and uses the available cases, At Mercer, we
4

have chosen a classroom iNt students at a particular hour and admin-
.

istered a survey to them. On the other hand, in the quota sample I

the researcher wants to obtain some sort of distribution or quota

of the various population elements beyond what is immediately avail-

able. Finally, tor the purposive samply, it is assumed that with

good Indgmetit and appropriate strategy one can hand pick the cases



to be included. We identified such a ,sample at Mercer by picking

out students in the Student Union who met the selected population

requirements.

ProbabilityjAmplttla: The key to probability sampling, of course,

is the accurate, total, and uaauplicated list of population members.

Without such a list, it is not possible for the researcher to guarantee

that all population elements have the same probability of being

included in the sample. With the list, the reseaf'rher can employ a

random utilizing a cable of random numbers, or

he can use a systematic sample, taking every "ith" individual, after

starttng with some randomly selected cases among the first "i",indi-

victuals, until. the required size ig reached.

Frequently, the researcher can utilize.statillmiLs_patplicui as

a refinement of the simple random sample and can reduce the number

ot cases required to achieve a given degree of accuracy. When

Mercer uses this.approach to measure students within programs, the

actual population lists are separately compiled.

The size of the particular sample depends, of course, upon the

power level of the survey. Good representation with a small sample is

better than poor representation with a large sample. It would also

hold true that good representation with a sample is better than poor

I representation with a population. An 80 percent response rate for a

sample is more satisfactory statistically than a 20 pefcent response

from a population.

The size of a sample also depends upon the degree of hetero-

geneity of the pop.lation. If the phenomenon to Le studied is
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relatively homogeneous, a small sample is sufficient. On the other

hand, the greater the variability of the phenomenon is, the more

difficult it is to obtain an adequate sample. Th size, then,

becomes dePendent upon the nature of the population, the type

of sampling designed, and the degree of precision or accuracy rhat

is desired.

rhere may he times when the researcher must attend to
4

nonre-

spondent bias in the' study. Here again, pressure for economy and

efficiency may be balanced against demands fot total response of the

populati6n or sample. it there is reason to believe that respondents

are uncharacteristic of the survey group, then there should be some

nonrespondent study. Moreover, if there is reason to account for

each member of the survey group, then there should also be sOme non-

respondent study. flie researcher might statistically compare re-

sponses of the survey group with different waves or develop some

technique tor inquiry once all administrations of the instrument

have been completed.

141.1,...kl1 ection and Processins

The collection , processing of data, of course, are very much re-

lated to tin: sampling. Because Merer surveys the entire population

of former students in the Student Follow-Up Program, we must devise

an instrument that facilitates data processing. Unless the items

are relatively standardized, it becomes a monumental task to tabu-

late the data and do the necessary analysis.

Because of Mercer's desire to communicate with every graduated

student, the survey ol the entire population is/considered necessary.
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In order to :otrvey this entire population rather than a, selected

1,0,10e, tt ne,.e,o4ary Le de,;iAn a relatively structured
aild

staildardi/.el torm. mur surve% tOrm con'stst. of tour pages of pre-

Aomluantiv clwie-ended and alternative response iteffis and an open-

ended siumma ry Item, fo use a questionnaire of this kind, we attempt

to keep the term -dlort intl -dmple, make an honest and attractive

apoeal ter re-Tendent cooperation, and employ extensive follow-up

mailing waves.

Fven though our data collection must be standardized and

Aructoired, we are still able to provide for item flexibility. As an

addendum to the teur-paev survey form, we have developed what is

called "The :-Iupplementary Items" -- iteMs prepared voluntarily by inter-

e-;ted depirtmeots er academic units. These items are open ended and

ir- !elated -yeeiticAlly to A particular program rt. departmen,t.

Linn 1: in-wrted in the graduating student's form. Once

It i idmini,tered, we nake no attempt to tabulate or.analyze the

1.1t.i that provided. rhe responses Cor each suhpopulation

ore eathered .w.i"submitted to the appropriatt department or

10.1.-!iou It' id. \Itoil,;l1 these items create an additional burden for

the !!,mist process and idminister the form,

thee do meet a very special need of the departments and add Next-

hil;tv to the survey form."

kAlth.eigh the !glipplementary Items.increase the time required for the
respondent.to complete the survey tom, this does'not appear to
aftect the return rate. Vor graduates oi programs without Llie Sup-
plementary items. the retorn rote is apptoximately the same as tor
tho-w program that in,..lude the optionai items,

,

tio
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As indicated earlier, one problem in surveying former students

is t u dli lictiltv .A keeping up-to-date addresses. To assist in longi-

tudinal tollow-up ettorti, then, we include an item in thu survey form

asking the respondent to provide the name and address of someone who

would know that individual's address Ln the future. By retaining this

intormation in a student-history tile, we can maintain contact with

with the graduate atter the one-year tollow-up.

Lontkjerm Vse

It is particularly important for the researcher to develop a form that

reflects the ohlectives ot the study so that it is a valid aUd relia-

btu instrument. Pretesting the instrument on a nonprobability sample

has prpved effective in inoning out unanticipated problems. More-

uver, the survey torm can and should be useful for many years. Thus,

the.effort put intu developing an effective instrument ultimately saves

time. Moreover, utilizing the same instrument, or at least a majority

of the same items, tor several years facilitates longitudinal compari-

ro,

son ot populations.

Iii developing the instrument, ft is important for the researcher

to know not only when and why intormation is needed but also what in-

formation is needed and for whom it is intended. The objectives of

the study should be carefully delineot.ed prior to any instrumenta-

tion. fhe purpose of the Student vollow-Up Program is to collect in-

tormation trom the college's tomer students to assist in evaluating

the ettectiveness ot the educational programs and services Another

purpose I,. to provide the intormation on a regular basis primarily

over a longitudinal reterence. Specific purposes are listed below:
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1. To collect information about former students concerning
their biographic and educational characteristics and plans

2. To determine Ole present and accomplished activities of
former students

3. To collect informaCion from former students about their ex-
periences at Mercer and their' 'assessments of the programs
and services

4. To determine the degree of satisfaetion of former students
with their employment/educational situation

5. To provide tlequisite data tor completion of REGIS and other
external reports

6. To communicate to former students Mercer's interest in
their personal objectives and the college's availability for
possible future assistance

Uata frOm the existing history files and the survey is collected

for both the nonreturning and graduated students of Mercer. Indica-

tors are developed to measure, through the Student Follow-Up Program,

the attainment of certain selected college goals and objectives. Bio-

graphical informati,n ollected through the surveys is eventually

stored on a history file where it liecomes part of the student's

record.

SystematiAing and regularizing the on-going follow-up of stu-

dents can produce extremely beneficial results. If such a program is

repeated each year, codification of procedures become necessary.

Although, such attention to detail and thoroughness in the instrumen-

cAion and development of procedures requires considerable commit-

ment to thv project in the initial year, the long-term benefits are

considerable.

At Mercer, we have developed a 140-page Manual of Procedures,

which cover-: the nonretnrning and graduating student surveys. We feel
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very'strongly that careful delineation and codification of the data

collection and data processing proceduxes facilitates the conduct of

the entire program':

Advantages of the Program
_

The primary advantages of the MCCC Student Follow-Up Program are

descnibed in the Manual of Procedures. These advantages include: the
_

.capability for producing the sut4rey findings (output) for whole popu-

lations as well as identified sub tups; the means far identifying

indicators of goal attainment that feed into the survey form; the

longitudinal nature of the system; and the availability of a sur-

vey form that produces data that is consistent for en-tire populations

but is flexible enough to allow open-ended items for particular

groups. These advantages bear upon the entire survey effort, from

adminstering the form, to coding and keypunching the data, and

analyzing data and preparing the final report.

Of particular note in this survey effort is our attempt to re-

late college goals to identified outcomes. To provide a base upon

which to measure attainment of certain goals through the survey of

forme, students, specific indicators were developed as the frame-

work tor the Student Follow-Up Program. Generally, these indicators

tall into three outcomes categories, which are found within most com-

prehensive community colleges:

(a) Student occupational career development

(b) Student educational career development

(c) Student educational satisfaction
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With these delined indicators, the survey forms were'delieloped

to obtain data for application to these indicators. Figure A on page

shows ti;e process by which data are obtained through the survey

instrument and channeled to the appropriate indicators for assess-

ment of goal attainment (student
outcomes measurement). The College-',

Wide Ohjectives (Step 1) provide the input from which the Indicatlors

of GOal Attainment are'operationalized.
These indicators (Step 2)

then provide input into the design of the survey instrument or the

Survey Items. The data subsequently obtained from the Survey Items

(Step 3). provide the output, by which agreement with the Indicators

can be judged, and, finally, agreement with the Indicators (Step 4)

suggests attainment of the goals.

To laciliate the processing of survey information, a Fortran

computer program was developed to tabulate, cross-reference, and

print out the-data on MCCC's computer. The data cards can be

puncleJd directly trom the survey form after some prescribed coding.

Our hope ts that a delicate balance has been reached in the creation

ot a tom tbat not only facilitates
data processing bu. is also

conducive to student response.

The output ot' this MCCC Tabulation Program was designed to

print out the individual items, alternative responses, actual re-

sponses (including percentage distributions) subtotal of,responses

to each item, and subtotal of t inresponse to each item. The pro-

gram Es designed so that the response total for a particular item-

for example, numher presently working full time--becomes the bale

number tor subsequent and retated items.
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Figure A. kssessment ot Goal Attainment through the
Survey of Graduated Students

The MCGC Tabulation Program provides tabulations and percent-

age distributions for the entire population ot graduated student re-

.wondents as well as designated subgroups. Thus, the printed output

can bc obtained for as many designated subgroups as desired.

Various ,a1hgr4ups can be identified by certain biographicalieduca-

ttonal variahle or by cross-reference of responses to items within

tho surlxv lorm itselt. The output from the MCCC Tabulation Program

is designed to he utilized directly in Cle subsequent research report.

In addition to developing systems and procedures for on-going

and special studies, institutional researchers must be involved in

data collection in yet another way. The researcher is increasingly re-

quired to take the role of strategist for information gathering and pro-

cessing. He or she must be preoccupied with data collection procedures

and definitions so the data can be used for the requisite operational,



control, and planning functions of the college so the manage-

ment information systems that are developed o not become endsAn

themselves. The reseeircher must be involved in establishing logical

data collection and processing systems that yield useful and meaning-

ful information and applications based upon reliable and consistent

data. Evea though the evaluation.of higher educatibn programs is de-

pendent 'upon facts and statistical data, we must recognize tbe impor-

tance of the researcher whose informed and intuitive judgement

qualify him co also take part in and enter the interpretation process.

genefits of the Research Process
_

one of the effects of data collection is sometimes overlooked even

though the benefits may a:tually be greater than the aztual re-

search findings. The "process" of the research provides la potentially

.7ower1u1 stimulus for discussion and debate about the areas under

consideration. The importance of the research study may lie as much

in the provocation it cauSes as with the information it even,ually
teg

rev(als.

The fruitless collection of data is pn .)ably the most perturbing

and humbling problem of the institutional resea,.cher. If the purposes

ot gathering thP information ace clearly defined, however, meaningless

.data collection is usually eliminated. Data simply remain da& until

they fulfill a purpose or specific objective and are put into a

context that allows prudent judgements to be made. Even Lf a

sophisticated design and extensive statistical methodology are de-

%telt-Ted, without sincere and thorough consideration of the purpose

of the study, results may be more ambiguous than meaningful.
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SOME-AACTiCAL CONSIDERATIOhS IN ANALYZINC AND
LNTRRPRETING DATA

ArChur.N. Cherdack
Director

Educational Research and Analysis
Los Angeles Community College District

Los Angeles, California

One of the functions oC a community college researcher Is analyzing

..ta And incerueting findings for decision makers. This papey pre

sents several aspects of that task. It will be assumed that data is

already available in some rmat--clata that has been connected and

treated by means of statist2.cal methods or other techniques'.

The Politics of 'lata Internretation

As a practiLai consideration, it is important to understand what

information your supervisor wants. It is pussible, of course,

to interpret data in a number of ways. Books such as How to Lie

With Statistics attest to the fact that a number of conflicting con

clushAis can he made z,.bout identical data. Such comments as "this

is what wo aro going to do, so give me the data to support my plan"

or "we do not want to present any da,ta that would make a case for

our opposition" are.sampies of the kinds of 1..nstruct1ons researchers

sometimes receive. rho problem Ls that as a researcher you are taught

to maintain oblectivity, hut for practical reasons you may feel

that you should do what Ls asked ol you. Objective interpretations

may he unaccept,able.



one solution is to convince your supervisor to allow you to

analyze data as it should he analyzed regardless ot what is to he

presented in a public report, An alternative solution, admittedly more

ditIlcult, is to convince your supervisor to abandon any biased plan

and Allow the publication of an objeetive report.

Data Limitations

When you examin0 data, it is important to understand some of the

factors that may affect your interpretations. For example, if data

is obtained from only one :,ource, you should consider its relia-

bility. Data reported by the Bureau of Education Statistics and the

Cnsus Brueau would probably be more reliable than a casual

campus poll that samples students who volunteered information about

. their drug habits.

Moreover, you should check to ensure that the data is complete.

Is there something missing that might affect your conclusions? For

example, in reporting on the number of s'tudents who transferred to a

h,ur-vear university over the past five years, you should be sure

there re no serious gaps In your numerical data. If the numbers

re Incomplete tor one year, You shou ld report it that way and

.attempt to determine whether the missing information may have in-

Ilueneed your analysis. ft is also important to determine the cur-

rency ot Your intormation. If you are drawing conclusions from an

outdated source, there Is a chance your inter;retattons may be

incorroct.

try to find other related data that will help confirm

your conclusionn. in the case ot triinsfer students, it the same trend
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exists in other districts and the interpretations those districts

provide are similar, there is a greater likelihood that you are on

target. Multiple sources o,f confirmation are always useful.

The aues i on t Research iv

It von arc to draw conclusions about data, it is necessary to
<I

review the methods used in collecting and analyzing information.

In citing a research study that uses a true experimental method,

von should determine whether the proper procedures were followed--

including the use of control groups--and whether the treatment really

did make a difference. often, studies are referenced even taough

they have been criticized for po. r experimental procedures and

techniques.

In survey re.;earch, you should ensure that the question-

naires that are used do not have major flaws. if sampling techniques

Were used, cheek on the s ampling procedures. Determine whether a

biased sample might have been utilized. Was the sample large

enough! Were random-sampling techniques employed? Was the sample

representative of the populatdon at large? There are books and

articles written by uthors such as Campbell and Stanley that can

he invaluable in this effort.

II the results ot a program evaluation indicate that an in-

structional program is working, review the entire evaluation plan.

Check to see it the program uses an objectives-based approach

requiring measurable data. This procedure makes it possible to

determine whether the program objectives were really met. Seek answers

to Lhe tallowftg questions: Were data collected that lent support to
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the findings? Were proper melhods used in collecting the da;a? Was

there any reason to suspect that bias existed or that the findings

were slanted.

Discussin4 Ole Impiications

cone of the difficulties involved in interpreting data is that it is

usually not enough to discuss f adings in their present context. You

will probably be asked to discuss the implications of your inter-

pretations and make some predictions about the future. For example,

suppose your college enrollments have been growing dramatically

over the past ten years. The question then is, "what will happen next

year or the year after, and how will it affect our operation?" This

is the type or question that makes a fortune teller out of most of

as. One recommendation is to always anticipate this kind of question

and he sure to prepare yourself to answer it. In the case of enroll-

ment projections, you might need to develop some skills in projections

methodology,

In evaluating instructional
programs, it may not be enough to

say that the program Ls not achieving its objectives. In conducting

a formative evaluation, the decision maker will need to know what

changes can be made Co improve the future operations of the program.

Ihe mark of a good research unit is its ability to examine past

trends and present conditions and then make interpretations and pre-

dictions about the ikon, of the institution and its operations.

Pgs,
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The Need for Recommendations

It is one thing to draw conclusions, present findings, and pack-

age them In a neat bundle for use by decision makers. It is another

to translate your interpretations into recommendations for action.

This is a procedure often neglected by researchers in community

colleges. For example,.suppose a survey has shown that 90 percent of

the students do not use the cafeteria food service? So what? Do you

have any recommendations that might improve the utilization of the

cafeteria? If not, whoever receives your report is likely to comment,

"Nice to know, but who cares?" A more common response will be, "Give

me some recommendations on what to do about it." The point is that

recommendations are almost always in order and usually help the decision

makr resolve . ,roblem or mak,2 a decision.

The Case for Simplicity

Know your audience. If you are interpreting data for your college

president or a board member the words you choose should be quite dif-

ferent trom those you would use for researchers. The president would

probably. not know or even care about the meaning of chi squares,

levels ot signiticance, and other research jargon. You will be more

successful tf you briefly summarize your report in clear concise

English on one. page, Board members and presidents cannot be expected

to read lengthy technical reports. If you must write one, it is use-

tul to provide a brief abstract at the beginning of the'report or

attach a sparate personal memo that summarizes the contents. Above

all, rememh,.c to keep it short and simple.
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Conclusion

Community college researchers should obtain the skills and techniques

required for analyzing and interpreting data. There are, however,

a number ot practial cons iderations usually not mentioned in textbooks.

These include: (a) understanding the politics of interpreting and

presenting data; (b) being aware of the limitations in your data;

(c) reviewing the techniques and procedures used in the research

uesign; (J) discussing implications; (e) providing recommendations;

and (f) keeping reports simple and brief.

It Ls only through experience and learning from mistakes that

the riseaucher will come to know the reality of data analysis and

interpretation, but it is hoped that this,paper will provide some

insight.
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DEVELOP[NC AND DISSEMINATING RESCARCH REPORTS

Robert Cell
Dean ot 1.ducational Research and Analysis

Montgomery )unior College
Rock,: I Le , Mary Land

The Purxose of lnstituttotal Research R,ep.orts

The Institut lonai researchet must always keep in mind that his/her

report I.; written tor a college adininistrator, taculty member, the

president, or a Lay board memher and not for another professional

researcher. rhe reader is a busy person who has neither the time to

read, nor in terest in, exotic research designs and sophisticated

t/

statistical reutines. How le report findings sti that the person who

needs to use this information is able to understand it with a mini-

mum of effort, is the topic .of this paper.

rhe primary purpose of institutional research is to describe the

institution quantitativeiv and qualitatively. The researcher must

report on students, taculty, credit hours, and dollars and must deter-

mine the quality of the students, the 1 iculty, and the programs of

the institution. It would be a waste of time and money to spend a

great amount of hard work securing data about these things and then

report them in such a way that the president neither understands them

nor is able to use them in the ddministratiou of thy institution.

An institutional research report is not a dissertation or a

journal article. There is no need to convince a committee of one's

ability to de,:ign au experiment and write ft up; certainly the

president Is not interested in one's ability to write footnotes in



Ir--------t-h-eprop.!r form. Probably

4P

no one at the institution will ever repli-

cate the study. They simply want to know what you found out and

what you recommend.

Parts of a Report".10...--
Most reports are divided into six parts: statement of the

problem; 2. methodology used; 3. reView of the literature; 4. re-

port of the findings; 5. conclusions; and b. summary. Each of

these is discubsed below.

Statement ot the .a.iblem: The problem must be clearly stated so that

the reader can determine at a glance if the study deals with ques-

tions that concern him or her at the moment.

Methodology: The methodolgy of the study must be explained sim-

ply enough to that a layman can understand what was done and which

aspeets of the problem were covered by the 'study. (A detailed explan-

..:1-ton of ae research design and the statistical techniques that

were used would best be placed in the appendix.)

Review of the literature: UnIN studies directly related to the one

being reported should be included in the review of the literature.

Related studies at similar institutions will be valuable, since

the reader wants to know how the problem he or she is facing has been

handled at other institutions of equal size serving the same size

of constituency.

Riyort oi the The findings should be Itated clearly so

that there can ho no confusion about them. The probability of an

entering treshman earning a degree or the proportion of the gradu-

ates wno iind lobs in related fields are the kinds of statementr;
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deans and peesidenLs like to lift out of an institutional research

report. The finding that a ditference between two groups of students

is not a matter ot chance is what ig important, not that an .05

Level or ,t.n ,UL level ot signiticance was tound.

Conclusions: A,conclusion should follow trom each finding of im--

pot-lance, and where appropriate, recommendations should be made. The

researcher mav be as bold as he or she wishes and may expand on the

tindings as. this mav be the only opportunity to gain the attention

of the administration.

Summary: This part of the report may be all the busy administrator

ever reads. Theretore, It must be wr!Lzen carefully and accurately.

Do not underestimate the importance of the summary.

The very first page ot each institutional research report

should be a one-page abstract. From this the reader will decide if

the whole report is worthwhile reading. Also ERLC will probably use

it verbatim as the doc.ument abstract. Therefore, write this brief

description t..tretul

rho appendix is the place for all. that which is too important to

12e lett out hut which has no place in the text. Copies of question-

naires, reterence data tables, and statistical techniques which other

researchers mav be interested in should be placed in the appendix.

Because the report will hi considered a reference within the college

regarding the particular topic, it is wise to attach all relevant

information so thdt tiles will not have to be searched a year or so

later when -;w1le t.icultv committee or administrator finally gets

around t '.j I t It the ti)pic.

r*, .
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The lollowin4 Louis dru not absolutely vital to a report but may

mdke the difterence between whether or nut tt is ever read or taken

seliouslv, They come trom the author's experience in writing many

ropor s , soffit: o [ci allpa rent k had little or no value teL the

institution,

Always con.;ider how the document will appear Co someone who

knows nothing about it, college,administrators have time to

read the lirst tow pac,es 01 a report just to discowr what it's

about or it it' n he one Cluv'e been looking for.

An attractive cover mav 3dd nothing to the cortent or impor--

tance ot a report but mav determine whether or not a busy administra-

tor notices 110 reads it. rh,, :tmt 01 al eye-catching cover is more

than repaid hv the positive iMae and impression created at first

glance,

A report without. a title page showing what the report is

about and who wrote it .eldom gets noticed. Some researchers who feel

a covering memo adegna-e!- serves the purpose of the title page du

not realize that such memos are usually separated from the reports

they describe. So he certain your report has a clear and uncluttered

title paw..

Long report-:, or reports with more than two or Oiree parts,

should have a table L. content,: and, it there are several tables and

figuro,; incluLied, a list ot tables and a list of figures.

An intreduction that provides background intormation and assists

tbe relier to understand the context in which the report WaS written



is helpful. Short reports do not require separate introductions; the

Opening paragraph seryes this same purpose.

The remainder ot Liii paper deals with the presentation of 'data

in tabular lorm dud in the him ot charts and graphs. The discussion

ol tables drdws liedvily irom a monograph written by Helen M. Walker

aud Walter N. Duro.di is l431), which must be considered a classic in

the design and nse oi tabular presentations in research reports.

Tables are developed m,r two main purposes; (I) to enable the re-

searcher to dh-icover relationships not clearly discernible in the

unclassilied data; and (.2) to facilitate the presentation of facts

'regarding the topic nude r study. Thus, tables both analyze data and

summarize the results of such analysts.

Today institutional researchers often determine the tables to

he used betore the data are even seen. They do this by using statis-

tical packages such as the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS): Kaw resealch data fed into the computer come out in

tabular lorm otten ready to used in a report almost as is.

Tables mav he tor the purpose oj (1) presenting a comprehen-

sive set at daLa or (2) presenting a selected set of data in an

arrangement that brings significant relationships into perspective.

Being A repository 01 information, the general purpose table should

be arranged for convenience in extracting Information. The age distri-

bution 01 a -;Ludent hodv !or example, would be from youngest to

oldest. rhc matriculation-by-curriculum table would list the
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curriculums in alphabetical order. A table showing where graduates

transfer would be arranged geographically.

fn a special-purpose table which compares the size of instruc-

tional programs at a college. the list of programs would he arranged

according to size so that the largest and smallest are obvious, If,

.for example, in a study of placement tests, the tests are arrai4ed in

the order of size of their reliability coefficients, either in an

Ascending or descending order, it will be obvious at a glance which

tests aro the most and which are the least reliable. Thus,

since the goal of the special-purpose table is clear analySts,

an alphabetical or geographical order is usually ric4 desirable;

1r is more expedient to arrange the items according to some

meaningful scheme of classification.

rho general-purpose table (see page 82) should be arranged so

the user can quickly find the required information. Therefore, the

data are arranged in a logical way such as alphabetical order.

The majority of the tables used in institutional research re-

ports are special-purpose tables, planned to facilitate analysis,

interpretation, and description rather than to present a tabulation

of all.known tacts. Most tables are meant to show trends and rela-

tionshies and contrasts rather than to furnish complete eaumeration.

. The researcher vast decide between (1) including the.facts

being dincussed as part of the text, ( ) including the data in tabu-

:dr iorm hut without title or number and treating them as part of

the text, uhl () placing them in a iormal table with number and

title. Ft;llowiug are examples of each:



1. Textual .treatment

Of the 2,830 students matriculated in career curriculums
for the fall semester of 1975, 34 percent were enrolled
in Business and Commercial Technology, 24 percent in
Public Service Technology, 21 percent in Allied Health
Services, 11 percent in Data ProceAsing, and 10.percent
in Engineering Technology.

2. Tabular form used as part of a sentence

The average student credit hours (SCH) per full-time
equivalent (FTE) faculty for all departments in each
segment of the state's higher education system indicate
decreasing SCH/FTE ratios as the course level increases
at the university (1:59; 1:250; 1:77) and at the state
colleges (1.320; 1:210; 1:170). In an alternative manner,
one can calculate the FTE faculty required to produce
1,0P0 student credit hours using these ratios:

Lower Division Upper Division .Graduate

Community Qolleges 3.41 faculty

State Colleges 3.13 faculty 4.76 faculty 5.88 faculty

University 1.93 faculty 4.00 faculty 12.99 faculty

While graduate instruction is relatively expensive in
terms of faculty resources, the relatively inexpensive
lower division instruction at the University may be due,
at least in part, to the presemte of graduate teaching
assistants whose contriptions would not be available with-
lut the existemle of the graduate courses.

3. Formal table

Responses from the employment section of the questionnaire
indicate that 73 percent of the respondents were employed.
of those who reported employment, over three-fourths were
employed on a full-time basis as shown in Table 24.

TABLE 24

N,

CURRFICT'SMPLOYMENT STATUS OF STUDENTS WHO ENTERED THE COLLEGE IN
1970 AND 1971 AT THE TIME OF THE SURVEY

Current Employment New Entrants 1971 New Entrants 1970

Status of Students Number Percent Number Percent

Part-time

Full-time

Total

963

3,155

23%

77%

623

2,164

22%

78%
-----

4418 100% 2,787 1007
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The 'researcher must decide whento use each of these three types

of treatment, When the data are to be referred to more than once

in a report and must be easily found, a formal numbered table should

be used. However, when facts depend for their meaning,,on the imme-

diate context, when they must be read in context to be understood,

and when this context cannot be fully conveyed_in a table title, then

these facts sould not be displayed in a table but within the para-

granh. (Keep in mind that a format table is movable and can be lifted

from a.report without losing its meaning.)

Tables tend to draw attention to data. Thus, the tabular form 1

may be used effectively to emphasize data which might otherwise get

lost in Lhe text, Long lists or large amounts of data can best be

displayed in a table and placed on a separate page.

A table is a logical presentation of data. For example, the

title is always at the top of a table because a table is really a

list, and one tends to read down a list. The purpose of the title is

to aid the reader in understanding the farts of the'table, There-

fore the title should be an accurate and precise desc,ription of the

contents of the table. All the information necessary for reading a

table should appear with it so that the table can be /ifted com-

pletely out of the context and still be understood. The reader of

the table wants to know (1) what it is a list of, (2) what or how

many subjects the data describe, (3) what was the source of the

data, (4) when were the data gathered, (5) what was the unit of

measure, (6) how are the subjects classified, and (7) if percentages

were used, what is the base, At the same time, the title should be

C'
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briet. -toreovet, it should not begin "Comparison of..." or "Rell-

tionship between..." A title tells what is listed in the table, not

what the author hopes the reader will do with the table.

A weries of related tables should have titles which indicate the

similarity of the subjeLt matter as well as the essential dif'erence

from table to table. This may be accomplished in various wa .4ch

as using different sizes and faces of type, by using display titles

with subti.C.es.thPt carry the more complete information, o by com-

posing the titles in a way that emphaslzes the differences.

Tables should be numbered consecutively throughout the report.

Any table necessary to the report as a whole but not reo :Lea ,-

untie: .tand the sublect should be placed in the appendix.

Roman numerals avoid confusion with page and figure nuiT)et:i.

Howcver, if there are many tables, Roman numerals may be cumbersome.

A rule of thumb is to use Roman numerals if there are no more than

25 tables in a repo-t; otherwise use Arabic. In the body of the text,

each table should be mentic-2d by number, not as "the table above,"

or "the table following," or "the adjacent table:" If the table is

not mentioned in the sentence by number, one can place the number

immediately following the sentence and enclose it in parentheses

[(rable 1 . There Ls no need to say "(see Table II)."

Every column in a table should have a heading referring to the

subheadings or the tabulations Of data directly under it. Likewise,

ever.: row of the table should have a heading. Ordinarily, the line

or row heading does not name the entries but identifies them as be-

lenging to a particular class or group.
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Headings in the stub or left-hand columns should refer only to

the items of those ccilumns, not to the rows in which the other column

headings stan6. If the column headings are in a group that requires

identification, place their title in a box above them. Make certain

that the column headings or combinatiOns of box headings and sub-

headings name the data tabulated in the columns; these headings should

name the entry and the class to which it belongs. All the subheadings

under one box heading should be parallel in structure. This is true

for rows as well as columns. OtherWise, omil: the heading. In larg(

tables, and especially on government forms, the columns and rows are

often numbered to facilitate easy reference.

Column headings are usually in the singular, and categories

must be mutually exclusive, without any possibility oi overlapping.

At the same 'ime, categories must be all-inclusive. That is, there .

must be a place 'or every case, even categories such as "not given"

or "no respon'se.

There must be no confusion regarding what is included in the

total. Thus the title "total" is not always appropriate. The term

"total" should be ieserved for those summaries obtained by the

addition of all entries and may be placed at the top of the table

rather than at. the bottom for emphasis. The total of the columns is

separated trom the data in the columns by a double line so that the

reader will clearly recognize it.

A mixture of symbols, abbreviations, and words in the same

table is not recommended. It is not good form to use a symbol for

one group of data and a word for another *n the same table. Keep in
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mind that institutional research reports are written for nonre-

searchers and admintstrators who may not b. familiar with Greek let-

ters used as statistical symbols and other research shorthand.

Decimal points should be vertically aligned in the columns and

carrt d out to the same number ot decimal places. Never carry a deci-

mal out beyond a meaningtul number. of places. In institational re-

4
search, iew differences ext_st which require more than two or three

decimal places. Decimal fractions should be written as "0.63"

rather than .b3 to call attention to the decimal point. Use a comma

in numbers of more than three digits for clarity.

The dollar sign is placed before the first item in a column and

betore the last, or total. Never use it as a column heading. On the

other hand, when "percent" is used as a column heading, the percent

symbol (Z) might well be placed after each etAry, especially if the

column to the left is composed of whole numbers. In s,me cases, the

relationship of the whole number to the percentage can be emphasized

if brackets or parentheses are placed around it. In such instances

the brackets are also included in the column heading.

The logi2a1 structure of a table must stand out clearly. White

space can often be used as effectively as lines. Whenever a table is

clear without Lines, it's best to leave them out. Generally, if a

table 11-.8 no more than three columns, there is usually no need for

vertical lines. If a table crowds the page so that eye cannot easily

select a figure, lines must be used. In a complex table, use lines to

mark oft major divisions only, using only white space to separate the

items within the major divisions. Horizontal lines should be used

79 r,
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only whon there Is a break in the structure to be emphasized, or a

major suhcia:sitication he set otf. A line with every row is con-

tusing and ankle Irable. Whatever lines are used should facilitate the

read'ng ot the t.able. It two columns ot ftgures are to be compared,

the lines shou ld make it easY to tallow the two and ignore the rest

at the table. Sometimes a reader ts mainly concerned with locating

particular Items, and the table must b so constructed that the entry

in a .given cell can be readily tound.

The display e,ftect of a well-made table may be spoiled by the

unskilltul use ill white space or the lack of ii. A table should be

batanced mtIch like a picture with an adequate margin. If a table

won't tit on a page, perhaps two tables would be better. The use oi

inexpensive graphic reduction equipment such as Xerox provides con-:-

shlerable tlextbitity in placitg tables on the printed page,

In summary, keep in mind that che purpose of a table is to provide

a usetul summary, not just add up a column of figures. Keep in mind,

too, who will he using it. A bus:, administrator may only flip through

your report nd look at the tables. If that reader cannot at a glance

get the message you aro trying to convey, the table has lost its use-

fulness and hat4 not made your report stronger. Make certain your

message ts clear.

Vsing Charts and Cou2lis

The response to a visual presentation will determine its value.
As a maximum response is the objective, the design of a visual
tor a non-technical audience should be guided by the funda-
mental rule, Keep it simple.*

*Spear, >larv Eleanor. Practical. sliarjj_taLL.jais,9.2.t. New York: McGraw-
Hill liook Company, NO.
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Institutional researchers should use visual pcesentations when-

ever they will contribute to the communication ot An idea, A good

graphic presentation has only one interpretation. Use charts to

attract the attentiwi et the college administrator or lay board

memher and volt wiLl get Your me;ssage across if the chart Li not

cluttered up with too mitc.h detail.

Some data Lend themselves to presentation by chart or graph and

othees do not. Likewise, there art. certain types of graphic presenta-

tions which are appropriate only to certitu types of data. If one

item, such as tall enrollment, is to le plotted for several years,

a column chart wouLd be best. On the other hand, if the enrollment

trend is to be emphasiAed, a line chart wo uld be appropriate. The

examples OH p.w.es M. to 89 illustrate ways in which charts can be used

to ipti.1.1v convey A messa4e whereas table or narrative would be cum-

her,;ome.

nnun.

Tnst lint tonal resedrch reports are not written for other re-

searchers but rather tor busy ,::!-"ostrators, trustees, faculty, and

citt.,.eus who want to know more about a spe,.ific aspect of the college.

11.rettoe, the report shonld be written Ln straightforward language

tvee ot research largon. Intormytton necc:ssa rv tor replication, hut

not necessary to the undertanding ot the report, shoutd be relegated

to the appendix. The president should be able to quote from the

nTort in presentatiow4 to the trustees and the community. Self-study
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TABLE 11

1975 GRADUATES OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

ENROLLED AT MONTGOMERY COLLEGE FALL 1975

High School 1975 Graduates
1975 Graduates
Enrolled at MC

Percent
of Graduates

Bethesda-Chevy Chase 582 85 152

Montgomery Blair 578 90 162

Winston Churchill 604 111 18%

Damascus 213 38 18%

Albert Einstein 414 80 19%

Gaithersburg* 593 125 21%

Walter Johnson 541 95 182

John F. Kennedy 358 65 18%

Col. Wok Magruder 390 106 27%

Richard MontgomerY 410 88 21%

Northwood 515 90 17%

Paint Branch 277 42 15%

Robert E. Peary 658 164 25%

Pooleaville 93 17 182

Rockville 254 75 30%

Sherwood 250 43 17%

Springbrook 624 114 18%

Wheaton* 663 153 23%

Walt Whitman 727 80 11%

Thomas S. Wooton 36: 74' 202

Woodward 365 20X,Charlem

TOTAL 9470 1808 19%
lame

* Includes Evening High School
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TABLE 17

THE CREDIT HOURS EARNED BY STUDENTS
AS OF THE BEGINNING OF THE FALL SEMESTER OF 1975

HOURS
EARNED DAY

PER-:

CENT EVENING
PER-
CENT DAY/EVENING

PER-
CENT TOTAL

PERCENT
OF TOTAL

0 hours 4274 49% 1695 47% 556 35% 6525 47%

1-12 1410 17% 1055, 29% 277 18% 2742 20%

11-27 1400 16% 459 13% 328 21% 2187 16%

2845 1053 12% 227 6% 277 18% 1557 11%

4h-60 453 '5% 121 3% 111 7% 685 5%

61+ 120 i% 64 2% 27 1% 211 1%

TOTAL 8710 10fr 3621 100% 1576 100% 13907 100%

7,7

The special purpose tabe is used to emphasize trends or relationships
and clarify dlfferencec among groups within the total population.

and accreditation committees should be able to find the answers to

their questions quickly by referring to TR reports.

Tables should present data either in such a way that specific

facts can he found or so that information supporting an argument or

idea is obvious. Likewise, graphs and charts should be simple and

present an idea clearly. The appropriate use of tables and graphics

pr,esentations ln an institutional research report will facilitate the

understanding of ideas and add much to the report. Furthermore, an

attractive cover and a title page which clearly identifies the

report can be of great value,

Finally, keep in mind that the purpose of the report is to accu-

rately describe some aspects of the college, tither in quantitative

or qualitative terms, and not to demonstrate some exotic research.



Figure F

THE CLASS DESIGNATION OF STUDENTS

ENROLLED DURING FALL 1975

Thy p chart 1!-; uncqua led aH a a I Hj)1t veh I die t or communi cating the
1 iL Ionship ot gments o I a group.
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4.

Figure B
THE RACIAL CoMPoSiTioN OF MONTGOMERY COLLEGE STUDENTS

Spanish 0.8%

--Oriental 0.9%

American Indian
0.3%

Other
0.5%

*Exclusive of other groups.

A chart or graph should be clear and easily understood. Only one
message should be communicated, and it should he obvious at a glance.
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When comparing such data as the enrollment by credit hour load for two semesters, a bar graph such

as the one below .clearly indicates where changes have occurred.
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FIGURE G

CREDIT HOUR LOAD DISTRIBUTION OF MONTGOMERY COLLEGE STUDENTS
FALL 1974 AND 1975
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MANAGEMENT: DEVELOPING ISSUES AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE RESEARCH

Nolen U. Ellison
District Chancellor

Cuyahoga Community College
Cleveland, Ohio

The Current Settins

Communi,ty college administrators, like all persons interested in in-

dividual institutions as well as the general future of higher educa-

tion in America, have witnessed significant new challenges emerging

for these institutions. These challenges will undoubtedly alter the

short- and long-range fdture for community colleges, They have

emerged as the result of internal as well as external forces that

by their nature have altered the kind of leadership needed as well

as the management and operational functions of our institutions,

Community colleges have made certain adjustments in response to

new conditions facing all of higher education. These adjustments

were descr;ded during the sixties and early seventies as the demo-

cratizing component of higher education in America because the

open-door and low- or no-tuition policies were among the major

changes that took place.

In addition, the rapid growth in higher education enrollment

during the period since 1960 (which resulted from several factors

including federal aid for student tuition, alternatives other than

the armed forces opening to 18-7ear-olds, and the post-World War II

population group reaching the traditional college age) began to taper

off dramatically, producing a stat

C.) tj

e of slow or no growth for higher



education by mid 1970. This declining enrollment phenomenon is ex-

pected to extend into the 1980s.

Furthermore, the rapid rate of inflation and related increases

in wages and the cost of goods and services were experienced by all

secters of the American economy in the first half of 1970. During tnat

period, higher education, was given lower priority by the state than

before, particularly in relation to economic development and social

services. The realities of a "smaller pie" to vllit among the vari-

ous public sectors has meant less for higher education.

These major societal conditions, along with expanding expectations

of those associated with higher education, the need in higher educa-

tion institutions as well as state systems (such as boards of regents)

for a method and process for managing declinea concept foreign to

higher education and its leadership. Reflecting on this new prospect,

Kenneth Boulding(1) suggests that the "management of decline" is no

easy task, and he states:

Many (management) skills which were highly desirable
and which were selected in the last thirty years may no
longer be the skills which are needed in the next thirty...
Yet we know so little about decline that we are not even
sure what these needed skills are.

Leaders in higher education knew one thing: They had to de-

velop improved ways to plan, manage, and evaluate the utilization of

the resources that were available to them. They also knew that ways

had to be found to maintain certain institutional flexibilities

through the reallocation of resources as well as traditional alloca-

tion processes. Better definitions of institutional purpose, mission,

and programs were needed.
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Kennison(3) points cut that community college administrators

appointed in the past few years are a new breed and that this neW

breed trequently applies systematic management techniques in the im-

plementation of board policies. It is clear that these new .leaders

will not only play a critical role in assuring the survival of com-

munity colleges as we know them but will also redefine institutional

research to meet their leadership needs.

ln a recent commentary entitled More Than Survival(2). The Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching points out the problems

currently being faced by higher education institutions as a rt3ult

of external and internal conditions that have developed over the

past fifteen years. Central to the Carnegie argument are:

I. The current decline in the enrollment growth patterns
being experienced in American higher education,

2. The impact of intlation nationally and its differential
etfects in the public institutional sector--especially
higher education, and

3. The problem of flexibility or the lack thereof as higher
educational institutions attempt to make the necessary
(and often survival) adjustments for the future.

in addition to the factors cited by the Carnegie Foundation,

higher education institutions are faced with the American public's

demand for increased accountability from all public institutions and

agencies. Accompanying this external demand has been a new focus

internally on efficiency and effectiveness measures of institutional

operations. Specific implications for new and improved management of

our instittaions will be discussed later.

In addition to the Carnegie Foundation work, recent efforts of

the National Commission on the Financing of Post-secondary Education
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as well as the continuing work of the Carnegie Council on Policy

Studies have made clear the fact that individual institutions are

afte:ted by events at the national and state levels. Therefore,

it is impossible for such institutions to plan in a vacuum, oblivi-

ous of external constraints. Also, it is incumbent on national and

state governments to rationalize their own planning systems in order

to be more aupportive of individual institutions if such institutions

ar to maintain an acceptable level of quality beyond mere survival,

lt should be clean io all involved in higher education that at

this point there are no panaceas--no simple solutions to the problems

now tacing the state systems and the individual institutions--and

any proposals for simple solutions must be viewed with great caution.

This caution is necessary because at this time there appears to be

a rush toward over-reliance on what appear to be easy technological

answers to the institutional problems, usually given catchy labels

such as DBM, PERT, PPBES, IEP, and the like. Thete are clear perils

for management leadership of our institutions when such new scientific

approaches to institutioual management do not grow out of an insti-

tution-wide leadership philosophy that leads to a systematic,

common-sense management improvement or development effort.

The Carnegie commentary makes two recommendations that should be

considered by instit .tions seeking to respond in institutionally

sound ways to the new conditions facing higher education.

he ftrst recommendation is that institutional leaders prepare

analyses of thetr institutions to determine, as accurately as

posstble, the present situation and the factors shaping the future



(directions). These analyses should be used to inform their col-

leagues and constituents, and should be part of a strategy designed

to create receptive attitudes and conditions that are conducive to

change.

Ine second recommendation is that each institution, if it has

not already done so, develop an overall strategy for developirkg flex-

ibility in the use of fuads, assigning faculty, using space, and

effective decision making.

A thorough understanding of these recommendations and their

implications for institutional management is fundamental to an un-

derstanding of the challenges facing community colleges and other

higher education institutions and the responses that are required r)

if they are to survive and prospeir.

Et_tEsla.s_Challenestot.lent--Nowandinthe Forseeable Future

Specific issues now confronting institutional leaders as a reault

of changing conditions can be categorized as either of a primary or

secondary nature. In addition, other challenges proceed from these MO

major categories. It is important for institutional administrators--

who are involved in planning, research, or development to understand

these challenges and their inherent cause-effect relationships. A

lack ot understanding in this area will cause management, opera-

tional, and/or development problems for the practitioner.

Primary issues confronting institutional management are:

A. Accountabilityaddressing the public demand for greater

accountability in both operations and board policy matters.

The need for increased efficiency and effectiveness of



operations is a related concern. Increased productivity is

generally perceived as an e:tpected outcome of efforts in

this area.

B. Planningthe need for improved long-range planning with a

written p_lan of advancement, which at least contains a mission

statement, a statement of institutional goals for educa-

tional and educational support programs, a resource plan,

and specific delegatim of responsibility for implementa-

tion (by function,'not person). An ongoing strategic planning

system that ties the annual budget process to define institu-

tional program goals is an essential outcome of improved in-

stitutional planning.

C; Managementimproved management of imst'Autional resources

(human and fiscal) is the focal point of new demands facing

institutionS of higher learning. Applying new management-

science techniques in higher education institutions will re-

main a challenge to community college administrators in the

immediate future. Such techniques as MBO, PPBES., MIS, and

others must be approached with care as indicated earlier.

Because the climate for institutional change is critical to

the achievement of the actual change desired, the direct

application of management-science techniques to an "unready

institution" can have counterproductive consequences. In

the current perioa ot heightened employee anxieties and

tensions, care must be taken to assure that the improve-

ment of quality in institutional efforts is understood

as the desirable goal being sought.
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D. EvaluationMeasuring the results ot the efforts expended

and the activities undertaken and establishing baselines for

projecting the future are essential for meeting the chal-

lenges preseuted,by deMands for improved accountability,

planning, and management. With the explosion of institu-

tional information and the concommitant need for infor-

mation to support improvement
planning, management, and

evaluation, it is essential that community college admin-

istrators identify leadership that is capable of producing

good information and analysis to facilitate sound planning,

management, and evaluation systems.

The role of institutional research and its place within the or-

ganization must be considered during the development of an improved

planning, management and evaluation system.

Once the primary challenges and issues confronting the institu-

tion have been identified, a whole range of secondary challenges and

issues--those having to do with the application of implementation of

newylanning, management, and evaluation systems, as well as improved

organizational arrangements--must be addressed. Each institution

must design its own plan for addressing the concerns it views as

critical to irs own survival. Because the conditions confronting

higher education !ri each state and in each institution are often

diffeyent, unique iistitutional
responses are required. It is clear,

however, that the primary challenges or issues confronting community

colleges do not vary greatly. Faeh of you here must help determine

the kinds of respot
, that must he made to the new demands for

improvied leadershi lanageme4t.
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An additional dimension, which should be focused on at this

point, has to do with the increasing demands on institutional opera-

tions deriving from the external environment. Sound institutional

ettorts deLigned to improve accountability, planning, managment,

and evaluation systems must be developed in light of the increasing

demands of regional, state, and national agencies. Demands from

these three external sources have had varying impacts on community

colleges nationally. The least difficulty has been experienced to

date from regional configurations, although program planning and

funding appears to be emerging as an issue from this dfrection.

This Ls particularly true when high-cost occupational or vocational

programs are approved and funded at the state level. The concern over

nonduplication of high-cost occupational programs will ivcreasingly

link regional considerations to decision making.

The demands for increased coordinated planning and evaluation

have come primarily from state agencies that have been delegated the

responsibility for statewide planning and coordination of higher edu-

4

cation. Where community colleges are totally funded by the state, in-

creasing tensions will become apparent as management issues are

increasingly highlighted. Faculty collective bargaining concerns

will undoubteoly act as a catalyst in this area.

The tederak government's demands for information reporting and

compliance with certain federal laws will continue to affect insti-

tutional operations. These responsibilities to the federal government

will he a continuing concern because they require the use of re-

soOrces that could otherwise he used for internal planning and

managemtnt ot the institution.



The implications of these external
requirements must be takeu

into account in projecting certain long-range aspects of institutionhl

management. Each institution must respond according to its unique

state of development.

A Place for Institutional Research?

So much for the constraints and challenges and new demands on community

college administrators. My experience leads me to be cautiously op-

timistic about the future of our institutions. The technological base

and human talent are sufficient to meet the challenges, and higher

education should emerge leaner and stronger from having been tested.

Most of you are undoubtedly
interested in.the place of institutional

research in future battles for institutional survival--in the front

ranks, in the rear, or nowhere at all?

Past institutional research programs focused partially on pro-

ducing longitudinal or evaluative studies (which were used basically

in public relations/information
efforts) and partially on manage-

ment information development and reporting. These priorities will

give way to new ones. As e result of new demands on institutional

management, institutional researchers, planners, and development

officers must now assist in constructing
new directions for insti-

tutional research, which must emerge from the current chaos.

Let me be frank in saying that I have no idea whether "institu-

tional research" as such is a useful concept or function or organ-

izing principle. Indeed, it might be far more useful if we aban-

doned, at least for the time being, the term "institutional research"

and, instead, focused on the informational needs of institutions



that must be met if they are to survive and flourish. "Inititutional

research" can be justified as a function only as it contributes to

meeting these informational needs effectively. This is a critical

point to understand because, in my opinion, the lack of responsiveness

to institutional needs--the information-as-an-end-in-itself synurome

--has kept the traditional institutional research function in the

backwater of new developments. How. many competently produced reports,

of impressive size, have you read that proved "fascinating" or only

'interesting" but certainly of no impact on institutional behavior?

There is no question in my mind that information alone is

neither good nor bad, but when it does not meet a well-defined need,

It is at best wasteful to produce it and a waste of time to read it.

The only way I know of to approach the "usefulness" question is first

to define the general types of decisions that are made in your insti-

tution and then identify the information needed to make the decisions

intelligently.. Of course, it is not enough for decisions to be in-

formed; Lhey must also be timely. In today's world, too late can

mean never.

We know intuitively that institutions make decisions that are

(1) strategic, (2) executive, and (3) operational/managerial. And

it is not very difficult to identify the various kinds of informa-

tion that are needed at certain times to make decisions falling in

each category. Moreover, this can be done with very little technical

razzmatazz and double talk. It is a job, yes, but a very common-

sensical one.

To my knowledge, most progress has been made in operational

lecision-making, especially in such obviously critical areas as
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financial and budget management. We are only at the beginning in stra-

tegic Oanning, which, most of you will probably agree, relates most

closely to what has been known as Institutional research. "Research"

suggests the more In-depth, long-term analysis on which strategic

planning is based. But the point Ls that institutional research will

prove relevant to long-range or strategic planning only in rilponsa

to precisely defined information requirements emerging from the de-

tailed design of an instituttorial strategic planning system and

process. Again, it makes no sense to start with the information and

then try to figure how to use.it.

A' final word on relevance: Let selettivity be your watchword! I

share with my colleague, Harold Enarson, President oi Ohio State,

dismay at thejantastic volume of information uncritically generated

for managers these days. .Can anyone doubt that our information-gen-

erating capability has vastly exceeded our capability for analysis?

I feel compelled to join the rising chorus against a continued pre-

occupation with the technology of information collection, storage,

and reporting and to join the many other chief executive officers

demanding less information of higher quality.

Do not doubt that the survival of institutional research as a

function in sdme form will depend on its relevance as defined above.

The pace has quickened., the challenges are substantially greater,

and we at the helm of institutions will no longer take the time to

separate the wheat from the chaff ourselves. Etther provide what we

need when we need it for strategic and operational decision making,

or tind yourselves out ot the game.
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Conclusions

The response ot community colleges to demands for accountability will

be very important in shaping their future.. Also, the attention given

to improvement of planning, minagement, and evaluation systems will

undoubtedly play an important part in shaping the future of these

institutions.

There are no easy answers or panaceas, however, for the prob-

lems that have developed over the past few years. Planning for and

management of decline are clearly the most difficult task confront-

ing community leaders today. The skills required for these tasks

have not been taught in graduate classes nor have most administrative

leaders had the opportunity to develop the necessary skills on the

job. The frustrations and anxieties caused by the imprecision of de-

cision processes as well as increased demands for greater partici-

pation by internal and external constitutents will present even

greater challenges to institutional leadership in the future.

The challenge to develop sound programs of institutional re-

search is clear. The demand foi better, more precise information that

will support the forecasting, analytical, and operating needs of

institutions is increasingly apparent. What must now be determined

in most institutions is.how to organize most effectively and effi-

ciently to satisfy the planning, management, and evaluation needs of

the organization. The solution to this problem will more than likely

rest upon the caliber and skills of individuals heading the insti-

tutional research offices rather than on a prescribed remedy of

some kind or a single plan for institutional research in community

colleges.
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CONCEPTUALIZING OOK!!'JNITY COLLEGE RESEARCH AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

John Lombardi*
Staff Associate

ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges
University of California at Los Angeles

Describing the ERIC Clearinghouse to institutional research direc-

tors would be as fruitless as reciting the history of community col-

leges to an AACJC meeting. Nearly all of you have been contribu-

tors to ERIC and users of its documents and quite a few of you have

been authors of articles and monographs published or sponsored by

ERIC. So you are aware, as Dr. Cohen(2) told a similar group about a

year ago, that:

Ine Clearinghouse is a basic and continuing resource for the
IR director, that the numerous studies that have been pre-
pared by research officers provide an invaluable source
for topics, designs, methodologies, strategies and the like,
(and) that they show the range of what can be done.

The Thrust Toward Non-Traditional Study

As we review the current documents coming through the ERIC Clearin,i-

,

house, we note a remarkable change in the philosophy of community

colleges. So dramatic is this change that if continued, it will trans-

form the community college to some new kind of institution to which

the term college will not apply. The recent action of the City Col-

leges of Chicago in naming WO additional institutes may be a step

ln this direction. The change in philosophy involves raising the non-

cr:dit activities, courses, and programs to the level of credit

*John Lombardi represented Arthur Cohen, Director of the ERIC Clear-
inghouse for Junior Colleges, who could not attend the conference.
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courses. Were it. no:. for the premium on credit-courre funding, the

scales would by now he tipped in favor of the noncredit courses,

!',:ring the last five years, colleges have been reporting in

their enrollment statistics participants in noncredit classes and

activities. In the current (1976) Community, Junior, and Technical

College Directory, there 1.s a new c. .T.ri called "Community Education

Enrollment". For October 1976, the community education enrollment for-

all colleges was more than one and one-third million compared with'

a regular enrollment of approximately 4.1 million. Within the

next five years, the noncredit community education enrollment may

very likely equal or exceed. the credit-class enrollment.

Thls phenomenon is arousing favorable interest among administra-

tors because it takes up the slack in the regular enrollment; it is

raising questions among legislators because of its effect on financing;

and it is being viewed wi.th.concern among faculty because of its

effect on the nature of education. Although college and state

reports contain many general references to it, information on this

new category of enrollment, however, is still meager.

Parallel to this development is the reordering of priorities

among the various college functions. In their national study on humani-

ties, Cohen and Brawer(l) ohserved that although community college:,

hoards, admintstrators,, and state-level planners see a plethora of

roles for community colleges, "the perpetuation and diffusion of the

humanities occupies 'a priority status far below that of career edu-

cation, remedial studies, adult basic education and student guidance."
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The change in curri,.ulum focus is also evident in the upsurge

of career education enrollment. In the 1950s, if 20 percent of all

students on a camph.3 were in career programs, it was considered re-

spectable. Today, anything lower than 40 percent is considered un-

satisfactory.

Outreach Provams

These changes are part of the larger community-based, performance-

oriented movement or of the thrust toward nontraditional study. On

the organizational level, the movehm. c has resulted in large networks

of outreach programs fanning out to the remotest parts of the college

service aceas. These networks, in turn, are combined to form non-

campus colleges. Of the eight noncampus colleges now operating, two

started as noncampus colleges, and six, were organized within multi-

campus districts. At least another half dozen are in the planning

stage.

This development--the outreach programs and the noncampus

colleges--has the potential for a tremendous amouht of in-depth

institutional research of a descriptive and evaluative nature. At

present, there is only minimal'information, mainly in official state-

ments and accreditation reports. As a first step in this process,

Roger Yarrington, vice president of the AACJC, and his associates

teL there ought to be a major, national, well-documen'ted research

description of the community college(4).

While these developments are exhilarating to community college

educators, there still remainsthe uneasy feeling that adding students,

changing delivery systems, and taking the college to the students
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are not the whale story. The nagging question of "How well are we

doing?" keeps popping up. Richard Hagemeyer(7), President of Central

Piedmont College (N.C.), said at the 1976 AACJC conference:

Our colleges are trying to be adult and community-based and
that is a noble cause, but on that point we have trouble
measuring effectiveness. Accountability breaks down in
this area, not because it is less than desirable or be-
cause it is not as educationally sound, but rather because
we have not learned to package and price this product in so
far as these non-traditional students and programs are
concerned.... Our impact upon these diverse com-
munity segments we attempt to serve mhst be mea-
sured.

In the spring 1976 Collue Board Review, Dorothy Knoell(10) wrote:

The strength of the community colleges has been their ability
to respond to state and local needs for new programs relatively
quickly and withoutthe infusion of new, special funds. Their
weakness has been their inability to evaluate their success
with successive groups of new students, except in tlres of
ever increasing enrollments of all types of students. Com-
munity colleges need to propose new criteria for evaluating
student performance where persistence and grades are inap-
propriate, and to take steps to use new measures with the
increasing numbers of new students who enroll.

Hagemeyer, Knoell, state legislators, and others are asking for

new measures, new criteria, new definitions.

The Role of the IR Director_

It is not for the IR Director to organize the new definitions. But

he must be careful that his research designs fit the definitiOns that

are created. One easy way of assessing community feelings about'the

new directions posed by off-campus programs is to apply one of

the several goals inventories that have been developed in recent years.

Drawing a proper sample of the district's population and adding what

goals they think the college should be addressing can be helpful if
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done on a contiouing basis. A one-shot or cross section of comiuunity

attitudes is not much on which to base program planning. !itit a set of

data collected with the same instruments and sampling techniques over

a period of several years might be amazingly revealing. This type of

information is important to collect because community college leaders

cOntinue to be astounded by the failure of their bond issues in the

face of greatly augmented enrollments: Taxpayers' support.,_for the

college is not necessarily a result of citizen participation in

college-sponsored events. Any information that would help in deter-

mining why this is so would be extremely useful.

The movement toward nontraditional study or community-based,

performance-oriented education, as I have indicated, is leading

to the formulation of a new definition of eduction that may free the

colleges from the albatross of traditional educational accountability

with its emphasis on grades and persistence. Obviously,, grades,

credits, and degrees are of little value to the elderly, to those

who already have degrees or who do'not need certification,in its

various forms. However, in substituting new criteria, the danger

exists that they will intensify the handicaps of new students who need

the trappings of grades, credits, and degrees. New criteria may be

int'erpreted to mean that the new students "just don't have it and

that they will have to be given something in order to have some-

thIng"(h).

A task that will challenge the ingenuity of researchers is to

assess what effects the feelings of invislbility and isolation have

on people who are associated with outreach programs and,noncampus
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colleges. President Smith(l5) ot the Community College of Vermont

noted that one common feature of the noncampus colleges, "at once

their greatest strength and liability," is their "invisibility with

no physical image with which anyone connected with the college can

maintain himself personally and professionally." The invisibility ex-

tends to students and faculty who "emerge from and blend back into

the community." Invisibility also leads to a feeling of isolation

on the part of Instructors and other employees. Moreover, the

advantages of flexibility, accountability, and responsiveness gained

in giving up the physical structu,e and distinct culture of the

campus are obtained by "the surrender of traditional reference points
.

which bind campuses together."

(n one Way or another, thost connected with noncampus colleges

echo Smith's imprestons. The Los Angeles Commission on New Dimen-

fons(5) called attention to the problems created by "the very nature

of the new Institution," Specifically: "The students would be even

more transient than those of the other colleges. Dropping in and

Out would he even more ftronounced. Many of the New Dimensions stu-

dents would never see.anything,with which they would necessarily

and specifically Cdentify as a campus of their college." The admin-

istrators of Coastline Community Co11ege(l3) belleYe that "A college

without walls obviously cannot exist,without some physical facili

tiessomething with which a student can identify."

invisibility and isolation are implicit in the first sentence of

a hfochure() admonishing the reader: "Don't,plan to -clice a walking

tour'ot the Pioneer Community College campus." The feeling of



isolation caused hy noncampus operations in many scattered locations

with few opportunities for communication between and among,faculty

and students, was one of the first impressions President Tapper(16)

of the Peralta College for Non-Traditional Study received soon after

her appointment. It is not surprising to find among her plans for

the immediate tuture the development Of institutional involvement:and

commitment among all personnel.

William Kelm(9), President of Pioneer Commun.ty College, wrote

soon after becoming president: "I sometimes think that Pioneer is

so far removed from the real World that I'm a lost soul from another

planet and it is encouraging to hear irom the far corners of the

Universe." A similar feeling of lack of'understanding, particularly

by the Board of Trustees, was voiced by the Executive Director of

the Los Angeles Commission on New,Dimensions.

The IR Director is going to have to study zhe Various aspects

ot off-campus and non-campus programs: Do the participants feel ne-

glected or isolwed? What is the effect of the lack of accessibility

of library and other campus facilities? Any study that can point

to-similarities or differenccs in on-campus and off-campus education

going to be'quite important as the trend toward non-campus-based

programs accelerates.

The .1tiestion of Effective Teaching

The question of effective teaching has never been clearly addressed

on the campuses and there is no reason to believe it will be resolved

by studying the taculty at off-campus centers. Nevertheless, certain

questions can h asked: Do the part-time faculty feel like second-
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class citizens? How does their status affect their teaching? The

1

old question, "Ls anyone learning anything?", arises anew in the off-7

cmnpus setting. How can the "right" answers be obtained when, accord-

ing to Richard Meeth(12), project director of the 1976 Change Report

there is "no consensus about what is important to

improve" despite the existence of 80 college and university centers

on the improvement of teaching? Meeth does not restrict his tom-

ments!td the teaching of nontraditional students, as does Hagemeyer,

or the successive wave of new students, as does Knoell. He includes

all students, 'old and new, traditional and nontraditional. It.may

very we41 be that teaching the nontraditional or the new students is

a more arduous tasks than teaching the traditional or the old students,

but this does not diminish the universality of Meeth's thesis that

the evaluation of teaching is a stateless arr. This is discouraging,

but research on teaching effectiveness must go on not because legis-

lators mandate it but because researchers must continue to explore

every avenue in the hope of findins a Rosetta Stone that will give the

clues that link learning and teaching. Incide-tally, after his bleak

three-page essay on "The :;tateless Art of Teaching Evaluation,"

Meeth, to help create a better base for evaluating teaching effec-

tiveness, presents more than 30 reports on exemplary teaching.

Some of this reasoning may account for the large number of documents

received at ERIC on teaching methods and effectiveness.

In this paper, I 0 not wish to give the impression that the

new (orms wilt completely displace the old ones. Far from it. For

as many years as we can safely predict, traditional learning will
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continue side by side with the nontraditional. In fact, much of the

traditional is currently incorporated in the nontraditional in poorly

disguised form. So fur the researcher the old topics will still be

around. But in nearly all areas, nontraditional study exacerbates

old problems and introduces new ones. One need only mention teaching

effectiveness, part-time students, part-time faculty, collective bar-

gaining, faculty wockload, tenure, financing, government patterns,

and tuition to realize not only how much more complicated research

has become during the last five years but how much more needs to be

done. For example, research pn workloads of full-time instructors

teaching full-time students at fixed locations in traditional set-

tings has proved exceedingly difficult; research on workloads of full-

and part-time instructors teaching at several locations and using

nontraditional delivery gystems will be a much.more complex project.

Iechnical-Vocational Education
_ _ _ _

While reviewing the documents received at ERIC, I picked a few that

may be of interest/to you because they are receiving national or

regional attention, Flow studies continue to be prominent among state

and local documents with a large number relating to follOw-up of

technical-vocational graduates. Since January 1975, ERIC has pro-

cessed 18 follow-up studies in technical-vocational education. The

emphasis on the technical-vocational is understandable in light of

t%e enthusiasm for career education. In return for generous state

and federal appropriations, educators are being pressed for evidence

that career education is not only prospering in the colleges but

that students in the programs are being prepared for and are getting



jobs related to the programs. Perhaps the.report by Wilms(17) that

"only two out of ten graduates from both the public and proprietary

schools who chose professional or technical-level training ever got

those jobs" may also have spurred activity in this area.

A 1976 Zollow-up study(1.4) covering the graduates of the 13

regional institutes of the Indiana Vocational Technical College is

mon.: favorable than Wilms' studN With a 58 percent response, the

study found that 449 or 83 percent of the respondents were employed

in jobs related to their IVTC training. Of interest to researchers

is this paragraph in the Background Statement of the study:

A contin...ing major problem is separating the "value
added" by the school experience as compared to the
effects of non-school activities. Therefore, the find-
ings of the follow-up studies should be viewed as com-
yonents of a comprehensive system for ev'aluation of
instructional aad 3upportive services.

Many of the follow-up stuclies of graduates of occupational pro-

gramF received at the Cailringhouse have clear research designs. Their

population is well defined, sampling techniques are consistently ap-

piled, questicnnaires are thoughtfully constructed, and data and

recommendations are clearly reported. Many studies,:fall short of the

mark. As you are well aware, survey techniques and sampling pro-

cedures have been refined so that there seems no excuse for the basic

errors that are made by many IR directors who set out to asses's pro-

gram graduates. An IR director might develop apd publicize a statement
7

of the procedures he woulo employ in working with any program director

to assess the graduates of that program. The same techniques can be

used tor most occupational program follow-ups, and if similar for-

mats are employed, multiple studies can be conducted at minimal cost.



Another type of flow study involves Cae reverse transfer students

(those who transfer from four-year to two-year colleges) who are en-

rolling in larger numbers than before the recent economic downturn

in employment of graduates of four-year colleges and Universities.

Interest in this group is so widespread that a review of the liter-

ature by Ms. Robbie Lee(I1) of the ERIC staff has been prepared for

publication in the coinnolimalaul..91.4. Although Ms. Lee cites

many studies touching on reverse transfer students, she considers most

of 'them inadequate "because of the paucity of data available, the

small samples studied, and the contained geography. Moreover, the

rapidly changing student population and the expanded definition

ot reverse transfer require new approaches to this topic."

The studtes of reverse transfer students to date have been limited

for the most part to head councing. It is time to move into another

phase. Some of the reports coming into the Clearinghouse include

interview data and confirm the Supposition that some populations,

at least in the initial stages of study, may well be addressed

through the interview technique. By doing carefully structured inter-

views on rn age-graded sample of your colleges' reverse transfer

population, some of the important reasons why this group has grown so

large may appear. The interview is a useful technique for deter-

mining the proper questions to ask in a broad-scale study.

An area that is hardly toiiched by researchers is the effect

that Increasing tuition has had on enrpllment and on the composition

of enrollment. One ot the findings of a recent study of Bishop and

Van Dvk(1) on institutional and adult participation in higher education
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was that when tuition was eliminated, the college attendance rate of

adults doubled. Is there a converse to this finding?

By contrast, one of the most popular subjects of research is

the part-time instructpr. It seems as if every institutional research

director, every professional association, and some state offices have

produced a study on this topic. And the end is not in sight be-

cause there are many facets to this subject including possible leg-

islation or court action.

Crowing Concern

The concern with research on a national level comes at an appropriate

time in the history of the commuitity college--a tine when it is recog-

nized as the most dynamic segment of the higher education and seemingly

immune to the population slow-down, a time when it is undergoing

changes in its mission, organizational structure, and student compo-

sition. In adult education, this change impinges on other segments

of educati.on, and in the community education area, on public and

private agencies in the social services area. It is also a time

when research on the local, state, and national level is accepted

more universally:than ever before. What is most reassuring is that

there is a greater awareness on the part of community college leaders

of the need for continuous assessment of the various aspects of the

enterprise. That we have not been successful in measuring effective-

ness Li discouraging, but our recognition of this lack of success

will result in renewed efforts in this area. It is also encouraging

that research on the institutional and state level is becoming more
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widespread and that research organizations and foundations are giving

more attention to the problems of the community college.

At ERIC, I find that research at all levels interacts, and in-

stitutional research directors are becoming leas parochial. More sig-

nificant is that researchers outside the institutions are associating

more closely with those inside and are making extensive use of insti-

tutional research. The requests that come to ERIC from those

planning national studies are encouraging. During this year, there

were requests for searches on part-time faculty, flow studies, effect

on enrollment of the opening of a new college, criteria for intro-

ducing a new program and for dropping a program, courses most likely

to drop in attendance when total enrollment drops, and information

on systems of governance which describe state and, local rela-

tionships. I am optimistic about national (and institutional) re-

search during this period when the community college is experiencing

a profound change institutionally and educationally.
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DEVELOPING ISSUES AND COMMUNITY COLLEGE RESEARCH

Dorothy M. Knoell
Higher Education Specialist

' California Postr?.condary Education Commission

Sacramento, Califu-mia

The Plonning_Kroklm

The p.-edominant issue at th1J time appears to be the nature and

locus of planning for community colleges in the late 1970s and beyond.

It is quite clear that planning modes which worked well in the past

in an era of rapid growth, are no longer appropriate. Failure on

the part of the colleges to'adopt. an aggressive new planning mode

might well result in the locus of responsibility for planning being

moved from the campus/institutional level to that of the state plan-

ning agency for postsecondary education, the legistlature, the

state finance agency, or some other noneducAtional entity. The prob-

lems which community colleges face are basically those of declining

state funds, pressures to provide opportunity for postsecondary

education for ever more diverse student clienteles, and the absence

of long-range goals and values to serve as a framework within which

to establish priorities.

Past planning for community colleges tended to be mechanistic

but effective as an essentially responsive, reactive mode. Enroll-

ments were projected for and ten-year periods, using past

participation rates of recent high school graduates and others;

fac!lities plans were developed for new campuses/institutions and

additional facilities on existing campuses; educational/occupational



programs were planned for the projected enrollments, and faculty and

staff recruited to work in them; and, finally, when increased funds

1...!re needed to accommodate the accelerated demand for postseconda-v

opportunity, bond issues and tax proposals were submitted to the

voters.

These planning efforts were highly successful, in California and

elsewhere, insofar as they resulted in buildings being built, faculty

being on board, and college catalogs being printed in time for the new

students who enrolled each fall. However, the operational goal of such

planning was simply lo be responsive to local needs for postseconda4y

opportunity--first, the needs of lower middle class students who were

either unprepared or unatle to pay the cost of universitY enrollment

as.freshman; then the needs of ethnic minority groups, many of whose

numbers were more disadvantaged than Caucasians from the lower middle

class; and thence the needs of ihe unemployed, adult women, others

whose education had been interrupted, senior citizens, the physically

handicapped, the mentally and emotionally handicapped, and the insti-

.tutionalized (prisoners, rest-home residents, and others who could

not come to the campus).

Responsiveness to diverse clienteles has been tacitly assumed to

be highly correlated with effectiveness. Institutional master plans

began to incorporate sub-plans for programs and services tu the disad-

vantaged, affirmative action programs for students and staff, adapta-

tion of facilities and programs to accommodate the physically handi-

capped, and outreach programs for those who found it inconvenient to

come to the campus. Evaluation often stopped with an assessment of the
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extent to which plans were implemented--for example, the enrollment

of students with specified characteristics and the develonment of
_

special programs and services. At best, evaluation included the

sampling of attitudes and opiniOns of students and staff about the

opportunities offered. The absepce of evaluation activities parallel

ing the planning effort is.a serious omission when attention is not

given to student outcomes, costs once programs are operational, and

longterm impact on institutions and the community .

lt is proposed that future planning n community colleges should

be goal and valueoriented, proactive so as to point college develop

ment in desired directions, and with evaluation of effectiveness as a

vital component of planning and development.-It is assumed that active

planners can have some contrdl over the destinies of their colleges,

in ways other than simply cutting budgets and limiting opPortuni

ties. The research role is obviously quite different from that

played in a reactive planning mode, that is, planning in response to

increasing demands for postsecondary opportunity. The aggressive,

research worker will participate as a planning team member in con

structing possible futures for the college, choosing goals and

objectives related to preferable futures, designing courses of action

likely, to take the college in desired directions, and evaluating the

extent to which the college is so moving.

comnunity colleges have seldom subscribed to the notion that they

should he "all things to all people," although past planning activities

sometimes appeared to support this idea. It is quite clear now that

priorities will have to be set among clienteles, programs, services,



and delivery systems as part of planning for the future. The process

will be less arduous if Planners have long-term values and goals

'available to them as guides.in establishing priorities, as well as the

results of evaluations of effectivenesS, including costs, of past.ef-

,forts to serve particular clienteles.

.Subissues in Plannjns

The first subissue of strong current interest is the extent to which

pressures for (1) regionalization and (2) intersegmental cooperation

will reduce institutional autonomy in planning and management of.

resources. Postsecondary planning has traditionally been horizontal in

nature with each type of institution developing its.own plans which

are then aggregated at the ,ptate level as a °plan for that segment or

system such as public community colleges. In recent years, laws

have been enacted in Eeveral states which either encourage or man-

date coopetative planning and.development.. on a regional basis, often

cutting across both communiLy College district lines and involving

different types of institutions (public and independent, degree-grant-

ing and with non-credit offerings). Such cooperation may result in

savings to community colleges with no diminution of services to

residents of the region. However,.autanumy.in planning to establish

priorities among cLienteles and programs will be reduced and evalu-

ation ot effectiveness will be mote difficult to perform by research-

ers'at particular institutions.

A second suhtssue of growing importance is the extent to which

manpower needs (local, regional, and state) should influence program

development and continuation in the community colleges. The oversupply

1 0 .
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and underutilization of trained workers in some fields appears to have

greater potential impact on planning than the shortage of trained

worker!.i ln other fields. The issue becomes critical when student de-

Wind tor training in fields with excess manpower is high and the

cost of offering the programs relatively low. A different type of

problem arises from planning,to discontinue occupational education

programs which are no longer needed, in which there are tenured

faculty who are not prepared to teach in other fields. Past planning

has produced an ever-increasing diversity of 'occupational cu,ricula

to prepare students for employment in fields for which the need for

a.community college program has at some time been demonstrated.

Future planning modes will, of necessity, deal with priorities among

new and ongoing programs, taking into account. not only costs and need,

but also community values and college effectiveness tn producing

such trained manpower. Still another related subissue oi particular

importance to community colleges is the proportion of students who

should receive specialized training for employment, given the fact

that less than two-thirds of the labor force needs such training

beyond what can be given on the job in a matter of houis or days.

Pressures are now on students to enroll in programs in which they

acquire particular employmeni-related skills, regardless of society's

need for the large numbers so t2ained. The problem is a vexing one

for institutions which tor many years wete concerned about the disin-

terest ot students in occupational education.

The apparent insatiable demand for adult and continuing educa-

tion during a time of limited financial suppott for the community
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/colleges is producing still another subissue in planning. In essence,

ithe issue is the-proper role of the community colleges vis=A-vis the

public schools and other institutions of pOstsecondary education

offering noncredit courses and programs.to local,residents who are

beyond compulsory School age. The Courses at issue range in educa-

tional placement level from elementary school sUbjects for the illit-

ierste, through lower division programs, to continuing in-service

education fof technicians and professionals who do not need college

credit for such experiences. The issue is often resolved by tradi-

tion and/or negotiation among the variouS parties which are legally

authorized to offer such programs. In other situations where negoti-

ation fails, the result Is duplication of opportunities for some

clienteles and the neglect of others, usually the poor and underedu-

cated. There is'little research available on the effectiveness of

adult and continuing education programs offered by different types

of institutions, as a basis for future planning in which priorities

must be established and choices made. A critically important subissue

is basically the question of financing adult and continuing education

and the extent to which users should be expected to pay the costs.

High enrollments and a high degree of satisfac'tion among enrollees

in c9rrent programs are inadequate measures of effectiveness in a

time of scarce funds for community colleges.

A fourth subissue involves the use of publicly funded student

financial aid to achieve institutional goals developed as part of a

long-range plan. The federally funded Basic Opportunity Grant program

has done a great deal to reduce institutional invorvement in the
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awarding of stmdent aid 6ased solely on need. Still, the vastly in-

creased amount of atudent aid now available to community college stu-

dents and others c makes it imperative for planners and researchers to

add student aid to the more traditional dimensions of coNege

planningthat is, enrollment projeCtions, program development, de-

livery systems, 'and costs. Questions of effectiveness which may be

researchable include the following:

1. How can student aid funds be administered so as to open
up postsecondary vducational opportunity to.types of
students not now fully served (as opposed to aiding those
alreadv,coming,to college who have unmet need)?

2, Will increases in students aid result in increased per-
sistence to degree and other objectives on the part of
those awarded such aid? Should it be used to enable.part-
time atudents who are employed off campus to enroll full-
time?

3. What is the effect of student aid on choice of institution,
attendance pattern, and field of study and/or career?

Issues in Federal/State/Institutional Relations
_ _

.
The issue which appears most ominous for the community colleges in

the late 1970s is the increasing demand foi comparability of defini-

tions, data, and information tor all types of postsecondary insti-

tutions, The demand is being pressed by both the state and federal

governments, sometimes in ways which are in conflict. The issue is

embodied in the recent attempt of the.USOE National Center for Edu-

cational Statistics to develop under contract a manual of postsecond-

ary st.ident terminologyterms, definitions, and guidelines for

records and reports about students in prstsecondary education. The

manuLl attempts to standardize terms and their definitions not only

for degree-granting institutions, including community colleges, but
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also for specialized postsecondary -institutions which do not operate

on a system of credit hours, semesters or quarters, or degrees

awarded.

Standard terminology Is urgently needed to facilitate the ,collec-

tion of comparable information about costs, productivity, persistence,

,and other outcome measures from widely diVerse types,of postsecondary

institutions and programs. On the one hand, community colleges are

to be compared with adult schools operated by K-12 school districts,

publicly funded areakegional occupational centers, and proprietary

schools offering vocatlonal/technical training. At the other ex-

treme, community colleges must develop data and information which

will be comparable to that furnished by both public and independent

colleges and universittes offering lower-division programs: It is of

little use to point out that community colleges are different from

each and all of. these postsecondary institutions and that attempts to

obtain "comparable" information violence to the uniqueness of the

community colleges. Instead, research workers and others must begin

to cope with the issues of comparability by proposing areas where new

agreement might be obtained about common definitions and measures of

costs and outcomes.

More frustrating but less threatening is the issue of the

ever-increasing requirements tor state and federal reporting by post-

secondary institutions, all of which tend to reduce the amount of

staff time available for active planning and evaluation. The announced

intentions ot the federal government to hold constant or reduce re-

porting requirements have been accompanied by increased complexity of
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HEGIS (Higher Education General Information Survey) reports with re-

spect to ethnic-racial data. Attempts by the states to coordinate

. and th.us control the volume of required reports may result in an

additional burden to institutions which must reprogram their computers,

forms for data coilHction, and make other changes in the ways,

they have traditionally produced the required reports.

Two subissues related to reporting requirements appear wocthy of

mention. The first is the ability Of the community colleges to

have Impact on reporting requirements for all postsecondary institu-

tions when they are changed at the state or federal level. The his-

torical place of the community c911eges somewhere between the public

schools and higher education has meant often thet'the two-year colleges

have had least impact and suffered the most from imposed reporting

requiremPnts. The second subissue concerns the utility of the re-

quired reports for institutional.planning, management, and evalu-

ation. Institutions tend to view such reports as necessary burdens

to staff and to ignore the poIential usefulness of the data for local

operations. HEGIS and similar reports have the advantage of producing

data from a common set of definitions used by all institutions in all

states and of yielding low-cost computer tapes annually whidi can be

used to obtain comparative data over time and between and among

institutions and states. The standardization of data is of course both

an asset and a liability for community colleges in that some definitions

are a poor "fit" tor their operations and others are too gross to be

useful in local analysis. Still, HEGIS and other federal and state

reports can provide the basic data for the annual monitoring of the
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condition of postsecondary education in the particular institution,

system of postsecondary education, and/or state. Such monitoring

should show trends and other changes in selected aspectefor example,

degrees and certificates awarded by disciplinewhich tan be analyzed

in :terms of plans and projections for the institution..

The Evaluation of Effectiveness
_ _ _ _

It is well known that the faith of the public in higher education as

the producer of bette'r jobs, higher income, and more comfortable liv-

ing generally for those who partake of it has.diminished in recent'

years as a result' of many factors beyond our control. While public

confidence tn higher education does not appear to have reached the

level of distrust which has been experienced in politics and govern-

ment recently, there is nee( to find ways to demonstrate to legisla-

tOrs, state executive officers, and even lay boards that community

colleges are effective in performing their assigned functions. Tradi-

tional indices of effecttveness are no longer sufficient--accredi-

tation, increasing enrollments, favoreble student attitudes and opin-

ions, transfer student performance, and placeoaent of graduates of '

occupational curricula. All of these may be necessary but are not sufr

ficient measures of effectiveness in an era of limited state funds

for the support of postsecondary education.

institutional research encompasses much more than the evaluation

of effectiveness, but evaluation is viewed as one of the most im-

portant components, particularly as it relates to planning. It is

proposed that a comprehensive program of evaluation in community



colleges. would include each of the following, with variation in scope .

and intensity ci.pendent upon local circumstances:

1. An annual quantitative description of the condition of post-
secondary education at the particular institution, with
trend data and statewide and/or national statistics, as
appropriate;

2. A qualitative analysis of selected aspects of the institu-
tion's condition that relates what has bean observed to what
was projected and planned; in other words, an analysis of,
whether the institution is growing and changing in desired
directions 'or remaining in a preferred status quo condition;

3. An annual assessment (using data collected routinely for
other purposes) oi the extent to which particular goals and
objectives in the institution's plan of development have
been achieved such as implementation of an affirmative
action program with specified results for a particular period

of time;,

4. Periodic (perhaps every five years) evaluation of instruc-
tional outcomes related to institutional objectives (usually
requiring special data collecti.on) such as competences ex-
pected from general education prosraro: writing and compu-

' tational skills displayed by graduates; and

5. Participation by research staff in the evaluative aspects of
special programs for particular clienteles--for example,
educational opportunity programs and services for the dis-
advantaged.

Conclusion

There is a stronger need now than ever before for institutional re-

search staff to be active participants in community college planning

to insure that institutions are developing in desired directions. A

major impetus for this activity is the necessity to make choices and

set priorities because of expected limitations on funding which are

likely to extend well into the future. While community colleges may

continue to grow, it seems likely that future growth will be con-

trolled so as to give priority to certain clienteles, programs, and



delivery systems. Legislators and others outside the InstftW:ion

.will set priorities and limitations if institutions do not do so in

an effective manner.

The most important issue now facing community colleges is be-

lieved to be the nature and locus of planning for tHe future. This

belief rests on the asSumption that colleges can speculate about

alternatives,, specify values and goals, establish priorities, and

decide on preferable futures that are possible under the law and in

the particular community setting. When planning is done in this fash-

ion, the evaluatiOn of institutional change in terms of the specified

futures is a complementary activity. Thus, institutional research

woAers can use their talents to contribute to both planning and

evaluation.
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THE CASE FOR STATEWIDE CdORDINATION OF
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH IN THE COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Ivan J. Lach
Associate Director for Planning and Research

Illinois Community College Board
Springfield, Illinois

Introduction

The need for information about community colleges at the state

agency level has increased subs.tantially in redent years primarily be-

cause the amount of state funding for the community colleges has in-

creased very dramatically. Data requests by the legislative staffs,

the budgeting agencies, and the governer's office often seem unreason-

able, are often demanded on short notice, and the data that are ob-

tained are often misused. For these reasons, most institutional re-

searchers have very negative reactions to any state agency surveys

or data requests. However, it is usually not prudent to deny data to

the legislature or the budgeting agency that is going to be asking

critical decisions about funding community colleges; therefore,

tW prudent approach is to develop a well-designed system of

needed inforAation about community colleges at the state level, a

system that will be able to respond to the majority of data requests

'with validated and well-presented information.

To achieve this goal, a positive rather than reactionarx ap-

proach to state-level institutional research must be established. Such

an approach is necessary berause: 1) there is an urgent need for

state-level information about community colleges which critically

affects decisions on state funding, program and course approval,



and other important policies; 2) there is a need fOr comparable data

about community colleges for local and state uses; 3) there,is a need

for cOordination of the research effort among the various institu-

tions within the state; and, 4) there is a need for state-level

leadership in institutional research in the community colleges.

State-Level Needs for Information

Many important decisions are made about community colleges at the

state level, often in haste and sometimes with very little hard

tnformation to help in the decision process. The community colleges

must compete for limited state revenues with many other institutions

in the various state agencies and the legislature. For these pur-

poses, it is not only important to have the relevant financial in-

formation but also information which shows community college outputs.

In addition, many states control the programr and course-approval

_process for the community colleges at the state level as well as a

number of state policies which affect the colleges at the local

level. Decisions of such magnitude demand well-developed and well-

defined data about community colleges. To meet the state-level

information needs, the institutional research effort at the state

level must,consist of developing precise and common definitions,

comv;:s4wrtsive management information systems, well-deqigned surveys,

and statewide fo11owup studies of students. Types of information

most otten iied at tile c;1'. leve'i in Illinois are the following:

1. Course and Ccil,..Alum Inventory (on-line computer file)

Student Enrollment Data (en-line computer file)

College Ilu4nt F.nd Audit Data (on-line computer file)
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4, .Unit Cost Study (computerized)

5. Facilities Inventory and Utilization (MIS-produced)

O. Faculty and Administrative SLlary Survey

7. 'Faculty Utilization Reports (MIS-produced)

8. Student Follow-up Studies

9. Master Planniug Data

1Itecifor Statewide Cornp arable Data

One of the major difficult".es with statewide data is.the lack of

comparability among institutions due to the use of different defini-

tions, procedures, and4methods. This not only limits use of data by

the state, but also the local college's use of statewide data or

data about institutions which is needed for comparative self-analysis.

The state agencies which coordirste the community colleges have a

unique opportunity and an obligation to work with the colleges in

adopting common definitiong and common procedures for obtaining data

routinely needed for statewide analysis.

In Illinois, the public.community colleges utilize the follow-

ing common definition directory and manuals which were developed

by representatives from the colleges and the ICCB staff:

Data Base Directory (200-page document of definitions)

2. Uniform Accounting Manual

3. Management informat_on System Procedures Manual

4. Unit Cost Study m:-.ouaJ

5. Occupational Follow-Up Study Manual

h. Resource Allocation and Management Plan (RAMP) format.
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The Need for Statewide Coordination

There is also a great need for statewide coordination of nee.ded

research in community colleges. The statewide follow-up studies of

students are prime examples of such needed coordination. In a state-

wide transfer study, it is essential to obtain the cooperation of

senior colleges in providing data in a prescribed manner about the

progress of these students at their institution. It is likewise neces-

sary to agree on what method.; and procedures to: use in reporting the

data from community colleges to ensure c:mparability. Coordination is

also essential in identification of needed statewide research pro-

jects and obtaining tne necessary cooperation and support from each

of the various groups that must participate to make the project

possible.

In Illinois, .the ICCIihas a Research Advisory Council consistitg

primarily of institutional researchers at the community colleges as

well as representatives from the Council of Presidents, the Trustees

Association, the Faculty Association, the Students Organization,

and the senior institutions. This group has served as an excellent

coordinator for statewide research efforts in Illinois. The present

Statewide Occupational Follow-Up Study was initiated primanily as

a result of the efforts of the Research Advisory Counal.

4.

The Need for State-Level Leadershil_

Although some community colleges have excellent institutional re-

search programs, the majority of them are very inadequate in this

area. A survey of the institutional research function in Illinois

JLJit
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community colleges conducted in 1973 showed that only about one-fourth

of the colleges had full-time institutional researchers and that often

these persons had many other responsibilities. A national survey con-

ductd in L472 showed similar results. Hence, most community colleges

need leadership and encouragement at the state level to help in identi-

fying the basic institutional research projects and in getting them

accomplished, The responsible state agency can mandate certain basic

research studies and provide the necessary procedures manuals and

workshops. Two good examples of this type of study in Illinois are

the Unit Cost Study and the Occupational,Follow-Up. Each of these has

a manual which prescribes the procedures and methods ta be utilized,

and several workshops have been held throughout the state with col,

lege personnel responsible for each of these studies helping to ex-

plain the procedure,- and resolve any problems. The ICCB provides com-

puter processing for the Unit Cost Study for all colleges and sends

the detailed Unit Cost Study reports back to the colleges for their

use.

Activities I would classify under the area of state-level

leadership in 11.11.r. ire as follows:

I, Workshops and seminars on follow-up studies, unit cost
studies, planning, And management information systems

2. Development of a file and bibliography of research studies
in community colleges

3, Adapting definitions and coding systems which are nationally
accepted such as the UYGIS and NCHEMS classification systems

4. Provision through t,e MIS of certain basic utilization re-
ports for each college including comprehensive facility
utilization reports and faculty productivity analysis

133 1
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S. Requiring basic studies such as unit cost and follow-up of
students but providing manuals, standardized instruments,
computer processing, and assistance through workshops.

Conclusion-"I- -,--T.

Althkafgh statewide data are difficult to provide, the people making

decisions at Lh ,. state level utilize whatever data is.available.

.0iten rumors and hearsay are given undue credit because data is not

available to reveal the actual situation. Hence, lack of data or

lack of valid data can lead to decisions that might severely hurt the

community colleges within a state. For this reason, I am advocating

a posit!ve approach to institutional research at the state level, By

this 1 meanthat a well-developed system of providing needed statewide

information about community colleges must be designed and implemented.

This system must be used on common definitions and procedures and

must include a management information system component as well as a

research effort. A positive approach to institutional research at the

state level will provide not only adequate information at the state

levpl but also statewide comparability of data, statewi.de coordination

ot research efforts, and leadership for institutional researchers in

the community colleges.
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A USER-ORIENTED APPROACH TO PROGRAM EVALUATION

Lorraine Beitler
Associate Professor and Coordinator of
The Allied Health Learning Center
New York City Community College

New York, New York

There are two phases in program evaluation, The first phase deals

with the design and development of the report, and the second with the

role of this report in relation to the user. There are many factors

that affect the teaching-learding process, arid many of them are

quantifiable. it may be useful to detail some of these factors, ex-

amine an evaluation model, and explore facets of the evaluation

process that bear on the effective use of data.

Institutional research concerning faculty often involves analyz-

ing faculty characteristics in terms of tenure; rank; years of pre-

vious and current service at the institution; ,evaluation by adminis-

; trators, peers, and students; patterns of utilization of facilities,

which may include scheduled use of classrooms and nontraditional

settings; use of media hard and software; and use of community

resources,

Institutional research concerning students often encompasses en-

rollment reports and projections; demographic data including such

pretenure factors as age, socioeconomic status and expectations;

compilation of tenure factors detailing the college experience; and

posttenure factors, which may include student, faculty and em-

ployer's perceptions of the college experience.
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Administrators are concerned
with program evaluation in te'rms of

factors related to cost analysis, income, and expenditures; data

assessing course loads in terms of frequency requirements; sequence

and alternative course modules; transcript analysis for patterns of

grading; and transcript analysis tor prediction of student success.

All of these factors should be related to community data indicating

job market projections and emplorr needs.

Model A on page 137, develuped by Alfred and BO.tler(1), indi

cates the relationship of specifically designated inputoutput factors.

It was used in the evaluation of programs within the Diviston of

Allied Health at New York City Community College.

In hls Discrepancy Evaluation Model for program improvement

and appraisal, Provusk3) describes four stages for consideration in

the. Amplementation of a new program. The ,desilin sets forth the stand

ards on which a program Is established and provides the basis for

assessment. Installation focuses upon the extent to which program

activitjes have been identified and attention has beeu given to

corresponding task assignments within realistic time limits.

Interaction focuses on the appropriate procedures for communicating

to the faculty, college administrators, staff, and students the

objectives and philosophy of the program and the services it provides.

The evaluation stage should examine the degree to which the specified

objectives tn the project design have been met.

The program design details the standards, directions, and

strategies for the'implementation of the program. It establishes

initial objectives, major strategies for achieving these objectives,
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and specific activities fur each strategy. In Model B on page 139.

Lachat(2) describes an objective appropriate to the design phase of

a program. Objective II was identified )y the project coordinator.

Responsibility for each activity was assigned to a staff member, and

time liles were established for out-components of each activity as

illustrated in Model C. on page 140. This provides the basis for
.

assessing the discrepancies between objective. (standards) and out-

put (results) at interim periods,

A staff management system can be used to track areas of

responsibility and accountability that have been previously defined.

The role of each staff member should be delineated in terms of:

(1) the person to whom he or she reports, (2) the people he or she

supervises directly, (3) major responsibilities, (4) working relation-

ships, and (5) position tasks and the time required for them. After

specific task assignments are made for various staff members, monitor-

ing procedures should be carefully defined. Meetings must be regular-

ly scheduled with staff members in order to assess progress.

The relationship between processes and interim products, as

they relate to the objectives specified in the project design, must

be examined. Discrepancies between processes.and planned activities

should be examined in terms of their impact on the development of

project products and the achievement of project objectives (see

Model D on page 142).

The implementation of a tutorial service (see Model B), for

example, might not have been possible if there had been no dohgruence

between the Intendedoactivities and the actual activities.



MODEL B

OBJECTIVE II

Students enrolled in target freshmen courses for Allied Health Career

programs will become more proficient in their application of learning,

study, and .test-taking skills.

STRATEGIES
_

I. Adjunct personnel will develop and implement minicourses re-

lating content and learning skills in target required freshmen .)1

courses for Allied Health career programs.

II. Learning Center staff will provide a tutorial assistance

training program to enable qualified tutors to function (a) in

an individual tutoring situation, (b) in seminar sessions,

(c) as a tutor-in-residence, and (d) as a within-the-classroom

assistant.

III. Comprehensive tutorial services will be provided for stu-

dents enrolled in career programs in the Division of Allied

Health.



MODEL C
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO STRATEGIES FOR ACCOMPLISHING OBJECTIVE II

ACTIVITIES RESPONSIBILITY r TIMELINE

1. Meetings will be held with faculty members of Coordinator Oct. for first
target required freshmen courses to

semester courses

d. obtain their support in developing mini-
course sessions to apply learning, study,
and test-taking skills to specific Lon .
tent areas.

2 1). request them to highlight aspect of
courses which are in need of program
support.

o. obtain course materials and outlineS.

2. Mint-courses of six, one-hour sessions will
cie provided for target required course in
illiea Health career programs

a. Test-taking techniques - 2 sessions
b. Career vocabulary - 2 sessions
c. Applieation of math processes to

oontmnt curricula - 2 ser.sions.

Feb. for second
semester courses

Designated Adjunct March - 3 sessions
Personnel April 3

3. Procedures will be finalized with the Coordinator First week of Feb.
Tutorial Ce'lter for the coordination of
services through the Allied Health Learn-
ing Center

4. Division students will be identified who have
been xcevsively absent, are in danger of
foiling, had dropped a course one semester
and had re-enrolled or have shown a low
protile in diagnostic and/or entrance exam.

a. Form letters will be sent to identified
Division students describing tutorial
services available through Learning
Center

Coll.Lab.Tech. Dec.-Jan.
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MODEL C (continued)

ACTIVITIES

Three tutor training sessions will take
place related to:

4. one-to-one tutoring techniques with an
emphasis oil the dynamics of inter-
personal relationships.

b. seminar tutoring with emphasis on
group relations

C. assistants within the classroom situa-
tions with an emphasis on faculty
tutor tutee relationshipe

d. procedures for accurate record keep-
ing and follow-up of excessive stu-
dent absence

e. the use of tutor-tutee log
f. the use of existing and newly developed

materials for departments in the
Allied Health Services

Tutor tutee record (logs) will be reviewed
weekly to monitor tutorial procedures and
will be available for review by faculty

Third session evaluations will be held for
each tutor-tutee situation

Multimedia instructional aids for rein-
forced learqing will be developed

A final report on numbers of tutors and
tutees participating in program, types
of sessions utilized and materials used
will be submitted to the Project Coord.

RESPONSIBILITY

Coordinator & Coll.
Lab. Tech.

Coordinator

Coll.Lab.Tech.

Adjunct Personnel &
Media Coord.

Adjunct Personnel &
Media Coord.

TIMELINE

Februs..y

weekly throughout
2nd semester

throughout 2nd
semester

throughout 2nd
temetter

throughout 2nd
semester



INTENDED ACTIVITIES

INTENDED A OUTCOMES

MODEL D

Congruence

Congruence

ACTUAL ACTIVITIES

ACTUAL AI OUTCOMES

At this stage the identification of discrepancies between in

tended activities (plans) and actual outcomes (products) does not

necessarily have negative implications. Evaluators have in the past

and can now document modifications in operations that may be situa

tional responses to specific conditions. But the absence of the neces

sary facilities, for example, might severely impede various activities

so that products cannot be delivered by a specified time,

The Role of the User

often the thickness of a report is inversely proportionate to its

shelf life. in order to ensure that the product of evaluation will

not be relegated to a shelf until it is outdated and useless, we

mwit change the role of the user from a passive to an active one.

Reflect on the following:

Whosc Vintage Point WIU Judgements Be Made?

Who is the audience who will read the report?
Will they have a voiiie in the design of the evaluation?

A. Administrators
Department chairpersons

C. Vacuity
D. Students
E. Employers
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U. Who compiles and examines the data?

A. Nonvested interests

1. Outside the college
2. Inside the college

B. Possible vested interests

I. Program coordinator
2. Department chairpersons
3. Dean of the division
4. Faculty

III. Are the procedures for collecting data viable?
Are the source and the organization of the data credible?

A. Quantitative data

I. Entry--pretenure

2. Interim--tenure
3. .Output--posttenure

W. Qualitative data

L. Ques'-ionnaire

2. Interview
3. Seminar or conference
4. Standardized tests
5. Inhouse tests

IV. Are the indicators for measuring success considered valid
by the user?

A. Patterns of utilization of services
B. Nature of clients
C. Perceived effectiveness

To provide a viable evaluation product, the users should be en

couraged to participate in determining the components to be included

in the final report. The results of investigating a sequence of speci

fied activities (teaching methods, content, facilities, and so

forth) must be communicated to staff members at all levels, and

their recommendations must be heard so changes conducive to the

attainment of the program objectives can be implemented.



Evaluation :tioulti he concerneui Nith the immediate and aumma-

tiva productsthe prw:esses anl ac4vities leading to the product.

Appraisal by pvaluation. with thi.: held of the ust!r, in the interim

stageA ot the probram ,:an provide earl' ,asights, and then the pro-

gram can he revised in progresr, to enhan(e suc.esb. Open chaa-

nels for communication, both vertically ar,d hl..izontIly, with

involved staft and faculty .ire a must if the .,/aluator is to be

effective, With such communication, the formativ evaluation can

become part of the decision-making process, rnd the avaloator can

be perceived as a heLper who will reinforce good performance And

suggest corrective alternatives.
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MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH: AN ESSENTIAL PARTNERSHIP?

Boris Blai, Jr.
Dean of Administration
Harcum Junior College

Bryn,Mawr, Pennsylvania

in the midst of insistent demands for accountability, self-analysis

by educational institutions is now an urgent necessity. Research and

development in both community and private junior colleges is taking on

new dimensions. In the collection and analysis of pertinent informa-

tion, great emphasis is beiug placed upon data bearing directly on

decision maktng rather than on mere presentation of statistics in

support of some theoretical design.

As Schofer and Turner noted ia a 1970 topical paper to the

Florida Community Junior College Jnter-Institutional Reseah Council:

The last few years have seen a growing inquiry into whether
community colleges are, in fact, fulfilling the high aims
once so confidently announced. Though still muted, demands
fOr evdence are beginning to be heard. Even the most
ardent proponents .of the movement appear to recognize short-
comings and a consequent need for a firmer base for insti-
tutional philosophy and methods that would come from
empirical study.

Snyder, in ERIC Junior College clearinghouse Topical Paper 30,

lai20 has observed:

The press for accountability has descended on the two-year
college aud cannot he put off. Legislators, board members,
taxpayers, even stuaents and parents, are asking the col-
lege to account f0V its efforts and resources. It must
re'spond, for the alternative to self-examination and direc-
tion is submission to interests beyond the college. These
conditions have given critical impetus to the role of the
Institutional researcher.

hIc an inqtitutional research program to be of maximum value to

an organization, it should embrace ongoing assessments of:
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(1) allocation of resource*, (2) student potential, (3) institutional

achievement, (4) curriculum and program needs and ordered priorities,

and (5) community impact of the college.

What follows are the highlights of how one small-enrollment

(b50 students), private, independent junior college for women analyzes

its efforts as a learning center for young women.

At liarcum, institutional research is a shared activity. Faculty,

participate in 7^licy deliberations through.four active committees, a

Faculty Assembly, and a College Council. In 1970-71, of some 72 policy

and procedure actions recommended hy these groups, 21 were based, in

part, upon documented research inquiries by variousjaculty members.

in addition, at the request of these various committees, the Office

of Research conducted 14 additional inquiries furnishing information

which facilitated subsequent deliberations and decisions.

To help insure an orderly, ongoing, and comprehensive program,

we used a checklist of areas for inquiry, which has been a very

useful guide at Harcum--both for cyclical, long-range trends.analysis

and planning as well as one-shot inquiries to collect data for the

resolution ot immediate problems and concerns. Since 1963, the Office

of Research has prepared some 420 research reports, memoranda, and

briefs as well as 120 published articles.

The various studies, inquiries, and investigations we conducted

during 1471-72 may he conveniently grouped into three categories:

(1) __Exerimentil1 ftezareJL 4(LLesseit): These generally in

volved the experimental manipulation of selected (independent)

variables, oiten with the use of experimental and control groups to
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note what effects, if any, occurred in the criterion (depenaent)

variables.

' (2) Survey Research (50 zercent): Researchers collected data

by questionnaires, analysis, ;and records of interviews taken from

samples of whole pOpulations.

(3) Historical Research (10 percent): These particular records

analyses sought ansers to questions by referring to valid college

records and the institutional research offices subsequent statistical

treatment of the historical (Lite.

The principal techniques that have been utilized for data col:-

lection have included: before-and-after 2valuations; checklists;

correlational studies; interviews (both structured.and open-ended);

tests and inventories (including academic achievement, skills, and

personality assessments); observation schedules; replication investiga-

tions; questionnaires and opinionnaires; rating and ranking schedules;

and statistical treatment of data.

Since Harcum is a private junior college, without public tax

support, the financing of its institutional research effort is wholly

determined by college executive management with no sustaining public

monies. Such monies become available only through individual grants

received for the conduct of specific programs or projects or, in tlie

case of private foundation grants, for the support of specific re-
,

search st,udies. On,occasion, when,the investigation subject so

warrtiints, funds are furnished by the appropriate college department

(an academi( division or adminis.rative office). In this connection,

it is strongly recommended that the institutional research office
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function as a service ageney to the college (and the faculty, in par-

'Acular) and gtiard against becoming A bumptious bureaucracy!

in 1971., some 90 percent of the Inculty and staff voluntarily and

,anonymously responded to a questionnaire requesting their candid

evaluation of the institutional research reports furnished them.

Virtually all of the respondents (94 percent) rated these reports on

4 a five-adjective scale of "Exceptional," "Considerable,"
"Some,"1

"Little,"-and "None," to fall within the range of "Exceptional" to

"Some." Most respondents (52 percent) specified "Some" -- the mid-

value rating on this five-level scale. Noclaim is laid to equal-step-

gapping, or other sophisticated measurement techniques for this

simpLe, face-valid rating scale.

Since Harcum decision makers continue to seek improved methods of

college operations, the rationale for institution41 research at the

college is crystal clear and compelling. Under the leadership of a

progressive, responsive management, institutional research has moved

into the mainstream of college operations. By becoming directly in-

volved in filling. information ops, it is relevant to all institu-

tional problems, concerns, and operations.

it is axiomatic but nonetheless pertinent to note that without

the wholehearted endorsement of executive management, the essential

staff-service function of institutional research is either an im-

possibility or simply a meaningless, wasteful window dressing. The

financial support of institutional research should not be left to

chance alone. ff a research program i$ considered important,

specific and realistic provision must be made for it within the
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college budget. At Harcum, management has totally supported insti-

,tutional research, permitting freedom of inquiry, follow-up of

research tindIngs, and necessary financial support.

Michael Scriven's phrase "Results Rather than Rhetoric" might

well he the motto tor institutional research. After all,' not only is

the phrase alluringly alliterative, but it conveys a commitment to

empirical evidence and a dismissal of mere word.wizardry! And 110

at Harcum, the pragmatic answer to the question "Why Institutional

Reseaxch?" has been that we have found it provides ways and means

for identifying and analyzing the college's problems objectively.

This is the first major step toward improving current programs and

operations and planning intelligently fo the future. In short, to

avoid the twin pitfalls of complacency and misdirection, ongoing

institutional self-study is a necessity.

Numerous management specialists have suggested that education,

. like industry, should ask many searching questions of itself. It is

particularly important to recognize that the need for, and the

involvement of, teaching and administrative faculty in on-going, self-

evaluation designed to improve college operations (which, incidentally,

is probably as useful a definition of institutional research as any)

is as great in the two-vear coilege as it is tn the four-year

institution. In these days of accelerated chi-awe, the two-year,

postsecondary college can no longer be casually relegated tO the

"little sister" category, not when It is anticipated that within a

scant 5 years, 40 out ot each 100 students enrolled in higher educa-

tion in America will be in two-year colleges, Stuart Marsee, former

president of Santa re Community College, has said:
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Properly conceived and objectively pursued, such institutional
selt-studv may possibly result in data that presents a cage
against a popular cause. The researcher must be prepared to
accept the tate of this eventuality. Also, he must not .con-
Hider it a personal cebuke if the president, or others, act
contrary to.the direction his study supports. His.responsi-
hility is for research, and not for management decision-
making,

concerted and systematic efforts'to encourage the.use of re-

search are essential. To spread the word, some form of blanket cover-

,age should,he given to the findings oT research studies. Where

numbers warrant, a periodic institurional research letter can

help to keep the IR dimension among the upper priorities of faCulty/

Management activities,

One final aphorism; Haste makes waste. Most innovative programs

in education, including IR programs, have been plagued by the tendency

of both observers and varxicipants to want immediate, visible results.

We suffer trom the habit of pulling up the plant by its roots every

tew months to see if it is alive and growing: Resist that anxious

urge; set reasonable target dates and then patiently insist they not

he tampered with:
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INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT: THE ESSENTIAL PARTNERSHIP,

Cheryl Opacinch
Coordinator of Institutional Research

Catoasville Community College
Catonsville, Maryland

In the past, the role of institutional research has been to assist

the college in goal achievement in a number of ways, including

documenting enrollment patterns, assessing the effect of various teach-

ing methods on student learning, projecting demand for new programs,

and predicting the effect of those programs on campus resources.

Today, we are seeing a shift in ou'r institutions' needs re-

sulting from external pressures such as slower growth, more part-

time adUlt students, diminished resources, additional state control,

and,internal.pressures such as collective bargaining, demands by

faculty for meaningful participation in governance, and an increase

in the number of studeuts in need of developmental skills.

The roles of administrators have altered dramatically over the

last 10 to 15 years as have those,of institutional researchers. Today,

responding to external and internal pressures, both institutional

. researchers and college administrators are on the brink of perhaps the

most dramatic change of all: a shift from research to planning and

from administering to managing. The following chart shows the relation-

,-;11Ip between various institutional phases and the roles of adminis-,

trators and institutional researchers:



Role of
Role of Institutional

institutional Phase Administrator Researcher

phenomenal growth, building reporting
plentliul resources

slowed growth, contemplating,. researching
adequate resources evaluating

little growth, managing planning
diminished resources

The Aollowing descriptions give a 'relatively detailed view

ot the three types of institutional research:,

ReTortin,6: This kind of research is usually an initial response to ad-

ministrators both ,on campus and at the state and federal level that

describes in rather limited terms what is occurring in higher edu-

cation institutions. The need for reporting has not abated, particu-

larly at the tederal level, and reuorts as well as their data

elements And subgroupings continue to proliferate. Reporting

usually requires the kind of information that is routinely collected.

Examples of these reports are: the federal government's Highpr

Education General infomation Suiveys, student profiles, grade dis-

tributions, enrollment reports, staft profiles, and facilities in-

ventories.

Researchin,$: This type of institutional research has been proVided

in response to administrators and faculty members' desire to assess

and evaluate what they have been dllng. This desire has apparently

4'ontinwa to grow: Witness the increasing numbers of institutional

re!warch rositions being created on community college campuses

.nui the burgeoning number of documents added to the EdUcational Re-

source,: intormation Centers system annually.
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Examples of questions asked of researchers are:

To what degree...

are college goals being met? is the community served?
are students satisfied with their college's programr
and ,services? is their a relationship between pre-
ferred Learning styles of students and knowledge gained
from a congruent teaching style?

Is there a significant increase...

in knowledge gained tf group discussions supplement
lectures? in the number of faculty favoring collective
bargaining after class sizes have increased 20 per-
cent and inflation has eliminated any salary increase?
in the number of women students enrolled in programs'
nontraditional for them as a result of concerted
publicity, counseling, and recruiting efforts?

Planninj: Undoubt,edly, planning is done in response to the needs of

administrators to allocate diminishing resources in the most efficient

11.

, and productive manner. Planning builds upon the information collected

' tor reporting and research purposes but it does more than describe

what has been. It can describe what will be and what will be "if."

Thus, it is concerned with analysis of the existing, simulation, and

projection. It differs from reporting and research in that it deals

with more than the quantitative; it is concerned with the qualita-

tive, policies, and philosophies. Planning seeks to facilitate se-

,

lecting the best methods for achieving institutional objectives.

Examples of planning include:

enrollment projections, facilities demand projection,
torecasting needed programs or courses, establishing
program enollment demand, and determining class size
ratios and needed faculty based upon a proposed
schedule.

Pianning asks questions such as:

What if a calendar change were made? What is the
probable effect on enrollment, efficiency, student
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enrollment, needs of students who wish'to transfer,
work load of affected administrative offices such as
admissions, registration, public relations, and the
l'omputer center?

The Ability to Manail

The ability to plan, to manage, calls for new skills. What's needed

is the capacity to view the institutiort and it's goals objectively in

order to

identify institutional strengths to be built upon, and
deficiencies..to be corrected;

conceptualize institutional parameters empirically;

be aware of available internal and external resources;.

'talk with' and 'to' compUters;

ask the 'what if' questions; and

implement the results of these analYses.

Each of you could add to this list, but the major point is that

we' e seeing the scholar president of yesteryear, who has read all the

classics, now needing to read a computer printout; the prelident

who coaceptualized a new way to analyze literature; now needing to

conceptualize institutional parameters; the .administrator who hardly

had time to ask "what are we doing?", now asking "how are we doing?"

.7
and also beginning to ask "how can we continue to do it?" The move

from administering to managing is upon us; note, for example, the

growing number of presidents from fields such as business, who've docu-

mented their ability to manage.

What, then, is the researcher's role as the partnership con-

tinues! In essence, it is to facilitate management--to plan.



The responsibilities will differ; they are dependent upon such

factors as the stage of development of the institution, the willing-

ness of eampus personnel to become involved in developing computerized

planning systems', the time administrators are willing to devote.to

the analysis 'of alternatives and their capability for conceptualizing

institutional parameters!, as well as their understanding of simu-

lation and computers.

la some instances, the institutional researcher may need to teach

institutional planning, organize the development of planning models_,

analyze for presentation,the results .of simulation, or, in some in-

stances, play an advocacy role for a single, alternative course of

action. We have not functioned in the planning-managing stage long

enough to define with any degree of accuracy the primary role and

responsibilities of institutional researchers. Just as we'bor-

rowed frameworkS from the disciplines to conduct our research, we

must borrow and adopt frameworks for planning frowt each other, from

buSiness and industry, and from organizations that develop "model"

frameworks.

I can't think of a more challenging, interesting, or stimula-

ting place to be professionally than in institutional research today.

in five years, I hope we take the time to :ook back to see how our

roles have developed. And, lest we feel that anything is truly new

or novel, I'd like to share with you a framewer came across after

I'd developed my thoughts concerning the evolution of communiLy col-

leges and Ow role of institutional researchers and administrators.



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ORGANIZATIoNAL PHASE AND
TYPE OF INQUIRING SYSTEM*

Organization'al

Phase Types of Data

I. Ceeativitv

2. Direction

3. Delegation

4. Coordination

pei-tional observation,

experience, direct
feedback

0

add: functional__-
transactions (ac-
ounting, student

records)

add: 'more detailed

transaction data by
operating unit,
sources and uss of
resources

add: standardized
data elements

Type of Inquiring
System

informal, interpersonal,
judgmental, synthesis,

consensual; (Kantian or
Hegelian)

add: standard format--
reports of transactions;

functional budgets; an-
nual reports; some
computerization
(Leibnitzian)

add: unit cost analysis;

seeking comparative data
on costs, workload and
performance data; com-
puters required

(Leibnitzian)

add: objectives ex-
pressed as programs;

PPBS attempted; simula-
tion models to evaluate

alternatives; prograp
cost analysis; regular
data exchange; exten-
sive computerization
(Kantian)

4

5. Collaboration add: personal feed- add: flexible output
(which may back, process formats; eliminate
transiorm feedback standard reports, PPBS,
to 2 or l) standard unit costs an-

alyses; integration of
previous decisions with
newIS design (Hegelian
or Singertan)

addt means the U. '.ed characteristics are in addition to the char-
acteristics listed above in the same column.

*1,./athersby, George B. Decision paradigms and models for higher edu-
cation, Paper presented at the Forty-Eighth National Meeting of the
institute 1or Management Sciences and the Operations Research Society
of America, Las Vegas, Nevada, November 1975.
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The preceding chart is taken,from a presentation made by

George Wi!athersby of Harvard's Graduate School of Education. Insti

tutional'development is defined in five phases, and types of data

ahd inquiry systems typical of each phase are defined.

I think Weathersby's chart provides an excellent framework

in which to,document changes in institutional researchers roles,

and I hope you find it useful for documen
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AN ORGANIZATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
ON INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH IN THE EIGHTIES

Ervin L. Harlacher
Chancellor

The Metropolitan Community Colleges
Kansas,City, Missouri

I am pleased to be here today among many of my friends and former

colleatuea. I m reminded of the plight of the convendonal institu-

tional researcher when I think of the s.tory told many years ago by

one Patrick Hooley when he was asked what America had done for the

working man:

"Well," he said, "when I first arrived in America, a green-

horn from th Ould Sod, the only job of work I could get was with the

White Wings, New York City's street cleaning department. Then it was

'Hool6y, do this; Huoley, do that.' And after a bit, becatise I'd worked

hard and done my job well, someone asked me to run for boss of the

local union. I did that, and I was elected. Then it wps 'Mister

Hoolot, sir'--and sometimes 'Mister Hooley darlin'."

"A lew years tater I was asked to run for aldermah--which I did

and was elected. Then it was 'Honorable Mister Hooley.' And pretty

soon was made chairman of the Boi,rd of Aldermen, and then, of

course, they calLcd me 'Mister President.' But it wasn't until a visit

to the Ould Sod once again that I realized how America had eievated the

working man.

"It was a beautiful Sunday morning and, with my handsome youni

niece on mv arm, I mounted the marble steps of the Cathedral. As I



pushed open the finu wooden doors and stepped inside, the choir be-

gan to sing, 'Hooley, Hooley, Hoolev...'

% "That's,what America has done for the working man:"

In order for us to have a perspective on institutional research

in the l9B0s, we must first determine where institutional research

f.ts into a college's governance and management systems'. Like Hooley,

the ins\itutional researcher in the modern community college may

have an unreal impression of his importance or aow he is perceived by

his peers. For whether we like it dr not, the best data in the world,

circulated nationaf1;, will go unused if it is not merged with the

decision-making process in a politically astute way.

My purpose today, chen, is to share with you: (1) a management

Atem based'on goal setting and evaluation which utilizes institu-

tional research (not as an end, but.rather as the means to an end)

in institutional problem solving; (2) a system of organizational relS-

tionships in which institutional r_search and planning can become the

decisive factor in effective governance.

But before describing these systems, I'd like to make a few

personal comments with respe:t to the governance and management

of multi-unit community college districts.

Prior to Leaving this area (New Jersey) three years ago, I

would frequently hear the question asked: Is New York governable? I

guess we now know the answer to that quest!on. Thos Jf us in

multi-college districts now frequently raise that question with re-

spect' to our own districts.
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Since moving to Kansas City, I've had occasion to ask myself how

anyone can govern in a rational manner so complex an empire as this

one: A sixty-year-old system serving the one million plus residents

ot the tour Missouri counties of Metropolitan Kansas City through

tour colleges (three with formal campuses) : Penn Valley Community

College, located near the District offices in midtown Kansas City;

Longview Community College, 20 miles to the south; and Maple Woods

Community College, 20 miles to the north; and a fourth college, Pio-

neer Community College, that utilizes sites throughout the four-county

area. Those four collegeseach with its own name, its own president,
4

Lts own distinctive caaracteristics, and its own hallmark--enroll more

than 2'),000 students.

Frankly, the challenge of managing this dynamic and complex

system of colleges has rekindled my. interest in institutional research

and planning.

Why aecause in my judgment management control must exist in

all organizations tf they are to achieve their mission, The question,

then, Ls: Do we want the 'control point to be at the management

activity level or at the outcomes level? Are we interested in con-

trAlling activities or results?

This deliberation has led to the concept of accountability. And

accountability implies the setting of goals and evaluation of out-

comes and the need for data to set and measure them.

Governance, according to John D, Millet, is both a structure

and a process that characterizes every social unit, implicitly or ex-

plicitly. ln educational institutions, a dual :Itructure usually
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exists: one for decision making about the administrative or institu--------

tional affairs of a college, and another for the academic or instruc-

tional aftairs. In Cw first instance, the board of trustees, the

president, and the administrative staff form the group that is pre-

occupied with institutional affairs; in the second instance, it is

the faculty that are preoccupied with instructiOnal objectives, in-

structional procedures, taculty selection and promotion, student

academic performance, and the fulfillment of degree requirements.

Historically, these two structures--institutional and instruc-

tional--have been in conflict, though the need for such conflict

remains lbscure. However, we generally attempt to avoid the conflict

through a form of governance called the community governance

model, which attempts to bring together in one body representatives

of the faculty, staf, students, and administration.

This model has met with limited success, and is highly suspect in

an environment of collective bargaining. (Some would say it leads to

collective bargaining.) For this reason, a new king of institutional

leadership may emerge that will require much more extensive information

sharing, more lengthy consultation, and more emphasis on goal setting and

the measurement of results or outcomes of the decipion process than the

community governance model described above.

Peter Drucker,* in his book The Age of Discontinuity, .stresses

the importance ot intormation sharing, goat setting, and evaluation to

organizaLional health:

The members ot organizations, whether employees or stu-
dents, fliould he expected to take the largest possible

1Dr67WJ-177-Peter, the ;Iv of discontinuity. New York: Harper and

Row, 1964.
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responsibility for managing the community life of their
iustltutiong. A great deal of what managements are doing
today Ls not related to performance and function. Why man-
agement should run the plant cafeteria, for instance, or
be concerned with maintaining student discipline, is not
very clear. And there are many other areas where community
sell-government ca.1 and should take over.

Altogether a wise management does not speak df "manage-
meut prerogatives." it does not even think of them. It
limits itself to the spheres of direct relevance to its cen-
tral task. P,ervthing else it tries to unload. Wherever even
serious malfunction would not endanger the attainment of the
organization's objectivestudent discipline is an example--
the wise executive says, "This is Your job."

It is also highly desirable to bring these "members" of
organization as far as possible into the decision-making pro-
cess. Otherwise they cannot acquire any understanding of the
realities of their institution...Without such understanding
organization is always endangered. And we know that partici-
pation in the actual decision-making process is the only way
to acquire the rudiments of understanding...

But in the areas that directly affect standards, per-
formance, and results of the institution, the members
cannot take over. There, the standards, the performance,
and the results must rule them...

organizational leadership, then, according to Drucker, re-

quires partlLipation by members of the organization for informa-

tion-sharing purposes, but the authority to set goals and standards

and to control the means of evaluation must not be delegated down-

ward DV top management.

These words have important implications for institutional re-

search. It we are going to place more emphasis on information sharing,

our information must be timcly and accurate. And, if we are going

to set goals and evaluate resutts, then we must know not only what

results we are seeking hut also how to measure the outcomes. These

concerns lead me to suggest a mnnagement model for the 1980s that

makes institutional research the keystone in the decision-making process.



Simplistically, the management model I propose is one that would

allow decisions to be made on the basis of the evaluations of prede-

termined, mutually agreed to goals. lhat is, the board of trustees

and the chancellor or president and his or her immediate staff should

be primarily concerned with goal setting and evaluation, not man-

agement activities: Where do we want to go? (What are our goals

and objectives?) And did we get there? (How well are we accomplishing

our goals and objectives) Middle management should be concerned with

reaching the goals and those activities which move them toward those

goals, and institutional research should provide the data'and infor-

mation to met the goals and then be responsible for measuring to

det mine whether the goals have been metthat is, evaluation of

how eli the institution has done.

A management model of this type is best 4riven by a Management by

Objectives system, requiring the development of annual management

objectives that are consistent with annual priorities and a system-

wide master plan.

An MBO system distinguishes between conformity and freedom--

conformity to goals and objectives that have been agreed upon in

advance, but freedom in choosing the means for achieving those

objectives.

Let's tools on th goal-setting process for a moment. It is

essntial for colleges to articulate their mission, goals, and

objectives,not only to assure that they will bcome a part of a

management system, hut also:
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...to give direction to present and future work

..to provide an ideology that can nurture internal cooperation,
communication, and trust

...to enable appraisal of the institution as a means-end system,
and

..to atiord a basis for public understanding and support.

As I've suggested, institutional goal determination also in-

volves the establishment of priorities. As Peterson has said, "an

institution's 'goal structure'its rank-ordering of goals--can be

said to he determined when some level of consensus has been reached

through a process that is democratic and participatory." Similarly,

Schoor voluted out that the goal determination process must be re-

garded universally throughout the dist,rict as fair if the resulting

goal structure is to have legitimacythat is, if lt is to be

accepted as appropriate in the college community.

Institutional goals are best conceived of in terms of outcome

goals and support goals. Outcome goals are the ends the colleges

seek; thus, they expross the desired educational productivity.

Support goals are the goals that facilitate reaching the out-

come goals. They have to do with instructional resources, educational

environment, research and development, and so forth. Accomplishment

ot support goals is intended to optimize the previoosly identified

outcome godl!;.

Once outcome goals and support goals are determined, a neces-

sary next task is to translate these conceptions into precise, mea-

survahle program obtectives. This procesn requires good institutional

research.
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Evaluation

The other hal( of this equation is evaluation. Evaluation has at least

two desired outcomes: (1) to document movement toward objective

achievement; and (2) to provide data for subsequent decision making.

It !_s essential, however, for system participants to feel that

the evaluation is worthwhile; that is, the activities carried out in

the evaluation must be seen as useful to those participants to whom

the evaluationoapplies. Thes,-if the participants feel ownership and

believe that the evaluative activity will be beneficial, it is much

less likely that either the evaluation objectives, methods, and pro-

cedures or the value of the results will be questioned. This kind of

acceptance is critical to a management model based on goal setting

and evaluation.

A second major objective of the evaluation process is to document

the extent to which objectives are achieved. Wherever an inquiry is

made, the function of eval ition is to provide evidence of the level

at which objectives are achieved. From these data, decisions can then

be made.

Within the Metropolitan Community Colleges, we have organized

ourselves into a pattern which we think supports the concept of

leadership through the setting of goals and the subsequent evalua-

tion: ot goal achievement.

While we are a multi-college district with a central chancellor's

oflice and somewhat autonomous colleges, what I am about to describe

can work lust as welt in a single college if the president's office

and .;tatt ,trv put in the same context as a "district office" in a

multi-college system.



The Metropolitan Community Colleges emphasize functional manage-

ment based OR the concept of decision making relating to the differ-.

entiation of functions between the .olleges and the chancellor's office,

it is the district's responsibility to provide an overall, compre-

hensive program of education and services suitable for all segments of

the district population and to assure that these offerings are effec-

tive in meeting individual and community needs, The'colleges, on the

other hand, have the responsibility of developing and operating all

educational programs and services in their service areas.

Accordingly, decisions are made at the district level when: (a)

the proposed action or implied result of the decision requires either

the board's or the chancellor's approval; (b) the decision requires

total district resources to implement; (c) the decision is related

to the legal responsibilities of the district; or (d) the decision

would yield efficiencies through system-wide implementation (for ex-.

ample, a decision to make use of a single computer). All other de-

cisions are made at the college level,

in operating the district, the key respeonsibilitfes for each

management element are:

ror the chancellor (as chief executive officer of the board)

L. .0a1 setting for the district, in accordance with the
'on-Vear master plan;

2. Evaluation of all programs and services;

3. Development of new programs and services (district-wide);

Community and governmental relations (district-wide);

Certlin centralized support services for the consortium of
collt.ges;



b. Establishment of district-wide performance standards and
systems Ln areas .uch as plant operations and maintenance,
security and safety, financial aid, information systems,
program review processes, internal audits, and communi-
cations systems.

For each president

I, The operation ot all educational programs and services;

Goal setting tor the college;

1. Evaluation of the teaching/learning process;

4. Support services for college departments.

There are similarities between our organization pattern and a

lederal system, in which a territorially diversified pattern calls for

two levels of governmentone to deal with the common, the other to

deal with the territorially diverse. Perhaps our greatest challenge

lies Ln our ability to foster diversity, creativity, and initiative

on the part of our local colleges and, at the same time, to guarantee

.excellence of programs And services offered by each college in a cost-

ettective manner without unnecessary chiplication of effort. These

responsibilities welded together in a process of accountability,

decision making, evaluation, and adequate staff support should pro-

vide the district wLth effective management for the future.

The Role ot Research

Where do we tit institutional research into this system? At the dis-

trict level, we have three support divisions; one coneerned with

tisc,i1 And personnel matters, one concerned with public affairs, and

one concerned wich goal setting and evaluation. These divisions are

headed by vice chancellon: who report to me. The dLvisions are staff

oriented and hay(' no line authority over the colleges.
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The division that ts concerned with goal setting and evaluation

is also responsible for our central computer services, the develop-

ment of management systems, curriculum planning and coordination, long-

range planning, and research and analysis, a service that is available

for all other functions of the division. All data reporting about the

district, both internal and external, flows through this office.

Research and analysis program audits and evaluation, base data for

goal setting, position
papers, projections, and master planning are

all integral to the mission of research and analysis in our system.

The fundamentaL role of'this goal-setting and evaluation di-

vision is, first, to provide management with the data, alternatives,

systems and standards, and tools necessary for effective decision

making; second, to monitor the results in terms of the achievement

of the goals set forth; and, third, to provide a master plan for

the tuture in ail areas of district activities.

Thi division, then, has a tremendous responsibility and a

great impact on our district. We feel it is the link that makes ef-

fective.management by goal setting and evaluation possible. The

status ot this division ,has grown, and its acceptance has been

fostered throughout the district because the data it reports, the

planning it does, the evaluation it makes, the recommendations it

prepitre, and the systems it develops are used. The single most

important element in the managemen scheme I have just described is

the ititent to make tull use of the products of research. You caa-

not organize in one manner inid operate in another.



ven though you are not organized in the manner we are, or may

never he, there still are critical questions that need to be answered

now and into the 198Us to help support the decision-making process 4t

your college. For ex.mple:

How many ot you can supply your president with cost effective_
data tor the prograMs otfered at your institution?

How many of you can supply your president with accurate historical
data on the operational and iinancial aspects 6f youi
federally assisted programs?

How many of your institutions have a specific set of measurable
objectives?

How many of vou have a usable mast_e_rylan for the future?

How many ot you have an evaluation plan to measure your college's
effectiveness in meeting its mission?

Every conference I attend and every educational publication I

read extols the virtues of accountability, cost effectiveness, simu-

lation models, long-term legislative agreements, and performance

indices and encourages educational administrators to think in these

terms.

It we're not concerned with them, then nobody is. Yet if we

4re, ,are thi.v.used? The responsibility is shared. The instututional

reseqrch must be done in a timely and accurate manner, and then

other administrators and I must use the products you have generated.

if we do not use them, you'll fall into disuse and we'll be ineffec-

tive managers.

I believe we have the tools, the comput,!r_models, and the con-

cepts that allow us to measure the progress and process of our past

decisions and provide ourselves with decision-making data for the

tuture. However, 1 question whether we are making adequate use of
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these tools in today's problem-solving and managerial techniques.

One of the most important things we must have in the 19H0s is a full

complement ot management tools to support the deciston-making process

and we must be committed to using them.

Perhaps that statement sounds so stale to you that you can hardly

believe that someone is actually saying it again. But let me tell you

why I am saytng it again. If this were August 1966 rather than August

l97b, and we were attempting to look at the 1970s, how many of us

would have been able to identity the following challenges, which we

now face in the l97tta?

a. declining full-time enrollments

b, emergence of the "nontraditional" stuth!tit

c, average student age of 30

J. resistant legislative bodies

e, severe budget constraints

I. taculty layoffs

collective bargaining

h. high unemployment

I. increased interest in vocational/technical training

I could go ou with the litany of education problems we are now

factng that were not predicted, but it is not necessary. What is

necessary is For all ot us to sec that accurate data and effective

long-range plannirn., are crucial to decision-making. Therefore, I

say to you, develop the management tools that will carry you into

thy 1q80s, It the tools that have been developed work, use them.

It they don't work, dtspose of them and develop tools that will
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work. Always be cognizant of the fact that you are in a dynamic

environment, and as you initiate change, make sure that your tools

are flexible enough to accommodate that change.

Finally, we often promote the concept of institutional resrarch
.

and planning services for decision making; yet we eni up making de-

cisions based on "our years of experience." This technique of manage-

ment always deals an effective death blow to research and planning

services. If we are to organize for the l980s to avoid decision making

based on what Simon has called "little more than ambiguous and mu-

tually contradictory proverbs," the need for institutional research

to play a strong role is evident. And it clearly must play a decisive

role within organizational structures that is based on goal setting

and evaluation.
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IDENTIFYING INSTITUTIONAL
RESEARCH NEEDS

Leslie Mylcs
Director of Research and Development

Delta College

University Center, Michigan

it Ls critical to institutional research, if it is going to be used,

to deane sharply what it is, who it is for, anti what it is for. Con-

tinuous reevaluation within uur own institutions is necessary if we4

are to avoid the "shelf-decoration syndrome," the institutional re-

searchqr's nightmare ot the results of his perception and genius

decorating the shelves of his and other offices rather than being Oled.

if we are in good communicatión within our institutions about what in-

stitutional research is, who its clients are, what the objectives of

the research ace, and how the objectives of institutional research are

related to the goals and objectives of the institution, the client

groups of the institution, and the client groups of the institutionai

researcher, we i1l have taken a long'step toward producing research

that wilt be ucd.

identifying research needs, then, is critical to the whole enter-

prise. Ln order to identify institutional research needs, it is nec-

essary to:

define institutional research

define th clients for institutional research

identity their objectites, usually in terms of their clients

define ways of communicating effectively with clients in

order to meet their inatItutional research needs.

jt 7.41
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What Ls institutional Research? .

First, wh.ft Ls institutional. research? The answer is still being for-

mutated. The 1464 Alf( (Assoctation tor institutional Research) Forum

was devoLed to development ot a conceptual framewo rk for institutional

research, which Ln 1964 was a very new tnnalon even in many major

universities. A valuable perspective on ins onal research as an

emerging profession can be gained from reviewing the prJceedings of

that lorum,

. Dol(2) voimnenling 'In "The Role of lnstitutional Research in the

Admialslrative Process" in that forum, stated five propositions as a

hasis lcur a conceptual tramework for inst research: 1) the

evoLutiou of Instituti.ons of.higher educ, h)n fr, small, relatively

simple tnstitutions to largo-scale, complex Irgo.dzations essentially

bureaucrattc iu str ut.ture and mode of ope ratLon; 2) the emergence cf

a new style ot admInistration he characterized as "scientific;" 3) the

evolutton oi Inst[tutional rese,;rch from sporadic studies and collec-

tions ot dat I to coordluatedsystematic conduct of studies needed for

iustitutioui,1 Improvement; 4) the emergence of institutional research

spe( tattsts; and 5) the profv,onalization of those specialists. Con-

icrecs at the forum agreed with Doi Chat instttuttainal research is a

stdit, not a line, function, that tt should be used in the evaluation

ot policy, and that it should not formulate or implement policy, They

Wen in considerabte disagreement, however, about the place and role of

institutional research within the Lastitutional hierarchy, the r-imary

popiul t1 (1uIs it should serve, the kinds of research to be performed, the

manner hi which research should be performed, and the manner in which

the use ot research ts suggested by 1K personnel to others.
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Carrothers(1), President ot the University of Calgary, in a key-

speech to the 1973 Forum the Association for institutional

Research, stated that institutional researchers re not policy makers

or Implementors hut said that their role is crucial in policy tormatiun.

Re :zees institutional research in the L970s playing a major part in

reintorcing the work ot those who are charged with developing an ef-

tective planning intertace between governments and universities. He

sees new needs tor institutional research beyond proAding planning and

management intormation services. These include the notj to provide

facts that are above reproach aS a basis for collective bargaining,

the need Lo provide intorx.ation about the educ ational marketplace in

the context ot the open university, the need to make management devel-

opment sytems des igned by consultants relevant to the university, and

t1,0 need to develop and t-oordinate management information systems with

othet institutions and organizations. Carrothers sees the major role

of institutional research in the application of rationality to manage-

ment and in the understanding of the Limitations of rationality --

'institution.fl research mn: not allow the quantification of the

unquantiliable. Institutional research, according to Carrothers,

is the new butter between universities and the shifting forces of

,.,Klbbee(4) took this concept a step further. in "The Hirzards of
o'

Planning Predicting Public Policy," he snld that institutional re-

searchers must not t:nly act as buffers but that they must also predict

public policy that is likely to affect their institutions.

In 1975, Hig tbotham and Neill(3), in a survey of Michigan com-

munity college presidents Cor the Michigan Community College
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AtisoelatLou to r Development and Riesearch, askea the presidents' con-

cepts ot institutional resenrch. Their responses and the concepts to

which they were responding are shown in Table 1,

TABLE I

BELOW AKE FOUR DIFFERENT CONCEPTS OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
TYPICALLY HELD BY lNDLVIDUALS.

WHICH CONCEPT MOST CLOSELX COLNCIDES WilH YOURS?

institutional research Ls the routine collection and
tabulation of data, These data may or may not be tined
Li) study particular problems or practices of the
institution.

institutional research Ls the continuous investigation
ar.d data collection needed for administrative de-
cision making (i,e budgetary analysis, space utili-
zation studies, enrollment projections).

Institutional research is the continuing self-study of
a11 phases of institutional operations (i,e., all sub-
ject matter areas of the institutional program, In-
stitutional organization, clientele, personnel).

institutional research is the long-range planning,
goals/oblective setting and evalliation process for all
phases ot institutional operations.

No opinion

Total 99.8,'

(17)

From this very cot's( rv overview ol recent viewpoints on the con-

cept ot institutiohal research, it can be seen that most Intelligent

olwervers have moved away trom the concept of simple data gathering

and tabulation toward the concept ot institutional self-study, and are

piaclng Increasing emphasis on the role of Institutional research In:

policy tormation

goats and objectives
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evaluation setting, and

institutional planning.

Detining Clients tor institutional Research

As a starting point for discussion at this conference, 1 would

like to suggest that although our institutions may differ, the most

ettectAvv way we can assist our clients within the institution is to

work with them to identity their client group;;, the objectives and

, goals ot those groups, and determine how the progress of their insti-

tutions toward,those the objectives and goals can most effectively be

measured. Keeping in touch with the college's client: groups and their

goals and objectives is the essLnce of planning for community-based

education. Keeping in touch with progress toward meeting those objec-

tives is the essence of accountability or productivity or zero-based

budgeting, or whatever other phase you are currently using for knowing

where you stand.

It we as institutional researchers can identify the college's

potential clients and their objectives, then we can assist in defining

the goals and ohjectives for the college, help our clients .within the

college to i,ientltv research information they need, and establish a

basis tor identitying college goals and objectives, setting college

policy. and identifying planning needs. Potential clients of the col-

lege can he identified tor each institntion and will vary by institu-

tion. Some suggested groups might: fall into the fopowing kinds of

categorie:i:

high school students

wotking people
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professionals

blue coLlar worker:

sales/service workers

peolav at home

women

older persons

retired persons

'young children

unemploytd persons

handtclpped persons

instituttonaLized persons

kat inmates

persons In nursing homes

colle:ge r;cryleco

businesses

contract programs

cooperative programs

employers ot graduates

industrieg

contract prugraW

cooperative programs

eMployers ot graduates

governments

contract programs

coopeL-atIve programs

employers of graduates
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Labor unions

apprenticeship programs

contract programs

! .t.ipvortcytt

Local indivudual taxpayers

local businesses and industries

state government

federal government

business/professional organizations

foundations

This Ls hardly an exhaustive list, and, of course, many of its

groups overlap, but the point of it is to start with those for whom the

basic mission of the institution is service. If the groups the insti-

lotion identities as its priority service groups can be reached and

their oblectives identitted, this will be an excellent starting pGint

tor defining the objectives of thu institution and its programs. Once

the institution's obiectives are defined, the base is established for

another important institutional research activity -- evaluation of

progress in meeting ob!ectives.

Defining Institutional Policy, Goals, and Objectives

you as an Institutional research officer are able to assist the

administrative stalf, faculty, and students in your institution in de-

fining the groups they serve, the objyctives those groups have, and

tilt relationship between objectives ot the ir client' groups and their

own prow_ on oblectives, you will find that yon are in the process of

aw,Lstitig in the delinition of institutional policy, goals, and

ohleCtiVeS.
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This Lomat shvuld be understood as a conceptual framework for

defining institutional resez,"ch needs rather than as the first project

an institutional research otficer should undertake fur his institution.

IPte state ot the art ot identitying the objectives of a college's po-

tential litent groups is in its infancy*. Even Lf it were advanced, the

.completion ot a reAsearch etfort which vitt id identify all the potential

client groups of an institution, their objectives, the institutional

oblectives which follow trim those, the measurements which will eval-

uate progresS toward meeting those objectives, and so on, would be a

massive undertaking requiring an army of researchers.

Some institutions (my own included), however, have made some pre-

Lhainary -tforts toward identitying such a conceptual framework. With

the assitance of an Advanced Institutional Development Grant, we have

been able to complete a community needs analysis and an institutional

goalq inventory using the Institutional Goals inventory developed by

Richard Peterson of Educational Testing Service (ETS).

lit May L971, Delta College Senate President Owen Homeister ap-

pointed A College Goals Committee with the following charge:

Prepare a set ot institutional goals and a mission statement
tor consideration and adoption by the Delta Senate and Board
of Trustees by July 1., 1976.

Identity those goals that should be .given priority during the
next 2-) years.

*At the 1.976 AERA Annual Meeting, a paper presented by Belle Ruth Wilkin
el the Alameda County, California Office of the Superintendent of
Schools entitled "Needs Assessment Models: A Critical Analysis" con-
cluded that few models have been vaiidated and that many in wide use
employ oversimplified methods for identifying discrepancies and levels
ot criticality and tor setting 'Priorities for action.
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Since the committee was to deal with institutional goals, it was

important not oniy to how broad repres entation but also a committee of

reasonable size. ihe tollowing appointments appeared .to satisfy both

requirements:

Marjorie Leeson, Chairperson, Professor ot Business
Hal Amin, Assistant to the President
Bruce Corliss, Professor of Geology

Ikon Crossland, Associate Dean tor Community Education
(R. Wieland - Alternate)

Jessie Dolson, Assistant Professor uf Nursing
Saundra rorns, Counselor

Don halog, Assistant Professor of English
Richard Klein, Social Science Division Chairman
Lonard Marsico, television producer/director
R. McGivern, Associate Professor of Architecture
Willie Thompson, Academic and Student Affairs, Administrative

Assistant

Richard Wirtz.. Associate Director of Admissions
Resource Persons: Don Laughner, A1DP Coordinator

Leslie Myles, Director of Research and
Development

Gene Packwood, Research Associate

rho TS. Institutional Goals inventory was administered to several

groups during September 1974. All members of the faculty, administra-

tion, and Board ot Urostees liere sent questionnaires while other groups

were sampled. Results were tabolated separately tor each of the follow-

ing groups:

Group Number of Respondents

Board ot Fr(IsLees 7

Administration 46
Faculty (full-time) 133
Facuity, Community and Continuing

Education 36
Students (academic, on-campus) 236
Students, Area Centcrs 89
Students, Community Education 96

A second major source of input was the Residents Learning Inter-

ests Survey. The L,arning Survey had two major parts: 1) a survey

ot L,500 tri-county households, and 2) a survey of Data students.
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Responses were received from approximately 60 percent of the households

with a total_ ot more than 1,600 individual responses. A slightly al-

tered torm ot the same questionnaire WaS administered to mo re than 500

students, on and oft campus.

Additional_ sources of intormation included the Student Reactions

to College Survey, the 1973 North Central Accreditation Report, and the

consulting services ot Dr. James Nelson, Michigan State University,

and Dr. James Harvey. McMattis Associates, Inc.

Formulation ol the Goals

Beginning on May 28, 1975, when the committee first met, the process of

writing the goals went through three stages, eventually concluding in

March 1976 when the goals were submitted to the Assembly in the form of

a questionnaire.

Stage I: Ou May 28 and June 4, the committee was given the infor-

mation already described in this report. On the first date, the com-

mittee's charge was explained to the members

Leeson appointed a subcommittee (Halog, Arman, McGivern) to prepare a

new mission statement proposal. in addition, the committee was divided

iuto four subcommittees:

1..

.3.

Arman, Torus, and Wirtz (chairperson)
Corliss, Halog, and McGivern (chairperson)

Marsico, and Thompson (chairperson)
Crossland, Dotson (chairperson), and Leeson

On June 11, each subcommitte was assigned specific goal areas

from the institutional Goals Inventory and asked to consider, in terms

of the college's needs and situation, specific goals for Delta. The

subcommittees were asked tc be ready to report their recommendations to



the tuli conwilttee hy Syptember, On June 18, the mission statement

subcommittee presented its report.

Stage li: From September to November, a serLes of workshop ses-

sions to tevlew the -lub:ommittee reports took plaee. On September ll,

a lomat deveioped by subcommittee I was approved for use by all sub-

vommiALues. Two weeks later, the cominittee passed on a revision of the

mission statement.

The fLrst dratt ot the goal statements was completed on November

L. it was then edited by a committee (Betty Lockwood, Ron Crossland,.

,:nd Don Ualog) and submitted in December to four groups for evaluation:

the Student-Senate Liaison Committee, the Teaching.Faculty Executive

Collitiattee. the Administrative Council, and the Academic Council. Each

group Was asked to determine if the suggested goals were appropriate

tor Delta College. In addition, each member of the reviewing groups

was asked to look tor areas that were important to the development of

Delta College but not reflected In the suggested goal statements.

Stage ILI: In meetings held during January and February, the

recommendations ot the tour groups that reviewed tAe suggested goals

were evaluated, anu a tina 1 draft ot the goals was developed. On

February , t committee kDoison, Marsico, McGivern, and Packwood) was

asked to prepare A questionnaire consisting of the major and supportive

goal statements. On February the committee reviewed and accepted

two.now goal statements submitted by the Academic Council. Gene Pack-

wood 1.4,1,-; given the responsibility of distr ibuting the questionnaires

to the members ot the Assembly and assembling the results for analysis.



kesuits ot the College Goais Comtuittee Questionnaire

After the preparation ot the Mts,iiou Statement, 19 Major Goals and 110

Supporting Goal Statements were developed by the College Goats Com-

mittee and reviewed by the Teaching Faculty Executive Committee, Aca-

demic.Couucil, Administrative (otuli and Senate-Student Liaison

.Conmattee. Then the revised statements were scut to all Senate Assem-

bly members tor their reaction. A questionnaire was developed and

piloted on the College (oals Committee, Assembly members were asked

to rate 1) the importance ot each major goal and supporting goal to

Delta (ollege, and 2) the priority (compared with present priority

rating) that should be placed on each supporting goal over the next one

to tive years.

During February 19;h, (Ines tionnaires were sent to the 266 Senate

Assembly members. Each senator was asked to contact the members in his

or her unit to encourage them Co complete the questionnaire. There

were I IS questionnaires rcturne d, for a 52 percent return rate.

rhe Assembly membcrs who responded to the questionnaire felt as a

group that aLl the major goal statements and supporting goal statements

'were ot at leist average importance. As a group, they recommended that

the individual supporting goal statements receive approximately the

same or slightly higher priority than they are currently receiving.

While Individuals Mitered In the importance they placed on certain

goals, no goal statement was perceived by the group as being inappro-

priate tor Delta College. These results represent the opinions of

slightly more thou halt the Assembly members, and therefore, should be

used as an adjunct to othet information Delta has pertaining to those

areas but Hhould not be interpreted as absolute.



Senate and Trustee Action

The proposed Mission Statement and Major Goal Statements were placed on.

the Senate ageuda to the April 14, 1976 meeting. The Senate was asked

to approve the Mission Statement and the 19 Major Goal Statements. The

chairman of the Goals Committee indicated that the Supporting Goal

Statements would be included in the lull report of the committee. The

Senate approved the statements and recommended that they be transmitted

Ito the Board of Trustees tor app royal. On May 11, 1976, the Board of

Trustees ot Delta Gollege approved the Mission Statement and the 19

Major Goal Statements. As a result ot the trustees' action, the state-

ments will now be used in the college catalog and other official college

publications. Inclusion ot Lhe new Missions Statement and Goals should

strengthen the philosophical foundations of the college and more clearly

represent the Intent of Delta College.

The,college is now in the process of developing college-wide and

departmental objectives in line with these goals. The Research and De-

velopment Olfice at Delta was tortunate in being able to obtain the

Advanced Institutional Development Grant, a small percentage of which

provided the resources and impetus for these goals and objectives-set-

ting activities, but the R&D staff were also able to provide some as=

sistance to the various otfices and committees that worked on these

goals. NoL only does the college now have a conceptual framework for

policy and planning, but its R&D office has a conceptual framework for

institutional research in these goals and objectives.

Atter having said ail this, let me also point out that the Office

of Research and Development at Delta came into existence in 1967, at

ti
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the request Lit the faculty when we conducted our institutional self-

study In preparation tor review by the North Central Association. Like

most other institutional_ research offices, ours has existed until now

without this conceptual tramework. How can institutional research needs

be identiiied without resorting to a large-scale effort of this kind,

it local circumstances de not warrant this kind of major research ef-

tort?

One technique that has been used with success in some institutions

Ls the establishment ot a research committee. if the research commit-

tee is smalt enough to develop discussion, representative enough of the

institution as a whoLe to avoid biasing the concentration of effort of

the researc h ottice, and is used to identify needs areas rather than to

review each request tor research, it can be a very effective device.

Another method is to employ research techniques to identify your

own research needs priorities. SampLe interviewing of various members

ot the student body, faculty, and administrative staff could yield di-

rection for research needs. (Since others at this conference will be

speaking about research techniques, I will make no attempt to identity

those that could be applied to this problem.)

Given the manner in which our own office was established and the

instJtutional dynamics we happen to have, we have found that to do a

good job tor one requestor generates five more requests. We have found

that requestor priorities tend to sort themselves out if we ask about

the obleetives of the research to be done and the obje.:tives of the

activity to be reviewed, it we ask peolde to vtork with us in develop-

ing timetabies and doing much of the work themselves, which has become
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necssary due to the Limited resources we have. Asking people who re-

quest resear;:h to become directly involved in the research has another

beitellt ot uusuring that the research is actually used for decision

making by the requestor. Because of this we continu0 to involve re-

questors In doing the research.even if we are not short-handed.

Another tactor that tends to sort out true priorities and to en-

sure more ottective use ot our offic,2 as a.resource is our policy that

research done tor one requestor will not be released to another person

without an authorization from the original requestor. This means that

we do not become an "inspector general" for the administration or fac-

ulty. We also ask offices to work toge ther where research crosses

jurisdictional lines; that is, if one office requests research about

the operation Lit another, we ask both to.work together to develop the

necessary investigation. it is rarely necessary to invoke these pol-

icies, but when it 1.,, they Lend to keep us out of institutional poli-

tics and preserve onr impartiality, without which much of our work

would be useless.

Thse techniques have helpeu us keep cur remc on.trends affecting

our Institution, and we continue to work toward the impossible goal of

au ideal institutional research motive.
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IS INFORMATION POWER?

Leslie Myles
Director of Research and Development

Delta College
University Center. Michigan

In looking at the relationship between federal and state agencies and

local educational institWions, one should start with a clear under-

standing that the picture is totally unclear. Higher (or postsecon-

dary) education (we don't even know exactly what to call it) is in a

state of confusion. Clark Kerr, in an address presented at the 26th

National Conference on Higher Education in 1971(7), said:

Higher Education in the United States is facing a period of un-
certainty, confusion, conflict, and potential change. . .higher
education is faced with a staggering number of uncertainties:
(1) the direction of change that will be taking place in a
society that is ever more divisive, and in a world that is
undergoing a cultural revolution; (2) the impact of the new
educational technology; (3) its proper functions in terms of
teaching, research and services; (4) the governance of the in-
stitutions; and (5)' financing'.

Speaking at the 56th Annual Meeting of the American Council on Educa-

tion in 1973, Stephen K. Bailey(8) agreed that

Today, we scarcely know who we are, let alone who's in charge. . .

The more expensive we bet:Lime, the more suspicious our protectors
and providers become. . .we have a reputation -- at least in some
quarters of our nation's capital -- fur being exclusive, self-in-
dulgent, patronizing, and sloppy. . .Eight thousand tax-paying
proprietary schools want to know why training a historian for
unemployment at the taxpayers' expense is better than training
an accountant for useful employment at the learner's expense.
And parents and legislators are listening for our answer or at
least for an intelligible and defensible rephrasing of the
question.

The federal government is no better off. In a delightfully

mind-boggling report for the National Center for Educational Statistics

in 19/5, Pamela Christotfel and Lois illce(3) pointed out that "The vast



range uf Federal porsecondary programs has been called a shopping list

in search of a rationale."

Given this lack ot clear policy direction, it is downright alarm-

ing tu have tu agree with the Second Newman Report(17) that "a sense

ut legitimacy tor an issue of educational policy is often created by

the existence of a federal program."

Most observers of this confused scene seem to believe that ;f

you think that's bad, wait till you look at conditions in the 50

states. The request for proposals that generated the Christoffel/Rice

report characterizes the Common Core of Data (CCD) Program of the

National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) as "a major new con-

cept of the U.S. Office of Education intended to replace the current

uneven and largely inadequate provision for education statistics in

the 50 states, six outlying areas, and the District of Columbia. . ."

(There are exceptions, and I share the speaker's table today with an

outstanding one: [van Lach provides the Illinois Community College

Board and the Illinois community colleges with the kind of research

expertise and cooperative approach to expanding knowledge of the

education enterprise which is the envy of many in the surrouncling

states.)

The Question ot Dollars

Before the relatIonOip between federal and state agencies and

educational institutions is discussed fur lung, the question of

dollars will inevitably arise. Some of us might question the state-

ment made by Paul Wing and Leonard Romney(19) in October 1974 that

"It iH important to note that state agencies probably have a legiti-

mate right to any institutional data at any level that could help them
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Address important decisions and policy questions, particularly if

they provide financial support to the institution."

However, it is difficult to argue with the proposition that if the

federal or atate agency isTruviding financial support, it has a right

to.know huw its doilars are being spent and specifically, whether the

goals of the funding are being advanced. The issues seem to involve

kinds of data required, extent of data required in relation to finan-

cial support received; and the extent to which receipt of financial

support entitles supporters tu influence goals, objectives, and pol-

icies of the institution. These are not easy questions. Does giving

you money to make your building barrier-free to physically handicapped

persons give me a right to know that once in the door, those student53

really du find a teaching/learning environment that helps overcome

learning barriers caused by their handicaps? If so, which questions

are legitimate fur me to ask to find that out?

Must experien.ced administrators know that a key tn effective

management ts an effective management information system. If you

don't know what's going on, you can't zun a college. Now if you fol-

low that rationale and if you want to maximize the control the col-

lege maintains over its own funcfioning and minimize the control

external'agencies can exert, then You will resist step by step the

data encroachments which those external agencies are making. If you

also believe that it is the nature of bureaucracy, your own included,

to preserve itself and to grow, then you will assume that state and

federal bureaucracies will, by their nature, want to preserve them-

selves and to grow, and that this may happen at your expense. Ben

1
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LaWrence, Director of the National Center for Higher Education Manage-

ment Systems, in his remarks before the 1976 National Assembly(12),

paraphrased St. John as follcws: "In the beginning was information --

and informaticn is power." These assumptions will providc aided incen-

tive to resist the data demanas of state and federal agencies.

But Lt seems to me that for both realistic and idealistic rea-

sons, a good argument could be made against such resistance. Realis-

tically, both state and tederal agencies and our colleges recognize

that, to paraphrase Pogo, "We have met the taxpayer, and he is us."

When candidates rut-. on the issues of zero budgeting and csAting

bureaucracy, they are addressing all of us, and I suspect that a num-.

ber ot people here in the room support those concepts. If your,support

the concept of management by objectives, it is difficult to quarrel

with the gentleman from Georgia when he advocates the concept of zero

budgeting. And that bringn me to the idealistic level. An institu-

tional researcher who believes in educational objectives, criterion-

referenced testing, and developing improved measures of the outputs of

postsecon dary education must experience considerable cognitive dis-

sonance when he refus'es to wOrk with external agencies to develop data

tor rational decision making.

In short, 1. think that for realistic reasons we must cooperate

with state and federal agencies in the provision of data because the

taxpayers and their representatives will insist on some information,

and we had better help ensure that it is reasonably related to the

goaLs and oblectives stated and that it is used appropriately. I

think that tor idealistic reasons, we must cooperate to improve data
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and data analysis fur decision making if we are to be true to our

emerging profession uf institutional research, which is generated by

the concept of rational decision making based on factual information.

Some Common Problems

There remain, however, some serious problems. The following is cer-

taint), not an exhaustive list, but the items included should serve to

initiate some discussion. Some common problems are.thatz

I. Data is requested that is not used. If there is an inor-

dinately long turnaround time in reporting the results of data or if

it is widely knewn that most respondents to a particular report do not

treat it seriously, neither the institutional research officer nor the

institution which employs him is likely to favor an extensive invest-

ment of his time in developing good data for such reports.

2. Data requested is irrelevant or misleading. Some believe,

for example, that reports such as the Higher Education General Survey

(HEGiS) Degrees and Other Formal Awards Conferred give a false im-

pression of productivity at community colleges. Although they have

few graduates as a total percentage of their student population, com-

munity colleges nevertheless meet the objectives of a large number of

their students who find jobs or go to transfer institutions or re-

ceive advancements as a result of their community college education.

Modification of some data. requests to fit student objectives may be

in order.

3. Data already available elsewher'- is requested again. Appli-

cations for Title Ili and Title VI funding, to cite cwo examples, re-

quest data which has already bc 1 provided in the Higher Education

General information Survey.

1 9
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4. Respondents do not know why data is requested. There in a

duai responsibility here: for institutions to be informed lnd for

agencies to provide rationales explaining the relationship of data re-

quests to program objectives.

5. Respondents lack resources to provide the data requested. It

is always helpful to review data requests from time to time to sort

out which information is really needed and being used for decision

making and which was simply included on the form because it was some-

thing that was "nice to know." Smaller institutions, that lack the

time and hardware to cope with detailed questionnaires especially re-

sent data requests which require considerable research expertise and

computer resources.

6. Data requested to check progress on one goal may inhibit

progress toward another. An example of this is the use of the Costing

and Data Management System of the National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems (NCHEMS). Although NCHEMS in its Information Ex-

change Procedures project and now in its wide-scale implementation

prolect cautions that cost data should not be compared without at the

same time comparing prugram objectives, the message has not been

heard by every agency. The concern that some institutions have is that

a legitimate rquest by state agencies for comparative cost data on the

programs they are funding may inhibit diversity in postsecondary educa-

tion, and diversity is a goal of American postsecondary education.

7. Data requested does not reflect legislative intent. Since

legislation is the result of compromise, the inteni of the legislature

with regard to specific programs is sometimes not clear. When the

agency responsible for implementing the legisiation also issues

dimmiNr.
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regulations and requests data, the institutions\that receive these
;

requests may feel that they do not reflect legislative intent.

8. Data is requested on a numb.lr of goals not related to the

program for which the college has requested funds. Acceptance of'

agency funds requites assurance of compliance with Title VII,

Title IX, and a number of other legislative, regulatorx, and executive

order requirements. Some institutions may be willing to assure that

they are making a goOd-faith effort to achieve these goals but resent

the direct involvement of federal agencies in the development of in-

stitutional self-assessments, affirmative action plans, and so on.

The recent Title IX protests of Brigham Young University and Hillsdale

College are particularly interesting in this regard. They are pro-

testing the federal government's direct involvement in their institu-

tions because their students, not the institutions, have received fed

eral assistane. Proponents of the voucher idea in which students

can "vote with their feet" for the school that best meets their objec-

tives s!lould be particularly interested in the questions raised by

these two schoo LA. As with most of the criticisms cited above, there

are Intelligent people of good will foand on both sides, and the

answers are not so apparent as they might appear to be. As Wing and

Romnev(19) agree,

Determination of the most appropriate information and associ-
ated level of detail is a matter that should, if possible, be
determined jointly by the agencies and institutions concerned,
based ou their respecti,.e needs and capabilities. Needless to
say, the final location of the "boundary" between institu
tional and state-Level responsibilities will vary from state
to state.
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And they add, interestingly,

It is important to remember that the locus of decisior-
maki.ag responsibility is not a simple function of size or
any other single criterion, and fur every rule of thumb
that one can propose, there probably will be several ex-
ceptions among the fifty states.

This would seem to suggest that the locus of decision-making should be

determined by logic. 1 should like to suggest, however, that logic

has littie to do with the locus of decision making. If it did, the

resource and boundary questions in the Middle East could have been

settled long ago. The locus of decision making is dgtermined by pol-

itical action based on power. And that brings us full circle, back to

the power of economics and the relative power and decision-making

authority of our colleges, the states, and the federal government.

To quote Stephen K. Bailey again, we are facing

... a persistent human paradox: the simultaneous need for
structure and for antistructure, for dependence and for
autonomy, for invulvement and for privacy, for community
and for identity. Today, as we perceive this elemental
paradox in'the tensions between the academy and the state,
it is useful to keep in mind its generic quality. For'at
heart we are dealing, I submit, with a dilemma we cannot
rationally wish to resolve. The public interest would not,
in my estimation, be served if the academy were to enjoy
an untroubled immunity. Nor could the public interest be
served by the academyis being subjected to an intimate
surveillance.

ln his remarks before the 1976 National Assembly of the National

Center for Higher Education Management Systems, Governor Richard Lamm

of Colorado(ll) stated that some suggest higher education has traded

its autonomy fur state and federal funding and warned that the "almost

.45-degroe angle of the increase in total appropriations for higher

education In recent years gives one pause."
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Many observers, including those of us in postsecondary education,

have been given Pause hy the growth Curve in higher education enroll-

ments and costs over the past 15 years. Many observers, especially

those 1010 wonder about the efficiency and effectiveness of post-

secondary education, have compared these growth curves to the fever

charts of state and local economies, the cost of living, the propor-

.tionate increase in costs of other public and quasi-public services,

and have concluded that postsecondary education which receives public

funds must he made accountable to those who pay the bills. I would

not attempt to deltne accountability in this highly political context

or set any precise boundaries on the data needs of state and federal

governments in order to arrive at accountability. However, let m:

state unequivocally that there are very few remaining in fastsecondary

education, and particularly.in .community and junior colleges, who

would dispute the need for accountability. I strongly support it.

But would ask whether the growth curves of enrollments and costs in

postsecondary education are being viewed in the proper context.

it you believe that the growth curves in postsecondary education

are alarming, those suggested by futurists such as Alvin Toffler in

his Future Shock are absolutely terrifying. If 90 percent of the

scientists who ever lived are alive today, and if the growth curve

for future change is almost perpendicular, as Toffler suggests, then

perhaps the 45-degree angle of growth cited by Governor Lamm is

alarming, not bcaus it is too high, but rather because it is only

half as steep as it ought to be.
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Some Final Questions

Let me leave you with these questions:

What is the responsibility of postsecondary education to pre-
pare the society to oope with an ever-accelerating pace of
change::

What is the responsibility of state and federal governments
to invest in preparing society for that change?

What are reasonable levels of investment?

What are reasonable criteria to define the educational
products and investments required?

What are the data needs of postsecondary education institu-
tions, state governments, and the federal government to
determine if those criteria A..e being met?

There ought to be more forums such as the Assemblies called by

the National Center for Higher Education Man4ement Systems at which

toese questions are debated.

1.
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